SALE 23 1.00pm SUNDAY APRIL 15th 2018
BOX LOTS
Please note : Box Lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY and must be collected on the day
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Large old time suitcase crammed full noting stockbooks of 1980's MUH Samoa, Fiji, PNG with vals t K2 in
blocks & pairs plus some packs, Nauru in packs, box of GB FDC's & other odd covers, various Aust decimal
commem covers in album plus some pre-decimal incl 10 PO&C covers, modern aerogrammes & maxicards
plus useful Hawid mount packs. Also world & Aust incl pre-decimals sorted in envs & sighted AAT 1957
defins on Hagner with at least 3 MUH sets & small tin of WA revenues. (100s)
Mainly British Commonwealth in "Corolla" briefcase. Lots of NZ on stockleaves etc noting 1972 lakes x 11
sets incl blocks of 4 MUH, decimal Arms incl $10 x 20 used, 1967 decimal to $2 on reg'd FDC (faults), China
(250+) to 1949 on album leaves noting North China 1945 $1 imperf unused, USA 1976 13¢ flags & 1981
birds/flowers sheets of 50 MUH & Australia 2002-2004 used on leaves plus some 1980's/90's on Hagner. Also
KUT 1960 to 5/- on FDC with general GB & other Commonwealth on album leaves & stockpages ex small
auction lots. Worth a good rummage at this reserve! (100s)
Plastic tub noting Australia & GB FDC's (100s) plus maxicards & 2 boxes of World on/off paper with odd MUH.
Additional box of GB Benham silk FDC's x 200+ with a GB album incl 1948 £1 RSW (Cat. £40 as MUH). Also
Aust 1971 Emergency Air Mail cinderellas. (1000s)
Brown suitcase with collection remnants incl used Aust pre-decimals & decimals sorted in bags noting some
"Security Post" genuine commercially used covers plus bags of on paper world & Aust unsorted, decimals
commem covers in album with a couple of flight & signed noted, album of Aust with some pre-decimal incl odd
KGV & later decimals fine CTO verging on uncancelled!, a St Albans (UK) b&w picture album, "London Views"
sepia album & a Pretoria (SA) interleaved sepia picture book. Various world postcards but mainly GB however
noted WWI French "Lille after the bombardment" in b&w. Also s/book of decimals CTO (all with "City Section
Perth cds's) with Navigators in blocks to $1 plus AAT 1966 Defins to $1 all in CTO blocks with a minimum of 7
complete sets (retail $280), a range of early 1980's ASPC maxicards with some of these sets now retailing at
$10+, Koala Research M/S's, US commercially used post to Perth with vals to $8.75 with a huge variety of
issues represented & 1990's German FDC's (300+). S/books with world ranges of used. A mixed &
interesting lot. (1000s)
14 litre plastic tub with mainly Australia & some NZ mostly on paper in glassine bags. 1953-1965 Australia &
1960's pre-decimal NZ predominate. Possible postmark potential. (1000s)
A very mixed lot in suitcase with Nauru 1973-1992 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album with high degree of
completeness incl 1991 Orchids (retail $25), stockbooks of world incl Poland, Aust States on Hagners incl odd
Customs Duty & PD & 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee MUH omnibus collection incl M/S's, imperfs, sheetlets etc
(high cat. value). Noted packets of USA incl MLH/unused 1934 Nat Parks imperf set of 10 & 1938 Presidents
to $1 (Cat. £35), Seven Seas Australia pre-decimal hingeless album with used range incl kangaroos to 2/-, 1/Anzac etc, 1/- Vic Cent, etc plus some later decimals used also on SS pages. GB FDC's in mixed cond noting
1992 Tennyson set on Portsmouth Reg'd cover tied by Tennyson Rd Cowes pmks x 4, USA 1984 "Golden
Moments" quality hardback book with MUH Olympic issues & a range of 1990 Anzac commem covers with
variety of cds's incl Aust F.P.O. 4 with 1-7 indexes (8). 1980's commercial mail with Hutt River issues
cancelled on reverse, a large drying book full of late 1990's & early 2000's decimals all fine used with neat
cds's noting $5 Archives, Int Post & many strips & M/S's (careful when opening!!) plus the usual world used on
stockpages & loose in bags with a couple of albums of used Korea. (1000s)
Carton lot of India covers/postcards from QV to the 1960's in 8 photos albums plus a modest range of used,
noting 1937 25R used, in 2 medium stockbooks. Cond varies from very poor to fair as usual for this period of
India. Most interesting range of cancels, illustrated covers, TPO's, etc plus 1920's telegrams on advertising
sheet. Literacy in Hindi would be an advantage! (700+)
Australia common duplicated in glassines with odd KGV but majority appear decimal. Also sparse collection in
Seven Seas 1966-1982 standard album, 3 stockbooks with more used incl odd 2/3d commem but again
mainly decimals plus a schoolboys album of AAT, Norfolk, Christmas & Cocos Is to 1972 with most MLH.
Noted 1931 Kingsford Smith flight covers to UK x 3 (faults), FFC Hobart-Launceston-Melbourne (torn at top) &
Victorian PPC's (6 used with 1d frankings), 1910 GB to Aust KEVII ½d postcard with Aust 1d PD plus $5
"Treasures of the Archives" F/U (3 sheet stamps & a S/A). (1000s)
World off paper used in 2 tubs. Hours of entertainment in sorting with the potential of that "special" find!
Weight 3kg. (1000s)
RSPCA charity lot of general Aust & world as donated on our buying trips. Incls stamps on 130+ "as new"
Hagners & in 2 "as new" Prinz 48 page stockbooks. Majority common used incl earlies in an Embassy &
Globe old time albums plus some MUH sets from Samoa, Nauru, Fiji etc. Also covers with a few NZ FDC's.
(1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
Large box full of albums, stockbooks, various containers crammed with the usual World & Australia
accumulations of used plus Territories with Christmas Is early defins to $1 MUH & others from Cocos &
Norfolk. Also shoeboxes of 1950's/60's Israel FDC's & 1960's USA FDC's all in exc unaddressed cond. 2 Vols
for the 1980's Int Soc. of Postmasters with 53 FDC's beneath the stamps MUH & also replicated in silver.
Small book of early NZ QEII commems MUH & noted Aust Medallion FDC's for 2008 WYD, 2010 Fishes of the
Reef & Kokoda, the latter retailing at $50+. Would occupy a couple of winters nights! Don't be put off by the
weight, Damon will carry it to the car for you!! (1000s)
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Suitcase lot from deceased estate with WWF 1976-1979 FDC's (150), World used sorted in envs & in peg
album with smattering of China & another b/book of Commonwealth with some KGVI common, 1934 SG
catalogue, Aust Pre-decimal in Seven Seas album with kangaroos & KGV to 1/4d with many F/U incl latter
before basic MUH/MLH pickings, 1970's80's FDC's on Cumberland pages, bundle of old postcards with some
1970's/80's Northern Territory & 1910's/20's b&w family portrait types. Also range of Aust Territories with
1960's-1980's MUH/MLH in albums, s/books & pres packs noting AAT 1966 $1 MLH & other sets to top vals.
More world presented in quality SG "Favourite" springback album in exc cond (retail $70) & Aust used
decimals in another quality springback album with many spare "as new" pages. Finally some old coins incl
Aust Pennies & an interesting group of 1980's GB hand illust FDC's, a bit different at that time!
World stamps off paper in plastic container & others in bags sorted by country for NZ, Israel, Australia &
France plus more mixed bags marked "Foreign". Noted 3 x 1993 Kakadu Duck stamps & perf & imperf blocks
of 4 "Antarctic Flight" cinderellas x 12 in diff colours plus some with ovpts incl "Garraty & Ford Antarctic
Expedition Flight WA 150th Year Celebration, 5th Feb 1979". (12) Also a shoebox of odd covers & more bags
with some MUH world & Aust pre-decimal blocks of 4. (1000s)
Aust pre-decimal Seven Seas album with patchy used plus extras on piece with vals to 10/- & loose with odd
FDC from 1937 incl some Guthrie & 4/- & 5/- booklets but all mixed cond, world in various tins, packets &
stockbooks incl one of GB & another of NZ & some pre-decimal Aust but no highlights sighted in a quick
glance. Did notice the 1970 Defin pack (PO7) which retails at $650 but not in original plastic & a range of
MUH/MLH imprint blocks on stockcard & some MUH Territories on Hagners. Some Republic of Korea
presentation folders with MLH & a binder of world coins plus 1966 SG cats & the APO booklet series. Also
1979 Canada yearbook, some of the Franklin Mint 1980's silver replica stamps with originals on cover still in
mailing envs & even a small mantle clock!! (1000's)
Trade Cards 1950-1980 period mainly of a Nature theme with various sets/part sets stuck in appropriate
albums. Incls Tuckfield 3 Vol "birds" (288 cards). Approx. 800 in total.
Milk crate jam packed full of stockbooks of different types with best being an "as new" Ka Be 64 black pages
(retails at $65). Some vols are only partially filled & a quick scan revealed nothing of significance just 1000's of
stamps from many countries.
Mixed world in packets & albums with pickings e.g. Yemen 1965 Churchill set CTO, Pacific Islands MUH sets
& 1953 QEII Coronation MUH Omnibus with 93 out of 106 of the issues (SG Cat. £140 complete). Noted AAT
1972-1992 FDC sets with base cancels incl Treaty & Cook through to 1991 Treaty all unaddressed in
Cumberland pages (these later sets retail at $20/set) plus 1957 set of 7 in MUH/MLH blocks of 4 & 2 Aust predecimal in Seven Seas album with basic used & another hingeless version in vg cond (retail at $165 for album
alone) with patchy MUH & some MUH/MLH blocks of 4 but nothing high cat. More used incl decimal in quality
black paged Prinz stockbook. Also 1995 Brusden White Aust Specialist cat in ring binder format incl PD's &
booklets, a range of commem covers & FDC's noting 1970 30c small Cook FDC with neat typed address
(retails $250), 3 x 1977 $10 "Coming South" unaddressed FDC's (retail $25 ea.) & $20 Gardens x 3 plus a NZ
1994 $20 FDC. A mint sheet folder with mixed multiples incl full sheet of 1965 5d Churchill & Christmas, 1979
& 1984 $5 early maxicards (3) & a Scotland 2014 £5 Royal Bank of Scotland 2014 Ryder Cup commem
banknote in pres wallet. (Retail at £40 in the UK). Many other useful pickings. careful viewing recommended.
General world accumulation used with a mix of both on/off paper in envelopes, glassines, mounted on leaves
& the occasional postal stationery item noting Hong Kong KGVI 40¢ aerogramme used. Nearly all the material
appears to have come from friends & relatives with little money spent! (1000s)
Accessories box lot containing a variety of quality items incl Lighthouse 64 & 16 page black leaved & 8 & 16
white page stockbooks, various Hagner, Seven Seas & Cumberland ring binders incl a complete Seven Seas
1966-1995 Hingeless album in 2 vols complete with slipcases & practically new (retail $300+). More
stockbooks from various manufactures (no Chinese ones!!), 3 quality peg albums in red with used pages but
also many brand new interleaved at the back of each. Two mint sheet folders (Lighthouse), 3 brand new
packs of Lighthouse mint sheet folder pages in black & pack of Seven Seas blank pages for their albums,
Rapkin black album leaves with interleaving also brand new, Safe binder in dark green, Cumberland FDC
album with 10 leaves (brand new) & useful Prinz "Hagner" sheets brand new & wrapped with packs of 1, 2, 3
& 4 strips plus 3 packs of 5 strip, 2 packs of 6 & 3 packs of 7 (retail $180+) plus a pack of Lighthouse Boga 2T pages brand new. Huge original cost. (44 items)
Used Australian decimals in huge quantity sorted/semi-sorted into envelopes. Seek and ye shall find………..
that it's all common!! (1000s)
Interesting array of material with Aust pre-decimal Seven Seas album with patchy good to F/U noting 6d
engraved kookaburra (Cat. £55) & Hagners of dealers unsold stock appearing basic MUH/MLH in mixed cond
plus quality stockbook of MUH/MLH imprint blocks & multiples. Also pre-decimal bundleware with 1930's low
val commems unopened so maybe pmk potential (40+ bundles) & tins of odds incl one Player's Navy Cut tin
with "Specially Packed for BOAC & the airline logo inside. Aust Territories MUH on 40+ Hagners incl Norfolk
Is, Fiji & Nauru sets to $5 & Cocos vals to $2 plus stockbook of 1970's-1990's PNG MUH incl some CTO.
World pickings on Hagners noting Burma Military Admin ovpts set of 15 MLH & KUT to 10/- F/U, "Leaders of
the World" album with "Value 1985 £200" on cover page with various issues for Kings & Queens, cricketers,
cars & trains noting some "SPECIMENS" ovpts. Also Lighthouse stockbook with some low val used China,
springback with basic early US & Netherlands to 2000's with some useful F/U pickings. Finishes with an old
Philatector watermark detector. (1000s)
Great Britain 1960's-1990's heavily duplicated in box of stockpages. Incls some IOM, Channel Is & binder of
over 30 aerogrammes & covers plus bonus of 180 maxicards from 1973 with vals to 17p & some with stamps.
Priced to sell!
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Various picking in a chaotic lot noting World/Europe in old time album, Queensland Railways 5c to $5 issues
with diff locations with latter for Charters Towers, Aust pre-decimal FDC incl5/- Dampier, 2/3d Co-op, Anzac
set of 3, etc, Israel in 3 small stockbooks with MUH (with tabs) & used pickings, 1980-2001 Schaubek
Australia Hingeless albums in 2 vols (empty), Australia 200 Years Medal coll x 2, AAT covers in Cumberland
album incl pre-decimals plus MUH range on Seven Seas hingeless pages, Nauru 1980's MUH, PNG 1970's
used in quantity with more 1970's & 1980's MUH incl sets in imprint blocks to K1 vals & in packs (17) plus odd
postcard, Norfolk & Christmas Is 1970's MUH incl S/A's, AAT 1966 Defin set used to $1, range of
commercially used mail with some to PNG & odd Reg'd, Certified & Special Delivery (18), Aust mint QEII
Newspaper Wrappers incl some pre-decimal (30+), Pitcairn Is 1940-1967 range incl KGVI & UPU MUH/MLH
but with toning in earlies (Cat. £150 as fine), Norfolk Is in Seven Seas Hingeless album with Ball Bay to 1/MLH/CTO, 1960 Surcharges, Local Govt & 1962 fish MUH (retail $80+), a set of the early APO info booklets
incl the kangaroo & KGV editions (7), Globe albums with mixed range of used & the usual tins & packets of
mixed used etc. All in quality "as new" suitcase from vendors brother! Hours of winter entertainment!! (1000s)
Chinese stockbooks x 9 plus a couple of other albums with Aust & world used devoid of any highlights other
than a separate packet containing 100 x 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance PNC's without the coins but with the
60c M/S that was only available on these covers postmarked in gold in Canberra. These retail at $36 each
hence total $3600!!
World commem covers noting USA Elvis Presley silks with duplication (30+) & other types featuring Elvis &
other US celebs incl James Dean & Marilyn Monroe (110+), flight themes incl a series celebrating the Spitfire
(30+), Royalty incl some silks (30+) & GB Benham silks sets from 1980's with duplication (300+). Other
themes with some in sets noted. (70+) All in exc unaddressed cond. Useful for re-sale. (500+)
Mainly common with duplicated in "Statesman" album & 9 small/medium stockbooks plus 1977 Silver Jubilee
special album with extra in envelope. Others in choc box & tin with best sighted being folder of 1964 China
Peonies CTO (15), a few GB incl KGVI 10/- dark blue used & some MUH decimals. Also approx. 40 covers
incl 1971 Xmas block of 7, Wapex '72 & '79 catalogues & cinderellas plus a page of Belgium M/S's reserved
at $30 from a club auction. Useful pickings. (1000s)
1913 to 1984 Australia used in Seven Seas hingeless albums with basic kangaroos & KGV plus 2 additional
single volume lots from 1913 to 1974 & NZ sparse to 1975 also in Seven Seas. A huge ledger-type album has
more Australia from 1934-1965 heavily dupl used with vals to 5/- Arms (approx. 7000 stamps) plus MUH
decimals with a FV of c$60 in clear bag in front cover. Also Great Britain with roughly sorted Machins & other
defins on/off paper in bags with pre-decimal in SG album & a few pre-decimal in stockpages. Sighted KGVI
10/- & 1977 £5, but strength in quantity. (1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to
Red Cross Australia, so please bid generously.
Interesting range of material in shallow box with covers, pre-WWII b&w postcards, stamps & ephemera on
Hagners in 4 display files plus an old photo album with 182 stuck in pre-WWII b&w & colour Egyptian &
French postcards. One file is of correspondence addressed to Colonel and/or Mrs Dawson Squibb,
Johannesburg from GB, Spain, Sweden, KUT, Mozambique, Turkey, NSK, France (1936 1f50 Vincy
Memorial) & South Africa. (35 covers) & 2 1943 South African telegrams & sepia/white photo of the Colonel.
These items all from an antique shop in Tauranga, NZ. Other items of interest incl 1920's receipts with Victoria
stamp duty affixed, football signed covers by Brownlow, Norm Smith & Coleman medallists & 1931 (18th Oct)
FFC Australia-England plus a few 1905-1922 ppc's used. Also noted GB 1855 1d perfd on entire & various
adhesives pre-1940 of mainly African origin. Very diverse & may repay careful viewing. (100s)
USA 1976 flags & 1982 birds/flowers sheets of 50 (SG cat. £65), album of 1970's-1987 GB commems MLH &
used, album with a few Germany (French Zone) & SG album for Channel Is to 1981 with mainly used sets
plus odd M/S & MUH sheetlet. Also a homemade "peg" album with pages of used duplicated Australia low
vals, AAT 5d Mawson & a few GB Machins etc. (1000+)
World noting album of modern Hungary with heavy duplication & another with 200 world used incl thematics
plus other albums/folders with Australia incl 7 pages of KGVI to QEII, Germany inflation period, Baden,
Rwanda, Indonesia, Honduras & a "Angol" album with c300 stamps. Others in mixed cond. Hours of fun
sorting!! (1000s)
Australia 1913-1965 in Seven Seas Hingeless album (cost $165 new & this is in vg cond) with KGV pickings
used to 1/4d (3) plus odd low value MUH. Noted 1931 Kingsford Smith set & Produce strips MUH plus a bag
of loose MUH/MLH noting birds to 3/-. Territories with 1980's/90's MUH in s/book plus later PNG on Hagners
with several sets retailing over $7/set & Pitcairn to $2 defin sets & 1957 AAT defins MUH. Also Aust & Terrs
FDC's in Cumberland album (1980's), 1977 Silver Jubilee MUH sets in packets,1953 QEII Coronations
Qantas flight covers x 5 incl intermediate legs, Finland MUH folders with 16 issues & China used in small env
with no obvious highlights. Random MUH sheets noting AAT 1973 9c Seal complete sheet of 100 & PNC's
incl Bass & Flinders etc. World sorted in envs/bags/cigar tins with some MUH/MLH odds sighted. & the 1988
World Olympic Cover collection in commem album (60). Useful pickings just needs time to sort. (1000s)
Plastic storage container with mainly on paper sorted in plastic bags. Noted GB QEII to 1970's, some Europe
& Malaysia plus off paper Pacific Is & a large bag of modern Australia. Fossicker's delight. (1000s)
Tub solid with Chinese stockbooks with Aust, Territories & world used with random MUH/MLH interspersed.
Noted one vol with 1966-2016 MUH odds incl S/A's with a FV of $100+. Also 3 small s/books of thematic birds
with used odds/sets, some early Great Britain with basic used QV & later QEII MUH sets plus more Aust &
world off paper. (1000s)
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British Commonwealth noting presentation albums for omnibus 1937 Coronation MLH or used complete with
many sets in both, 1946 Victory (excl Canada) & 1949 UPU complete MLH & 1953 Coronation. PNG 19521985 mixed MLH/used with pre-decimal near complete plus album of FDC's. Norfolk & Nauru Seven Seas to
1985 with pre-decimal mixed MUH/MLH & used. Also 1981 Royal Wedding & 1982 21st birthday omnibus
MUH complete incl M/S's in 2 printed albums, a good range in 4 slim stockbooks noting Straits Setts KEVII to
$1 MLH/(MLH) & a few QV before KGV $5 x 2 (both faulty). Brunei 1947 to $10 MLH, Cook Is 1949 to 3/-,
PNG 1986/92 MUH, Australia KGV 3d perf "G/NSW" mint pair with various 1929 (1½d WA plate pairs &
blocks) to 1965 in mint blocks with nothing over 2/- face val & no 1930's & 1966 Navigators 75¢ to $4 MUH
blocks. Odd fault e.g. thin, blunt corner, etc but a clean lot with a conservative reserve. (1000+)
Aust & World used both on/off paper loose in shoeboxes & in stockbooks crammed into small suitcase. Noted
some 2000's Aust Post parcel tags incl some with recent WA cds's. (1000s)
World in stockcards, covers, small stockbook & glassines with modest pickings noted in Third Reich Germany.
Also GB Millennium Timekeeper M/S on FDC, Aust decimal MUH incl 10 booklets incl 2004 Adelaide Crows
prestige booklet, 3d green postcards unused (both types), GB Huntley & Palmers (biscuits) postcards (9 diff
showing domestic animals), FDC's incl pre-decimal Machins high val set of 4, Guernsey to £5, Jersey &
Guernsey M/S's on FDC plus a few postcards. Mainly fine cond & should entertain buyer for days.
Australia 1970's-1990's bundleware. Majority appear to be common postage rates but incls S/A's. Ideal for
packet makers. Weighs 5.8kgs. (10,000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the
RSPCA, so please bid generously.
Seven Seas 1980's thematic & one country collections arranged on 37 "as new" Hagner/Vario pages, world &
Aust used in 8 stockbooks & some Germany on 24 Hagners incl 1970's Berlin MUH with M/S's. Also a
Lighthouse Germany Hingeless album (toning on some pages) with F/U or CTO 1970's-1980's issues. (1000s)
A mixed bag, literally as in small suitcase!! Opens with 2 Finland 2007 porcelain stamp reproductions in
mounts signed by artist, 2 sets of 1987 Cuppex Frama covers & shallow drawer of covers noting some still in
wrappers as purchased from dealers priced up to $5ea & noting 1971 Christmas block of 7 FDC, 1974 Reg'd
Paintings WCS FDC, Tonga FDC's, 1931 Airmail cover to England with 2d KGV Ash gutter & 7 other KGV
plus a 6d kangaroo all tied by Dumbleyung cds's & with flight cachet (one stamp removed) plus some early
Aust pre-decimals FDC's (20+) & a range of 1970's/80's Kalgoorlie postcards. Albums of NZ used with some
1970's/80's MUH with some blocks/multiples & noted a 1937 Queenstown sheetlet of 10 cinderellas showing
contemporary tourist posters x 2 MUH. Usual world & Australia mixed used in albums & packets noting a
s/book of just China with F/U pickings but nothing appearing of high cat value. Australia decimal Seven Seas
album with some MUH incl S&M gutter & 1972 Beef set etc. Pickings with care. (1000s)
Mixed cond world in stockbooks with few highlights, an approval book with Indonesia 1960's MLH & used dupl
& some Aust pre-decimal. Did note a 1935 1/- Anzac F/U plus kangaroos & KGV used low vals incl 1d, 3d &
4d KGV MLH plus some QM & QEII MUH coil joins/strips. So useful pickings with careful sorting. (100s)
British Commonwealth ranges in 7 battered stockbooks, an SG KGVI album with basic used & 1953
Coronation album mixed mint & used. Largely cheaper used from late 1800's to 1970's with main value in
stockbook of 1937-1953 omnibus issues MUH/MLH. Large quantity of GB crammed into 2 stockbooks plus
Indian Sub-continent issues with 1960's-1970's MUH/MLH commems. Also similar period of Canada. Many
useful pickings & a worthwhile box lot to spend some time viewing! (1000s)
Various tins, boxes & containers with a wide variety of contents noting India used, Aust high vals used plus
pre-decimal FDC's incl a Challis & 2 small albums with Norfolk Is & Germany.
World used, with odd MUH/MLH, accumulation in 15 vols of varying size & quality. 1000's of stamps with little
evidence that much has been spent on acquiring them hence low estimate. Useful for packets or the patient
"approval sheet" maker!!
Large plastic tub with 3 large stockbooks of common from various countries, small boxes of Aust & others
on/off paper, a large Lindt chocolate tin full of common to 1960's from various countries, Aust on leaves with a
few kangaroos & KGV, two small stockbooks of revenues of Zanzibar (Barefoot Cat. c£500), sweet tin of early
Great Britain off paper incl soiled & damaged 1884 £1 brown lilac (Cat. £3000 if fine) , 1873/80 8d orange
sound used, 1840 1d black (torn), 1883/84 5/- crimson F/used with regd cancel, 1887 9d F/U & other high cat.
items in mixed cond plus sketch book with various flight covers of 1968 Malaysia-Singapore Airlines (4 diff),
Aust generic FDC's (1968 & others) plus two album pages with Fournier forgeries of Reunion & New
Caledonia key types & early North Borneo. Sure to entertain with the reserve easily covering the GB tin - the
rest is a bonus! (1000s)
Australia kiloware from 1960's to 2010 with majority being the 2000-2010 period. Useful high vals to $10
Waratah noted plus some modern postmark interest. Also large quantity off paper with some common
world interspersed. Directly received from businesses donating to charity hence unsorted. Weighs a
whopping 21.3kgs. (10,000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA,
so please bid generously.
Tins, boxes & a variety of containers with mainly Australia for both pre-decimal & decimal plus world in
quantity. No obvious highlights with strength only in numbers! (1000s)
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Old "schoolboy" albums & stockbooks of diverse quality but patience will be rewarded by such items as Hong
Kong QV 48¢ with "YI" (Yokohama) obliterator, better early GB e.g. QV 8d orange good used & 4d sage green
x 2 (SG 153, Cat. £325 ea.), two QV 1d blacks (average used), 1847 6d embossed cut square & 1/- cut to
shape. Also reasonable Aust States incl WA 1854 1d black (2 margins), 10/- fine used, Aust PD's (50+)
monocolours vals to 1/- & bicolours to first 5/- all used. Large stockbook of Australia duplicated used with a
useful range of kangaroos, Turkey collection on leaves with strength in 1930's/60's & some later. Aust 19131965 Seven Seas hingeless leaves in binder with scattered stamps incl a few KGV MLH low vals with best
being 4d CofA 4d. Finally a Lighthouse 16 page stockbook "as new" & a large stockbook with low value used
Aust & few NZ plus another with cheap Europe & colonies (150+) & large wooden flat box with random world
loose & in envs. A most enjoyable "sort job" with potential. (1000s)
Australia 1970's-1990's used accumulation arranged chronologically in small envs plus a few FDC's & PSE's,
Lighthouse stockbook with more used decimals, env of Int Post noting a $20 Uluru F/U, 1980's world new
issues incl UN, Cambodia, PNG, IOM & various Europe & magnifier, cotton gloves (2 pairs) & 25+ packs of
Urch Harris & Showguard mounts. A collector's "spring clean"! (1000s)
Various receptacles & containers of random countries noting Aust KGV 1d greens & various Aust decimal all
on paper, stockbooks of Europe, Malayan States etc (common) with odd better item sighted incl GB 2/6d & 5/castles MLH. May benefit from a careful sort as difficult to ascertain with the sheer diversity of the lot. (1000s)
Australia 1966-2000 duplicated used in envs sorted by issue. Huge quantity plus a few earlier of 1937-1965
period but common. Also incls 7 Hagners with later CTO. (1000s)
World & Australia incl some States. Mixture of stamps, covers incl some Aust Sigma FDC's (17), PPE's &
bundleware for Aust & NZ. Clearance lot with low reserve! (1000s)
Australia used in 9 volumes with all periods represented but heavy duplication in very mixed cond & nothing
better than a 7/6d Cook sighted. Also some late 1970's to early 1980's FDC's. (1000s)
Ten albums with Australia 1982-1995 FDC's, Lettercards & Aerogrammes all pmkd Canberra Parliament
House incl Territories. Excellent cond & difficult to replicate. (approx. 500)
Australia off paper used in 2 plastic tubs with majority appearing to be 1970's-1990's. Incls S/A's. One for the
winters nights! Weight 3kg. (1000s)
Donations of stamps received by animal lovers for the RSPCA. Incls 1980's "Flags of the United Nations"
cover coll (160) in 4 vols, Aust off paper & world used in s/books, tins, etc. Small box of mainly Aust commem
covers noting Exhib covers incl 2002 Congress CPS with show pmks plus other 1970's-2000's FDC's with odd
Int Post etc. Also 1966-1982 Aust used sorted in envs (1000s). Plenty ro sort. This lot is been sold
commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.
World used sorted in glassines & small boxes noting a WWII USA to NZ Special Delivery/Reg'd cover with
Naval Censor mark, GB QEII 2/6d to £1 Castles used in quantity & Aust pre-decimals appearing common but
with 10 x Lions Int commem covers with pictorial pmks. Sorting required but incls a set of decorative
chopsticks for the Chinese takeaway you'll be having half way through! (1000s)
Albums of Australia incl 1989-1992 FDC's & PSE's in APW album, British Commonwealth 1930-1940 in one
album with others of Israel & Switzerland plus other assorted random countries. Also a mint sheet file with
decimal Aust low vals in sheets. A mixed group. (100s)
Plastic tub containing World in 15 vols of various size & quality incl 80+ Hagners in 2 binders. Noted one vol of
Sri lank 1980's MUH & used Hong Kong to $20 (2 x F/U). Value in quantity rather than quality! (1000s)
"Balance of estate" lot housed in 34 litre plastic tub. Majority appear British Commonwealth with lots of covers
incl Zanzibar 1944 Al Busaid FDC x 5, Malawi, Rhodesia post-UDI etc, folders with ex-auction purchase
remnants on album pages (reasonable QV Mauritius sighted), GB & other aerogrammes, Channel Islands PO
packs of 1970's, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Nauru, Canada 1967 bundleware (defins), Singapore 1970's booklets,
Montserrat, New Hebrides, St Vincent, Gambia & Gibraltar issues all with duplication. Nothing past 1980.
(200+ covers, many 100s stamps & packs)
19 x Chinese stockbooks of world with emphasis on "quantity not quality". No apparent highlights but sighted
Cuba 1980 Shipbuilding in CTO sheetlets of 20m France 1970's MUH & odd MUH issues amongst the
commems incl M/S's. Could be sold at club auctions at around $5 per volume? (1000s)
Suitcase containing world albums, Aust FDC's, pre-decimal GB & additional tubs of world stamps. NZ on
pages incl some MUH. Also Aust MUH (FV $30+) plus world M/S's MUH. Hours of sorting. (1000s)
World on/off paper in large hanging file metal lockable cabinet full of envelopes & glassines with wide range of
countries represented. A philatelic desert with "value" in quantity which would be many thousands. Incls some
MUH. Don't forget to check the additional drawer beneath crammed with glassine bags also!! Useful for
packet makers. (1000s)
Range of 1920's-1930's British published literature incl "Ships on Stamps" by Rowland Hill (c 1935), "Stamps
with a Story" By GJ Matson (1938), "Stamp Collecting" & "The Splendid Book of Postage Stamps" & "Stamp
Collecting & How to Enjoy it" (2 editions) all by Stanley Phillips (1932) & edited by SG, "Behind the Stamp
Album" by T Todd & "Famous Stamps" by LN Williams plus other similar titles incl the now politically incorrect
"Native Races of the Stamp Album"!! Mixed cond with some hand annotated. (18 titles)
USA accum in large plastic tub, with MUH/MLH & used to 1970's. Unfortunately the mint material is largely
toned. Also a few covers incl 1945 "Passed by Naval Censor" & commercially used later plus stockbooks with
common in mixed cond. Huge quantity with little of value other than the White Ace albums. (1000s)
World odds & ends with UN album of FDC's, 1946 Victory album (some toning), on/off paper from various
countries with Australia decimal on paper. Also 15 vols of used world incl Russia in black-leaved stockbook. A
wide range of countries in no particular order. One for the prospector in early stages of addiction! (1000s)
African nations with MUH & used issues on 70+ Hagners/Vario pages plus loose stamps & covers. Half the
reserve covers the pages. (100s)
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World smorgasbord in large plastic tub. A diverse range incl sheet file with Norfolk Is MUH large bocks,
kangaroos & KGV Australia on stockcard plus other Australian stamps, cards & covers. Also British
Commonwealth & foreign off paper in glassines with majority appearing used. Australia decimal on paper &
shoeboxes of world off paper. (1000s)
Various stockbooks, albums, Hagners & covers from vendors auction purchases noting duplicated Latin
America, quality 32 page stockbook with thousands of stamps from over 50 countries incl Netherlands 1852
5¢ & 10¢ imperfs, Ionian Is (1d) QV imperf (no gum), a couple of useful early DDR sets used & others of
better than "packet" quality. Entertaining lot for the general collector. (1000s)
Old time wood lined suitcase packed with world & Australia used in stockbooks, envs & loose plus a leather
document folder also crammed with stamps. Odd MUH noted but seems to be a general accumulation & lotted
as received from deceased estate. (1000s)
Royalty with Commonwealth omnibus sets in 4 albums for 1978 Coronation Anniv (2 vols of MUH gutters) &
1981 Royal Wedding plus an Australia 1988 Expo cover collection of pmks & 300+ addressed GB 1973-1995
FDC's (useful for fine used). Conservative reserve considering original cost!
Hagners with Great Britain QV noting 1841 2d blue with 4 margins used, 1867 3d rose pair with wing margin
used on piece & a stunning fine used 1867/80 1/- green with wing margin (SG 117, nibbled perfs). 1000's of
World incl Aust & Terrs used in stockbooks/albums incl an SG Aust type. Also GB Machins good to fine used
arranged in stockbook with vals to £1.88. Sighted States of Jersey Justice pair used on piece. So, pickings in
the 23 vols.....Happy Hunting!!
A large tub packed with Australia & world used on & off paper. Some has been sorted into bundleware &
smaller bags but bulk as soaked/torn off. Odd Aust KGV noted but lost in the 10,000s. Ideal for packet
maker/re-seller. Weighs 14.5kgs. (10,000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the
RSPCA, so please bid generously.
Late lot with stockbooks of used world & Aust incl pre-decimals on Hagners with kangaroos to 9d & 1/perfined "OS" & KGV to 4d & 5d all fine used plus 1980's CTO sets. Also 1980's Russia Olympic cover
collection & the USA Olympic stamp on cover types in another 2 vols. Territories on Hagners noting Nauru to
$3 MUH, 1985 & 1991 PNG Yearbooks, etc. No obvious highlights. (1000s)
Massive accumulation of all World & Australia as received on last day before catalogue went to printers hence
sold "as is". A quick flick through the numerous albums/stockbooks & pages plus tubs/bags of used on/off
paper reflected a fairly common run but family of deceased collector indicated he had spent money at local
auctions (eg Belgium 1960's M/S's with a reserve shown of $30) & stamp shows so potential with careful
sorting as currently chaotic. (1000s)
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Aden 1937-1958 in large Lighthouse black leaved stockbook "as new". Incls Dhows to 8a MLH, 1939 to 10r
MLH & used, 1951 new currency to 10r MLH & used plus extras. 1953/58 to 20/- with 5 MLH & 4 used in
chocolate & 1 MLH & 4 used with black centres plus both States 1942 to 5R MLH. Huge cat. value with the
duplication & useful for research. (100s)
Antigua 1953-1970's duplicated with mainly MUH/MLH commems & short sets of defins in glassines
crammed with stamps from ex-dealer. High thematic content & useful for market days & club auctions. (1000s)
Austria 1918-1937 MUH/MLH & used with significant duplication with post-war largely MLH noting used
defins to 50sch & MUH M/S's all in "as new" Lighthouse 32 page black page stockbook. Nothing scarce but
a clean lot. (100s)
Austria 1971-1991 range in glassine bags, the majority having 2 of each incl 50sch definitive (approx. 200)
plus over 100 1960's-1970's West Germany & Berlin again most with 2 of each incl 2Dm Castles booklet. Incls
Charity sets plus defins to 500pf. All fresh MUH. (100s)
Austria & PO's Abroad Collection on leaves & Hagners. Good range of 1890's with mainly common later but
noted Inventors, 1937 Doctors & odd MUH/MLH commems to 1960 plus 70 PO's abroad. (100s)
Bahamas KGVI range incl 1938/57 defins (excl 1/-) but 5/- is SG 156b (MUH), 1938 pictorials MLH, 1942
Columbus ovpts MLH & Tercent MLH but partially stuck down. Cond varies on some. Cat. £380+ (60+)
Barbados 1882-1910 selection comprising 1882/86 QV set to 5/-, 1892-1903 Seal to 2/6d black & orange,
1897/98 Jubilee set to 2/6d, 1905 Seal to 2/6d x 2 with one on piece) & 1907 Kingston Relief 1d on 2d x 3, two
with inverted ovpt plus 1909/10 Seal set to 1/- with 6d x 6 incl block of 4. Also a few other blocks, etc. Majority
fine. Total cat. £1330+ (86)
Belgium 1890's postmarks with approx. 70 diff legible town names excl Brussels. Some duplication with
partials not counted. Lovely strike of Silly! (100s)
Bermuda KGVI MLH selection with 1938/52 pictorials incl 7d blue & sepia, 1938/53 2/- (3 diff) & 12/6d (SG
120b). Cond varies with corner thin on latter. Cat. £300+ (27)
Burma/Myanmar 1937-2004 collection on Britannia leaves plus extensive additional "peacock" & "interim
govt" inverted ovpt forgeries with write-up. Basic collection contains 1937 to 2R used, 1938/40 to 2R used,
1940 forged inverted Postage Stamp Centenary/1A ovpt, 1945 Admin to 10R MLH incl 3a block with forged
ovpt, 1946 new colours to 5R used & 1947 Interim Govt ovpts to 10R used with later approx. 90% complete
MLH/used. Incls 1971 M/S & both Birds sets ovptd official MLH. The Burma section cat. £350+ (excl peacock
ovpts) plus £100+ in Myanmar not counting 1998 Instruments set of 6 unpriced in SG & a few covers & 1959
aerogramme used. The well written up forgery collection incl 15 covers, singles, pairs & blocks of 4 featuring
some bogus two-colour, misplaced or inverted ovpts some on incorrect denominations. Fascinating assembly
& excellent reference. An increasingly popular area of collecting. (100s)
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Canada 1851-1935 mixed MLH, MNG & used on Hagners with nice 3d beaver on wove paper used (Cat.
£225), 1897 Jubilee to 20¢ mostly MLH (5¢ stained, 10¢ regummed), 1897/98 ½¢, 5¢, 6¢ & 8¢ "4 leaves"
MLH, 10¢ used & 1898/1902 "2 leaves" used to 20¢. KGV incls 20¢ & $1 F/U with later noting 50¢ bluenose,
1930/31 50¢ & $1 used & Silver Jubilee set MLH. STC £2400+ (110+)
Canada 1859-1971 used in SG printed album noting 1859/64 12½¢, 17¢ (blunt corner), 1868/97 large 2¢
green, 1893 20¢ & 50¢, 1897/89 "four leaves" to 10¢ & "two leaves" to 20¢ (excl 6¢) & 1908 Quebec (excl 5¢
& 15¢) with average later range incl 1928 50¢ "Bluenose", 1930 to $1, Airs & a few "back of the book".
Virtually complete KGVI-QEII incl coils but often machine cancels (incls $1 fisherman). Many gaps in officials,
special delivery & PD's but a good starter. (100s)
Canada 1859-1973 MLH & used in SG "one country" album with 1859/64 1¢, 1868/97 15¢ purple, 1897
Jubilee ½¢ & 5¢ to 20¢ (MNG) plus later QV incl 5¢ "2 leaves" pair MLH & 8¢ F/U before KEVII average used
to 50¢, 1934 Loyalists MLH, 1935 to $1 F/U & 1937/38 to $1 MLH incl coils. Also 1942/48 to $1 used (13¢
MLH), imperf/perf coils (5), 1950/51 50¢ MLH & "back of the book" odds incl 23 "G" ovpts. Cond varies. (100s)
Canada 1908-1991 MUH/MLH & used on Hagners in display sleeves. Noted 1908 20¢ Quebec used, 1930/31
$1 x 2 & 1928/29 50¢ with heavy "R" cancel. Also 1946 1$ ferry MUH & used & a few Newfoundland incl 1935
Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation sets MLH. Album pages typed up with mounts added for issues 1957-1986
complete MUH incl M/S's. Odd later incl 1991 basketball M/S MUH. Cond varies pre-WWII but conservative
reserve. (100s)
Canada 1960's-1970's duplicated MUH retired dealer stock (1000+) in glassines plus 1972 Earth Sciences
sheetlet of 4 blocks (2 sheetlets = 8 blocks) & 6 FDC's. Many Pacific Coast Indians sets, se-tenant strips,
blocks of trains, Olympics etc. A huge face value.
Canada 1978-1995 Canada Post Year albums complete with majority still shrink wrapped as purchased.
Huge original cost price with many lovely thematics & defins to the top vals. Bargain opening at $5 each! (18)
Canada QV-QEII mainly used on leaves with QV vals to 10¢, a few KEVII & KGV incl 1927 Anniv set of 9,
1928/29 to $1 (8¢ MLH) & 1930/31 to $1 plus 5¢ Air. Also 1932 Conf. (6¢ Air MLH), 1932/33 set to 13¢, 1933
grain ovpt MLH, 1935 Silver Jubilee, defins to $1 & KGVI 1937/38 to $1 plus 1951 $1 fisherman & 1953 $1
Totem Pole both MLH. Odd later. Mixed cond but cat. £700+ (186)
Canada Range with pre-1940 to $1 used (10), MLH 1927-1946 MLH (19) with a total SG cat. of £170 plus $2
Commonwealth Day x 5, 10¢ ship's block, 37¢ dogs block, $1 & $2 defins all MUH. (44)
Canada & Newfoundland MUH/MLH/MH & used with dupl in 2 small stockbooks & on 4 stockcards. The
Newfoundland (c180) is in mixed cond but incls 80 mint dupl 1897/1947, an 1862/64 4d no mesh used,
1865/70 12¢, 13¢ (unused) & 24¢ used & 1887 10¢ black used before range of Canada from 1897 3¢ Jubilee
mint, others mint with hingeing faults on some but concludes with page of MUH "G" ovpts to 50¢.
Conservative reserve due to cond. (100s)
Canada-Newfoundland Small Lindner stockbook with earlies used in mixed cond with better from 1920 incl
1933 Gilbert set MLH & 1937 "long" Coronation set used. STC £200+ (116)
Canada-Newfoundland Useful MUH/MLH/MM group on 4 stockcards incl 1897/1918 5¢ (Cat. £50),
1931 15¢ & 50¢ wmk & Airs, 1933 Gilbert 7¢, 8¢ & 20¢ in both line & comb perfs, 24¢ & 32¢ plus other
odds incl 1911/16 9¢ & 15¢, 1919 24¢, 36¢, 1932/38 48¢ & 3 New Brunswick items with faults not counted
in the total cat. of £450+ (24)
Ceylon 1928-1959 commercial covers (85) plus Burma covers (203) incl registered, India used in Burma,
India ovptd Burma & Censored mainly from 1920's/30's plus Vario & Hagner sheets with late QV to KGVI dupl
range mainly used in mixed cond (100s). small Additional KGVI Burma & odd others with 31 QV-KGV cards &
covers noting KGVI 6a airletter (2 used). Good basis for expansion of the postal history/stationery.
China 1949-1982 range noting 1949 $12 on $4 blue (NC 307) & $30 on 20¢ (NC 337) on Sun Yat Sen type in
commercially used blocks of 25 (NC 307) & 20 (NC 337) plus a few 1949 "Gate of Heavenly Peace" used &
odd other 1950 surcharges incl $20,000 on $10,000 Harvester & Ox imprint pair used (one blunt corner) &
single. Main value in 1978-1982 MUH with Galloping Horses set of 10 plus 5 extra low vals, Water Country
Modernisation strip of 5, 1979 Camellias, Pilgrimage (Cat. £75), 1980 painting of Qi Baishi (Cat. £100), 1982
coins (2nd series) & 1980 Liu Yuan Garden (Cat. £75). Also 1973 Archaeological Treasures set (Cat. £50).
Total SG cat. £500+ (200+)
China 1980 range of presentation cards with sets neatly cancelled incl 1980 Operas Make-up x 2, 1980
Tarrying Garden, 1980 Guilin Landscapes & 1980 Lotus Paintings plus FDC's for 1979 Great Wall x 11 &
1980 Qi Baishi Paintings set of 16 on 4 covers x 2. All unaddressed. Total cat. as F/U £275+ (28 items)
China Range of MLH or CTO issues on pre-printed Seven Seas pages produced in 1983. Incls issues
between 1952 Agrarian Reform through to 1981 Strutting Cock. Total cat. is £150+ but earlies have some
hinge shadowing hence conservative reserve. (86)
China, Japan & Indochina Pre-1945 duplicated range of used defins on stapled groups of approval book
pages unpriced. Noted Junks, SYS, Mt Fuji types, etc. Mixed cond. (100s)
China, Japan, Korea, Manchukuo & France in old stockbook. Some better post-war Japan & possible
pickings in China SYS ovpts of 1945/47 & 1930/60 defins. Random order but may repay careful study.
Considerable duplication. (100s)
Croatia 2016 Yearpack with 29 issues all MUH. SG STC £88
Cyprus 1937-1951 various issues MLH incl 1938/51 defins & commem sets (excl RSW). Mainly fine with total
cat. exceeding £260. (28)
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Cyprus, Gibraltar & Fiji MUH, MLH & used with duplication starting with Cyprus noting a few used QV to 6pi
olive grey, KEVII to 2pi, KGV heads to 2¾pi used & a 4pi mint, 1928 used to 9pi, 1934 to 9pi (excl 6pi), KGVI
to 45pi mint & used with extras & 1955 £1 F/U plus a few 1960 ovpts to 100m used. Gibraltar with a few
MH/MLH incl 1931 set with dupl in all vals but main value in used from QV to both 1 peseta & to 1/-. KEVII
odds to 2½d, KGV MCA to 4/- & KGVI large range to 5/- unchecked for perfs. Large accum of Fiji KGVI
MUH/MLH/MH to 5/- (no 5d blue canes) & from earlies used in mixed cond to early QEII. Useful pickings with
care. (100s)
Denmark 1904-1963 Christmas seals mounted in booklet with all issues plus leaves with 1904-1979 complete
MLH or used & sometimes both, 1963 sheet of 40, 1982 booklet with 24 seals in panes of 8 & 1987 Danish
Missions sheetlet of 30 diff designs with wheelchair logo (top right corner unit creased) plus related article
from "Stamp Collecting" (30/11/78 issue). The founding country for Christmas seals subsequently adopted by
many other countries. (100s)
Egypt 1860-1976 noting 1866 5pa & 20pa unused but damaged, 10p MUH (Cat. £275) with wmk inverted
plus upright (probably forgery?) & used 5pa, 10pa, 20pa, 1pi & 2pi. 1872/75 range has MNG/MLH & used (24)
with excellent 1920's-1940's all MUH incl 1925 Geog. Congress, 1926 Exhibition & Airs. Also 20m deep green
Express, 1926 & later Congress issues, 1927/37 to 200m, 1933 Airs & Congress, 1934 UPU to 200m & 1938
£E1 Birthday plus a few 1940's-1953 before gap to 1972 with rest being 1972-1976 issues in multiples noting
1976 Post Day set of 4 in blocks of 6 (Cat. £48 per set) & 1976 High Dam full sheet of 50. A clean lot with
post-1920 alone cat. £1000+ (100s)
Egypt 1879-1980 collection mixed MUH/MLH & used on Hagners missing items cat. over £10 but incls useful
Post Day sets & 10 M/S's. Also some USA 1873-1940 & "back of book" range incl few duck hunting stamps &
exhibition cinderellas. Noted Parcel Post "red" set to $1 used plus extras of 7 vals. (100s)
Egypt Largely MUH/MVLH & used with duplication in quality "as new" Lighthouse 16 page stockbook. A few
1930's "Congress" sets of 3 & Farouk Airmails to 200m plus some 1930's-1950's blocks & 1950's heavily dupl
used. Odd mint with a stain spot or two but generally fine. (100s)
Falkland Is 1964-1983 range of MUH sets incl 1968 Flowers before jumping to the 2005 Postage Dues (Cat.
£35). All MUH neatly arranged on Hagners. Total Cat. £180+.
Falkland Is-South Georgia 1971-1979 complete MUH on Hagners incl both surcharge types & 1971/72 ovpt
of ½p, 1d, 1½p & 50p plus 1977 change of wmk set of 12. Very fresh MUH. SG 18/73 (59)
Faroe Is 1975-2004 MUH on stockpages with 1975-1988 & 1995-1999 complete. Solid range of other sets
from 1989-1994 incl M/S's plus a useful range of 2000-2004 issues. Fine MUH throughout & a rarely seen
country. Mi Cat. €750+ (360+)
Fiji 1974-1995 range of MUH issues in quality Lighthouse stockbook. 1977 onwards all in MUH pairs incl defs
to $5. Total FV $420+ with a high retail on the scarcer later 1990's issues with the birds to $5. (100s)
Fiji KGV range on Hagner with Die I to 2/6d (11) & Die II to 5/- (20). All MLH with odd gum disturbance. Incls
½d War Tax in 2 shades & 1d in 3 all good to fine used plus 15 other used to 2/- & 1917/18 ½d to 3d PD's.
Total Cat. £350+ (55)
Finland 1885-1985 mostly good to fine used in Davo standard album. Missing all major items but pickings for
gap filling. (500+, 2 booklets & cover)
French Polynesia 1958-1997 in quality Lindner album. Appears complete incl M/S's, PD's & Officials plus a
few extras incl couple of the imperforate M/S's. Very fine & fresh MUH. Rarely seen and increasingly popular.
Cat. £6000+ (100s)
Germany 1872-1949 MUH/MLH & used general collection with pickings incl 1926 & 1935 costumes used &
later Third Reich. Not much cat. over £10 & mixed cond. (100s)
Germany 1970-2000 Deutshe Post Office First Day cards/sheets in 13 vols all neatly boxed. High original
cost. (approx. 1000)
Germany-West Berlin 1948-1090 in Lighthouse Hingeless album with 1948 black "BERLIN" ovpts MLH
(MUH to 84pf) plus some used incl 15pf. 1949/54 buildings to 3Dm with most vals to 7Dm MUH/MLH, 1951
Bells noting 3pf-20pf used & 30pf & 40pf MLH. Also 1951/52 Bells used, 1952 Beethoven MLH & 1954 70pf
Grunswald Lodge MLH plus most other issues mainly MUH. Generally fine. Cat. £3150+ (100s)
Germany (c1100) & Austria (c200) used stamps filling large stockbook. A few common pre-war but main
value in 1970-2000 pictorials. Generally fine but not many full sets. Useful in the recents. (1300 approx.)
Ghana, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice MLH on leaves in medium Rapkin springback. Ghana 1963 to 1967 incl
M/S's, Gibraltar 1960/62 to £1 with later commems to 1969, Gilbert & Ellice 1939/51 to 5/-, 1956 to 10/- & all
commems to 1970 plus 1965 defins to £1, new currency defin set to $2. Fresh & fine MLH throughout. (100s)
Great Britain 1813 entire with boxed "Addl ½" in black & Oc 27 1813 double ring cds. Vg cond. Also
1952/67 Wildings range used incl wmk sideways plus 1963 B.W. castles MUH marginal set SG 595a/98a.
(75 stamps plus the entire)
Great Britain 1840-1974 MLH & used in SG "One Country" album noting 1840 1d black (4 margins), 2d blue
(3½ margins, but thinned), 1841 1d & 2d imperfs, range of surface printed used incl 1883 2/6d, 5/- & 10/-,
KEVII vals to 5/- & KGV 1912/26 vals to 10/- (damaged) all used & 1924/25 BEE sets MLH & 1934 reengraved used. KGVI complete mainly used with QEII pre-decimal near complete as per pages with many
MLH incl 1959 phosphor graphite set of 8, 1962 NPY & 1963 Lifeboat phosphors. Various later incl Regionals
& a few PD's to £5 MLH. Pre-KGVI condition varies with later mainly good to fine. High SG cat. value & cost
vendor $750. (100s)
Great Britain 1841-1935 used in stockbook with couple of 1d red imperfs, 1858/73 1d red plates with 85
different, surface prints to 1/- incl 9d straw, before KEVII (30) to 2/6d & KGV to 1/- plus 5/- (SG 416) & 1935
Silver Jubilee ½d to 1½d x4ea MUH/MLH. Above average cond with some useful F/U examples. (100s)
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Great Britain 1855-1900 QV surface printed used range to 5/- in mixed cond on 4 Hagners with "flags" noting
year & SG number. Incls 1862/4 SG 82 4d vertical strip of 3 with hairlines, 9d good used, 1881/84 2/6d & 5/with 2 of each & 1883 "lilac & green" set heavily cancelled & most with washed/faded colours. Also 1887/92 &
1900 to 1/- with ½d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 4½d MLH. Very high cat. however cond is reflected in reserve. (121)
Great Britain 1887-1983 MUH/MLH collection in Schaubek hingeless album with QV 1887 set only (hingeing
varies with stain on 1/- green), KEVII to 1/- simplified plus perf. 15x14 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d & 4d, KGV Downey
Heads (5 pairs), Mackennals to 1/- (block wmk to 9d only), 1918/19 2/6d & 5/- BW Seahorses & ditto for 1934
re-engraved set. Other KGV simplified complete (excl £1 PUC), KGVI complete (£1 brown MUH) incl all
commems before QEII Wildings in all wmks incl phos & phos/graphite but largely MLH. Also commems
complete mainly MUH incl phosphors of 1960's & high val castles incl Waterlow MLH (no DLR). A good clean
lot, though pre-1955 not always lightly hinged. Cat. £2200+ to end KGVI only. (100s)
Great Britain KGV/VI defins to 1/- heavily dupl used in small stockbook & manila stock leaves plus a few QV
1887/92 & 1881 1d lilacs heavily dupl incl "I.R. Official" x 14. Mixed cond. (100s)
Great Britain 1935-1970 used in SG Windsor album mostly with neat cds's & incl £1 RSW & both 1939/48
KGVI 10/-. Gaps in early 1960's with about 70% complete overall plus stockbook of 1970's strips & blocks plus
a few M/S's all with neat cds cancels. STC £1100+ (100s)
Great Britain 1937-1958 MLH neatly mounted up collection incl 1937/47 set of 15, 1951 Festival high vals,
1953 Coronation, 1952/54 Tudor Crown set of 17 & Castles sets of 4. Also used 1939 10/- dark blue & 1948
£1 RSW. Fresh & clean. (88)
Great Britain 1953-1988 MUH/MLH commems on leaves in Senator binder. Missing 1/3d Coronation & a few
later in this simplified collection which is without early phosphors. All pre-decimal appear MUH/MLH with
decimals MUH. (100s)
Great Britain 1968-2004 in 3 large quality Lindner stockbooks with black leaves. Set out with flags showing
cat. number & selling price. Largely commercially used examples with many broken sets. Useful for the stock
& & s/books to a re-seller at this reserve. (1000+)
Great Britain 1979-1999 Benham silk covers in their commem album incl 1990 "Gibbons Stamp Monthly 75th
Anniversary" & "125th Anniversary Stanley Gibbons Catalogue" special cachets tying 1990 Hardy & Christmas
issues, 1995 "&5th Anniversary of Rupert" & 1982 "60th Anniv of Austin 7" on cars set (2 diff) plus 1988-1999
range incl 1989 NVI booklet pane, 1988 castle high vals, 1996 World Cup (signed Alan Shearer & Geoff
Hurst), 1999 "First Pictorial Issue" Scotland & Wales, one value per cover (i.e.: 8 covers), 1994 Channel
Tunnel joint, British Open Gold, 1999 artists, Christians, soldiers, farmers, scientist, citizens, entertainers,
workers, settlers, patients, travellers & inventors with 4 diff covers for each subject using relevant Millennium
stamps. Excellent design work! (79 covers)
Great Britain Range of Overprints on GB issues with duplicated range of MUH/MLH & used MEF (5/- & 10/used x 2 ea., 2/6d several MLH), PD's mint & used & BA Somalia & Tripolitania ovpts to second top value F/U.
Also pocket of loose NZ 1940's-1970's MUH/MLH & Hagner 8 strips to a side (7 Hagners). Useful lot. (100s)
Great Britain Various varieties on Hagners noting 1937 1½d Coronation "colon flaw" MLH (SG 461a, Cat.
£70), 1962 3d NPY positional block showing R18/2 variety "Kent omitted" (SG 632c, Cat. £50), 1963 Nature
Week 3d pos block showing R3/2 "caterpillar flaw" variety (SG 637a, Cat. £50) & 1966 Christmas 3d block
showing R6/2 variety missing "T" in designer's name (Cat. £20) plus 1965 3d UNO pair with one showing
"lake in Russia" (Cat. £40) & other lesser varieties incl KGVI 3d Peace with "seven berries" (SG 492a, Cat.
£50). A useful lot for the specialist. (14 varieties Cat. £290 plus unlisted)
Great Britain-Lundy Island Attractive collection on Filey Philatelic Publishing leaves noting 1929/30 defins,
1938 ½p rouletted air stamp with "Lundy Atlantic Coasts Air Lines Ltd" ovpt & KEVIII 2½d on piece with 1939
½d Air, both tied by "Air LOCAL Post" cachet in red. Odds to 1951 incl bird defins (7), "By Air Coronation 2-61953" ovpts with 7, plus extra 2p & 4p. 1954-1967 is complete incl 1961 Europa M/S & then 1969-1996
complete (excl 1990 provisionals) plus a few spare pages at back. Good starter collection. (253 & 7 M/S's)
Honduras-British KGVI with 1938/47 defins MLH (Cat. £190 with some vals incl $5 MUH). Also some British
Guiana incl 1940 PD's on ordinary paper MLH (Cat. £65). Mainly fine. (40)
Iceland 1878-1995 mixed MUH/MLH & used in quality stockbook. Starts with 24 Posthorns 3a to 20a incl 6a x
3, odd 1902/11 types incl 1907 Officials to 15a, 1920 vals to 40a, 1925 35a on paquebot pieces (9), 1930
Millenary to 30a used (excl 15a) & 1934 2k Air MLH & used plus 1933 charity used, 1950/54 25k MUH (light
toning), 1949 Red Cross used, 1959/60 25k MUH, 1956 power MUH, 1958 50k flag MUH & 1954 Hafstein
MUH with other useful pickings. (100s)
Iceland 1925-1956 range on Hagner incl 1925 Views MLH (tanned gum from stockbook storage), 1930
Millenary to 40a & Airmail all with Official ovpts, 1926 1k surcharge, 1940 World Fair set with "1940" ovpt
MUH, 1950/54 to 5k MLH, 1948 volcanoes & 1956 waterfalls plus hydro set of 8 all MUH. PTSA $660+ (48)
India 1854-1931 on old "Imperial" pages. STC £1250 but usual mixed cond with reasonable 1854 imperfs
(4a cut to shape), 1855/64 4a green & 20 other "small heads", 1895 high vals (5R blunt corner), 1902/11 10R
& 15R with telegraph cancels, 1911/22 15R F/U, 25R (blunt corner) & 1929 Airs plus 1931 New Delhi with
both used sets & 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH. Also a useful range of Officials to 5R (KEVII). (c200)
India 1980-1987 & sporadic 1988-2000 on Hagners. Mainly good to fine used with a few MUH in 1990's
period. Useful range of sets & odds on leaves. (400 diff + few dupls)
India on Hagners noting 1874 9pi & 1876 6a blocks of 4, pair of 8a (SG 98) all MLH & 1895 2R, 3R F/U plus a
few QV "CEF" to 8a mint, 1929 Airs MUH, 1935 Silver Jubilee set MLH with all vals to 3½a x 13 ea. Also QV
"Service" 8a (SG 05) x 3 & other MLH incl KGVI pictorials to 12a & 1953 Everest. Also 1931 New Delhi used
& 1902/10 15R F/U with "Secretariat" cds. Total Cat. £1000+
India QV-KGVI used on leaves with shades & blocks. Noted KGV 1911/22 to 25R & 1926/33 to 15R. Also
some Officials & Revenues. Odd pickings with care. (100s)
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India & States 1830-1977 postal history selection well written up well however very mixed cond. Incls 1859 &
1863 registered letter receipts & other curiosities such as 1879 insured letter acknowledgements from
Calcutta PO & Assistant Commissioner of Inland Customs, 1977 "Book-Post" handstamp on airmail cover to
Austria "Posted Under Clause 1/4 (7) of Postal Guide" & a 1941 censored cover Registered Saigon to India
plus 3 other censored covers. Diverse & interesting. (40 items)
India & States QV covers & cancels noting the first meter cancellations of Independent India, train cancels,
early symbols & cancellations on stampless covers all housed in 8 photo albums (32 per album) plus
oddments in small stockbook. References to Renouf in write-up. (100s)
India & States QV to 1980's in chronological order with some items "flagged" with cat. no's & vals. A sheet
folder with large blocks of KGV low vals & surcharges (toned) plus QV-KGVI cards/covers with a good range
of cancels incl "Postage Due", "Unpaid", "Wadhwan Camp", DLOs", "Train late" & other interesting strikes.
(360 cards/covers) Condition mixed overall but worth a good look.
Iran Used range in stockbook with light duplication plus the usual swag of reprints. Also Bushire 1915 (Aug)
5ch & 1k "as is" (Cat. £535) with Post-war (defins only) to 1958. (100s). Also Ceylon QV-QEII used mainly low
cat odds in chronological order in stockbook. (c300)
Ireland 1922-1973 in 2 SG "One Country" albums noting 1922 1st ovpts set of 8 used (4d & 10d MLH) plus
ovpt in red on 2½d (MLH), 4d & 9d used, type 2 ovpts to 1/- MLH or used & 1922/23 "Free State" ovpt 2/6d &
5/- used plus most 1930's-1970's commem sets MLH or used with 1968/70 defins to 10/- used. Mainly good
to fine. SG Cat. £900+ (c260)
Israel 1948-1970 range on Hagners MUH, MLH & used from 1948 New Year with tabs, 1949 MLH & 1950
without tabs, 1951 set & most later with tabs. Various sets to 1970. (80)
Israel 1948-1981 mainly used in standard Minkus album. Starts with 16.5.1948 Naharuya Local Council M/S
MUH & CTO (Bale Cat. US$65), then 1948 coins issue to 1000p (excl 500p) without tabs, Jewish New Year &
nearly all later to 1960 without tabs used, (1952 Taba & 1956 Airs all with tabs). No 1949 Tabul or 1963
Halbanon M/S but does incl 1960 Taviv M/S CTO (Cat. £46), odd addressed regd FDC & booklet panes MUH.
Post 1970 with some gaps & mixed MLH/used but most with tabs from 1970. Pre-1960 cat. £300+ without
tabs with total collection cat. £600+ incl M/S's & MLH "tab" items. (100s)
Japan MUH/MLH in 2 stockbooks from a few useful 1950's incl 1955 Philatelic Week x 2 MUH & 1959 flowers
set of 10 through to a strong 1960's to 1982 with se-tenant blocks, M/S's & defins to 500y. Also a box with
1978-1983 addressed FDC's (approx. 120) & small qty of used off paper.Well worth a good look. (100s)
Malayan States 1957-1963 high vals MUH comprising Johore $5 block of 4 & single, $2 block of 4, Negri
Sembilan $2 block of 4, $5 single (SG 79a) & Pahang $5 block of 4 & single (SG 86a) plus Perak, Selangor &
Trengganu $5 singles. All fresh & fine MUH. PTSA $550 (4 blocks, 6 singles)
Malayan States Worthwhile range of MUH/MLH/MH & used with useful Jap Occ incl chop in black on Johore
10¢ PD, Perak 1900 surcharges unused, Johore 1949 (10) to 50¢ MLH, North Borneo 1895 20¢ on $1 ovptd
Specimen & Kelantan 1928/35 $1 blue perf. 12 plus various States 1949 part sets mint & a small range
Brunei. Some dupl with majority good to fine. (300+)
Malaya-Straits & Singapore QV-KGV cards & covers (32) in very mixed cond plus inwards India to
Singapore & internal QV/KEVII cards (Straits with Singapore & Kuala Lumpur cds), covers incl 1939 Ship
Letter boxed strike on Penang-Singapore commercial cover. Despite faults on many this lot may appeal to
postal historian of the Malay peninsula. (40+)
Malayan States/Malaysia Largely common but modest pickings to $5 & a few Japanese Occupation issues.
Incls Brunei, North Borneo, Labuan & Sarawak. Cond varies but mostly good to fine. (100s)
Malaysia MLH & used oddments annotated on Hagners comprising Labuan 1885 2¢ rose-red used with wmk
reversed, 1902 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 5¢, 50¢ & $1 MLH, North Borneo with 5 low val pictorials MLH, Jap Occ 1944/45
ovpts on Japan J35-42 MLH (Cat. £100), Sarawak 1888 3¢ MLH & 9 other low vals in 1918/45 range
MLH/used. Brunei with vals to 1947/51 $5 MLH & later oddments mainly used. Cat. £200+ (150)
Malta 1882-1997 MUH/MLH/used on Hagners in binder. Noted 1882 ½d shades (2 MLH), 1885/90 to 1/- in
both shades used, 1886 5/- MLH, 1899 to 5d, KEVII mixed MLH/used to 1/-, a few KGV 6d & 1922 ovpts to 2/MLH plus pictorials to both £1 MLH. Also 1926 "Postage" (excl 1/-, 2/-) to 10/- MLH (6d used), 1926/27
pictorials 1/6d to 3/- MLH, 1928 6d Air & ovpts to 1/- MLH, 1930 mixed MLH/used to 2/-, 5/- & 1935 Silver
Jubilee plus all KGVI incl £1 RSW MLH & 1956 to £1 MUH. Later near complete incl £2 Arms & mostly MUH.
Incls M/S's, 50¢ & 75¢ booklets, 1925 PD's imperfs to 1/6d MLH & a few useful extras on stockcards.
Generally fine. Cat. £1200+ (1050, 10M/S, 2 booklets)
Malta QV- KGV used oddments mounted on 4 pages plus 1970's MUH on 4 Hagners. (c150+, 1951 cover)
Malta QV-KGVI mint & used accum in old stockbook noting 1863/81 ½d wmk CC pale buff unused (thin),
1922 Self Govt ovpts incl 5/- used, 1922/26 low vals MUH/MLH & used to 10/-, ditto 1926 ovpts plus extras.
1928 5/- ovptd, 1930 3/- & 5/- (2) all F/U. Huge qty MUH/MLH & used KGVI incl 10/- F/U. Also a few PD's & 2
x KGV pieces with paquebot strikes. (100s)
Mauritius Postal stationery with modern mint & used items in large Victoria & Albert Museum postcard album.
Incls some Mauritius Philatelic Society covers of early 1990's, Postal Museum pamphlet, R50 booklet of 10
150th Anniv stamps, 1948 RSW 5¢ on internal cover & unstamped PPC's plus a few 1990's covers to Dr
Derek Pocock, esteemed WA philatelist, incl 1998 25R M/S & natural history art postcards. (35)
Netherlands 1852-1971 MLH/used in "Collecta" printed album. Very little missing with complete sets incl
1852 imperfs, 1864, 1867/71 & 1869/91 to 2g50 whilst 1891/96 set has pale 2g50 (5g missing) & 1899/1921
set is only missing 10g as is 1913 Centenary. Both 1920/21 2g50 surcharges are present used, 1923 Silver
Jubilee is missing 5g but the 2½g is cat. £350. 1924 Exhibition set of 3 is missing but then complete
MLH/used as per pages (excl Legion M/S & 25g seagull). "Back of the book" has gaps but PD's incl 1870 pair,
1881/85 to 1g & 1907 Portzegel ovpts. Mainly fine. Cat. £4000+
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Netherlands 1852-1986 MLH/used in thick Davo standard album with tissue interleaving onto which extras
have been mounted resulting in many sets & odds being present in both MLH & used. Noted 1852 5¢ F/U &
1867 20¢ used plus a good range of charities (approx. 80% complete). Also PD's, booklets & se-tenants with
odd better mint incl 1950 Bombed Churches set. Cond varies with many mint snagged by careless hingeing, a
few with halos of foxing or other faults. Still good value at this reserve. (1000s)
Netherlands 1913-1958 MLH & used commem selection on Hagner incl 1913 Centenary vals to 50¢ MLH (6)
& 1921 Marine Insurance MLH (SG M238/42, Cat. £330) plus various 1920's/30's Child Welfare sets MLH or
used, 1933 Seaman's Charity used, 1934 Crisis stamps MLH (Cat. £35) & Anti-TB (Cat. £20). Mainly fine. (84)
Netherlands 1950's-1990's huge quantity of used sorted/semi-sorted into glassines, envs, on stockcards &
loose in small plastic tub. Nothing better than "packet material" sighted in a quick check. (1000s)
Netherlands 1954-2006 MUH collection in Lindner album with mounts added. Annotated with cat vals &
selling prices. STC €1050 incl 1956 Europa. Very little missing for the period. (100s)
Netherlands 1987-2006 range of MUH issues in packs & loose in small box. Incls S/A's, M/S's & booklets.
High cat value in 2000's. (100s)
Netherlands Colonies General MLH & used collection in Davo standard album. Range of Indies, New
Guinea, Antilles to 1986, Curacao & Suriname with latter to 1975. Best item is Suriname 1955 M/S MLH &
Antilles incls 5 booklets. Tissue interleaving has been used to mount extras resulting in many being present
both MLH & used. Generally clean but nothing cat. over £10 seen in quick overview. Still many 100's & with
sets & M/S's amongst the post-war issues this is a good lot to build on.
New Hebrides-British 1911-1938 MLH & 1969-1977 MUH on leaves & Hagners Comprises 33 MLH stamps
& approx. 250 MUH with duplication incl defs to 10f & ovpts to FNH 500. Fine throughout. Total cat. £260+
New Hebrides-British 1953-1980 complete MUH excl 1977/78 local Port Vila ovpts but noted the 1972 5¢
colour change (SG 98a) & 1969 Timber Industry sheetlet of 9. Also 1957 PD set of 5. All fine MUH. (208)
New Hebrides-French 1956-1980 complete MUH excl 1972 5¢ colour change (F110a) & 1977/78 Port Vila
ovpts but incls 1969 Timber Industry sheetlet. Also 1957 PD set of 5. All fine & fresh MUH. (207)
New Zealand 1860-1973 MLH & used in 2 SG binders. Noted Chalons perf 1d brown, 3d lilac, 6d red brown
used, 1873 ½d Newspaper no wmk mint, 1882/1900 vals to 1/- MLH/MM or used, 1898/1907 pictorials to 1/used, 1906 Christchurch ½d, 1d used & 3d MLH. KEVII to 8d used plus 1/- MLH, KGV to 1/- used (6d & 9d
MLH), 1925 Dunedin set (1d used), 1926/34 Admirals 2/-, 3/- used & 1931 Airs incl ovpts MLH. Also 1935/42
in mixed wmks to 3/- mainly used & 1935 Silver Jubilee 6d MLH. KGVI to 3/- mint (1/- used) with 1940 mainly
used & QEII 1953/59 to 10/- (9d to 1/9d MLH), 1960/66 to £1 mainly used & decimal near complete MLH as
per pages. Health issues incl Smiling Boys MLH (2d with stained/toned top perfs), most M/S's with some
MUH, Arms vals to £1, PD's incl 1939 MLH, Officials incl KEVII, 1928 2/- Admiral used, KGVI incl 1½d (both)
& 2d to 2/- MLH & 1940 Centenary (11) used. Finally Govt Life 1891/1965 incl "VR" 6d part o.g & 1/- used &
1947/65 set of 8 mint. Some faults but generally good to fine. SG Cat. £3300+ (100s)
New Zealand 1880's-1980's collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves for QEII issues & mounts on plain
leaves for earlier. Sparse in places & main value in decimal incl 1969 Cook M/S, 1970 Health M/S & 1972
lakes. Pre-decimal mixed mint & used with no major items. Also large stockbook with dupl used decimals &
s/book with a few covers & dupl MUH decimals. Pre-QEII in mixed cond with later fine & majority MUH. (100s)
New Zealand 1929-1970 Health stamps in MUH, MLH U used cond on Hagners. Noted 1929 Anti-TB (2
MUH), 1930 "Promote Health" MLH, 1931 smiling boys MLH, "Hygeia" MLH & used & "Pathway" (2 used) with
later increasing in quantity in chronological order plus 4 covers & 4 M/S's for 1965 & 1970. Also 9 Postage
Dues to 5d, 9x "Lighthouse" earlies & 1/3d black & yellow Arms with upright wmk F/U. (100s)
New Zealand 1937-1987 First day Covers noting 1940 NZ Centennial set on 10 FDC's (excl 8d) with
"Centennial Exhibition" cds & 1969 Cook M/S. Earlies with neat typed addresses with majority fine. (240+)
New Zealand 1995-2005 range of the scarcer later FDC's all unaddressed in exc cond incl M/S's, vals to $10
& Ross Dep noting the popular Lord of the Rings issues & some Exhib M/S's. FV on these is $330++ (66)
New Zealand Assorted on Hagners in binder & stockbook. Noted 1906 Christchurch Exhibition labels ("7"
fine, "2" & "3" damaged), 1898 6d green perf. 15, KEVII 4d orange, 8d deep blue, 1/- orange all MLH & KGV
2½d to 1/- (excl 7½d) also MLH plus a few Official ovpts MLH & used incl 9d F/U, 1925 Dunedin MUH, 1935
to 3/- dupl MLH or used (or both), Officials to 2/- used, 1935 Silver Jubilee MUH plus MLH set & KGVI 1½d
purple brown x 3 MUH with others to 3/-. Also 1953 10/- MLH, 1960 to 10/- MUH & dupl used before average
to 1966. Incls a sparse decimal range of Cook Is, Ross Dep & Tokelau. Serendipity lot in chronological order.
Cond varies but mainly fine. (100s)
New Zealand Large accumulation with Hagners of useful KGV MUH/MLH, 1933 5/- Mt Cook & 1940 Officials
used on stockcard & 1953 QEII to 10/- MLH plus albums with strength in 1940-1980's & 3 large Chinese
stockbooks with scattered MUH/MLH & used with duplication. Also a few random covers & "sundries" plus 20
x year packs to 2006 with a retail of $1400+. (1000s)
New Zealand-Dependencies KGVI Useful MLH range with Cook Is incl 1944/46 3/-, Niue incl 1938 set &
1950 pictorials plus Samoa 1955 £2 arms. Cond varies but cat. £250+ (50+)
New Zealand-Tokelau Is 1948-2003 MUH range complete to 1993 before most later issues (excl 1996
dolphins, 1997 coral reef, 1998 $1 Princess Diana & six M/S's). Fine MUH. Cat. £360+ (302 stamps, 34 M/S's)
New Zealand & Pacific KGVII-KGVI MUH/MLH/MH & used with useful incl Samoa 1893 5d on 4d (SG type 5
ovpt), KEVII & KGV ovpts to 1/- F/U, 1921 Huts to 1/- plus extras to 6d & 1935/42 10/- Arms (Cowan) x 2 (one
suspicious cancel). Cook Is MakeaTorea (19) to 1/- mint or used & pictorials to 3/-. Also Niue 1920 1/Harbour F/U, Arms type 2/6d (thick & thin ovpts), 5/- (ditto), 10/- thin ovpt all used, Silver Jubilee sets used
with varieties plus Aitutaki ovpts & pictorials & Penrhyn ovpts 1902/14 range to 3d, KGV to 1/- with "Western
Cook Is" partial cds & 1920 pictorials F/U (Cat. £110). Generally fine & fresh with odd early perf faults. Cat.
£400+ (approx. 400)
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New Zealand & Great Britain MUH QEII in stockbook, the former without high vals but incls near complete
commems (excl 1972 lakes) to 1985. GB with Machins incl pre-decimal x 2 sets with a FV of£50+ incl Stamp
Show 2000 M/S & ½p to 75p range in ascending order with most vals & phosphor types to £2, £3 & £5
"smalls". Also 1985 trains blocks of 4. (100s)
Niue 1902-1984 MUH/MLH & used on leaves & Hagners noting 18 ovpts on NZ plus a range of sets & blocks
with some duplication. (100s)
Pakistan Collection on Hagners noting 1947 15R MLH, 1948 to 25R simplified MLH (10R is perf. 12 MUH,
cat. £140), "Service" ovpts MUH/MLH to 10R (1947 set) & later to 1R. Also postal stationery incl "Pakistan"
ovpts on uprated used in Indian postcards (5), Republic 1½a PSE's (3), 9p postcards (5) & lettercards (2) all
used. Also Bahawalpur lightly dupl noting Official ovpt on 1945 Barrage, Blackbucks & Pelicans pictorials
used plus more common MUH/MLH vals to 10R. Cond varies. (100s + 15 p/s items)
Pitcairn Is 1940-1993 in Seven Seas Hingeless albums. Complete MUH incl 1949 RSW & UPU. Incls all
M/S's as per leaves. Odd page stained but stamps unaffected. Retail $1300+
Pitcairn Islands KGVI-QEII pre-decimal range MUH on Hagners in display folder. Incls 1957/58 to 2/6d plus
MS's & 7 blocks of 4. Cat. £150+ (65)
Poland 1940's-1960's in old original Polish stockbook incl 1944 Montecassino set of 4, 1941 Exiled Govt set
of 8 & 1945 Relief Fund all MLH before used with some sets. Good cond with not all in chronological order.
Portuguese Colonies Over 300 Mozambique incl fish to top value used & butterflies set of 20 used plus a
range of Macau (82) with odd pickings & Angola (c200) from 5 "crown" types to 1960's. Cond varies but good
value at reserve & all in quality 16 page Lighthouse stockbook. (c600)
Portuguese India MLH & used on leaves & Hagner with useful pre-1950 pickings in £1 to £5 cat. value range.
Good to fine cond. (200+)
Russia 1963-1974 "sports" on leaves incl 1964 Tokyo M/S in green (SG MS3024c, Cat. £425 as MUH) &
other M/S's plus imperfs etc. A clean MLH lot cat. £650+ (100s)
Samoa 1886-1980's range on c25 Hagners incl birds to $20 MUH & various other sets with mixed MUH &
CTO light with duplication. Earlies incl Prov Govt ovpts & Samoa on KGV NZ. (100s)
Samoa 1962-1993 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. 1962-1966 MLH & then complete MUH incl M/S's. Pages
in mixed cond but stamps fine. Total retail $1000+
Samoa 1972-1988 range of issues with majority in MUH pairs or blocks of 4 in quality Prinz 64 page
stockbook (retails at $60 in itself!). Defins to $5 (pairs) & all Christmas M/S's. Exc cond. Current retail $1000+
Ideal for re-sale. (100s)
Samoa 1988-1995 MUH range in "as new" quality 64 page Lighthouse stockbook. Issues to 1989 in pairs incl
$10 & $20 birds in gutter pairs (retail $70). Total retail $400+
Samoa 1990-2002 Useful later MUH issues appearing 80% complete & attractively arranged on Hagners.
Incls vals to $5 & exhib M/S's. Retail is $570+ if you can find a dealer stocking such issues!! (100s)
Samoa 1982-1994 on Seven Seas Hingeless pages complete MUH incl M/S's & exhib ovpts with additional
issues to 1998 on Hagners. Value in the later years with 1988-1997 retailing at $570+. Pages in exc cond.
Saudi Arabia 1983-2001 duplicated MUH in 2 matching stockbooks. Most issues are commems in blocks of 4
with quantities of each issue ranging from 1 to 11. Clean throughout. Cat. £150++ (700+)
Seychelles, Sarawak & Leeward Is Untidy but useful retired old-time dealer accum of MUH/MLH/mint &
used in old stockbook. Seychelles sparse QV/KGV mint, then KGVI pictorials (15 diff) with dupl to 1R plus a
few used QV to 16¢, 48¢, 96¢, KEVII to 18¢, KGV various to 1R50 & KGVI with much dupl to 5R (no 1R
green). Unchecked for papers, shades & varieties plus a few 1952 vals & first QEII to 1R. Modest range of
Sarawak, mainly used incl 1947 $5 (3) with Leewards noting 1897 Jubilee 2½d used (cat. £25), a few
KEVII/KGV with mixed mint to 1/- & used to 2/-. KGVI 1/- mint (3) & QEII 1954 to $2.40 with used KGVI to 2/(4) & QEII to 24¢. (100s)
Sierra Leone & other British West Africa 1859/1911 used range on leaves with SG cat. numbers & prices
(years old) annotated throughout. Sierra Leone (139) has low value QV (19), KEVII (12) to 5/-, KGV (32) to 1/, KGVI (13) to 5/- & QEII to £1 (1956) & 1961. Nigeria (138) incl KGV to 1/- key type & 5/- pictorial, KGVI to 5/incl 4d orange & QEII 1953/58 & 1961 to £1 page of later to 1977. Gambia (83) incl KGVI to 10/-, QEII 1953 to
£1 with 1983 ships to D10. Gold Coast/Ghana (118) incl KGVI to 10/-, QEII 1952/54 to 10/-, 1959/61 £1 block
+ pair F/U with later mainly CTO. A few faults in pre-1930 with later generally fine. Cat. £400+ (478)
Solomon Islands 1913-1990's on album leaves & Hagners. Noted KGV to 2/- MLH, KGVI to 10/- MLH/used
incl RSW used & QEII to 10/- MLH/used plus small range of M/S's, postmarks & covers. Cat. £150 approx.
(c230 stamps, 5 M/S's, 14 covers, 8 cards)
South & South West Africa plus a few Nigeria KGV. Untidy dealers accum with much value in both the
MUH/MLH & used. South Africa defins 1959/72 MLH start the book followed by page of pre-union, a page of
Nigeria & Zululand (vals to 3d) & 2 pages 1970's M/S's. Then S.W. Africa 1954 to 1/6d & early decimal defins
MUH/MLH with dupl & other S.Africa incl 1936 JIPEX M/S, 1940's War Effort bilinguals & 1949/54 defins to
2/6d with extras incl shades. Odd 1930's commems in pairs or separated, a few early decimal PD's to 10¢ &
earlier to 6d. S.W. Africa ovpts incl 5pf 1889 (2) & pictorials to 1/-, 1931 pairs to 6d, 1937 1½d train (2
horizontal plus vertical pair), 1930/40's commems ovptd on S.Africa, not complete but some duplication. Also
a few officials & PD's mainly MLH. Random later noting 1931 3d Air pair F/U & 10/- x 7 singles. Last page is
South Africa KGV heads. The above gives some idea of the lack of organisation but patience will be well
rewarded. Vast majority very fine. (1000+)
Spain MUH/MLH & used on leaves, untidy in places & missing good earlies but noted 1930 sets to 10p, good
range of Catacombs to 5p all MLH, 1946 4p Air, 1950 25p de Falla both MLH & 1952 "Ferninand the Catholic"
set on Airmail cover to Barcelona. Also Isabella 4 vals MLH & later used with some MUH to 1965. Useful
pickings. (100s)
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St Helena QV-KGVI MUH/MLH & used retired dealers stock roughly sorted in small stockbook. Starts with
MLH odds incl KGVI 1d green x 3 & earlier low vals with used being more substantial incl QV surcharges to
5/- (latter x 2, one with remainder cancel, other cds but creased). Later QV to 10d, KEVII to 2/- (excl 8d), KGV
1912/16 to 2/- (excl 8d), 1922/37 vals to 1/- & 1934 to 1/- plus extras. KGVI to 10/- incl extra 1d green x 2 & 3d
ultramarine. Mostly fine. Cat. £600 for the diff stamps plus extra for dupls (approx. 260)
Switzerland 1845-1970 in Lighthouse standard album. The few Carvalho are clear & probable forgeries & are
not counted in collection estimate. Defins incl 1854/62 5r to 1f (40¢ yellow green) with close margins, 1862/78
to 1f (3 used) incl nice 3¢ black, a good range of "Standing Helvetia" to 3f (but no perf. 9½), 1900 UPU sets
used & UPU ppc's (5) with 1900 cds & 1914/31 to 10f in both colours plus odd tete-beche. Also 1938 Aarau
M/S MLH & various 1938/39 Trilinguals to 30¢, 1945 Pax set F/U (Cat. £1200), Airs MLH/used incl 1919/20
propeller ovpts used (no certs), 1923/30 to 2f (75¢ MLH), 1923/40 grilled paper set used & "Pro Aero". 19381963 complete MLH/CTO & Pro Juventute 1912-1970 complete & mostly used (1912 set is MLH plus 10cmi
(MLH) with double printing, one inverted). Excellent M/S range incl Pro Patria 1936, 1940 & 1942 MLH, charity
M/S, 1943 Centenary (large & small), Geneva & 1945 War Victims all MUH. 1948 IMABA (black adherences),
1951 Lunaba MUH, 1955 Lausanne MLH plus another in distinctly different shade of frame, possible a
forgery? Total cat. well over £6000 plus the dubious items. Mostly fine throughout. (1000s)
Switzerland Duplicated assortment of Airs, defins & Charities in Lighthouse "as new" 16 page stockbook.
Noted 1945 3fPax used (needs a wash) & a few higher value Charities MLH or used to c1960. Modest lot.
Tuvalu 1976-1987 Appears a complete MUH run incl Sheetlets, Officials, Specimens & M/S's. Many attractive
thematics. Total cat. £170+ (100s)
USA 1870's-1980's accum in 3 stockbooks with duplicated common arranged in chronological order. A few
low val MUH commems of 1940's/50's otherwise used in mixed cond with no high cat items. Useful
stockbooks though with an SG, Kek & King. (1000s)
USA 1890's range of covers, cards plus odd earlier & a few later. Noted 1890's registered package receipts
used (4) & 1899 bank cheque for $60. Later items incl uprated PSE, 1¢ & 2¢ coils on 1920 cover. Most
recent items are 1936 & 1947. Specialist in this area should be well rewarded at this estimate. Above average
condition. (137 items)
USA 1922/26 defins, perf. 11, to $1 MLH plus $2 & $5 used & 2¢ Washington (Scott #546, Cat. US$105).
Total cat. $US470 (25)
USA 1923-1979 massive accumulation of MUH singles, sets & blocks plus "Farley's Follies" M/S's all in
quantity in glassines housed in large plastic tub. Mostly low vals but a huge face value & some better noted
incl 1934 National Parks in perf & imperf blocks of 4, Airmails incl at least 4 plate blocks of 1952 80¢ plus odd
useful used noting 1954 $5 Hamilton block, pair & single. Hundreds of plate number blocks with most
glassines annotated with Scott numbers. Face value is over US$3000 & a huge retail value.
USA 1950-2010 huge accumulation of full & part sheets & sheetlets incl some modern S/A's all in quantity for
a range of issues incl better such as Hepburn & various "Legends" sheetlets noting 1978 Capex M/s's in
sheets of 6 x 40 (SG MS1726 x6 x 40, total cat. £1320) 1982 State birds & flowers x 31 (SG Cat. £65ea) plus
another 4 sheets CTO, 1994 Moon Landing x 28 (SG Cat. £19ea) & 1998 Trans-Mississippi Expo $1 sheetlets
x 10 (SG MS 3441, Cat. £40ea) & the mixed val M/S x 22 (SG MS 3442, Cat. £19ea). Also noted vals to $5 &
booklets in quantity plus imperf exhibition M/S's. Useful for re-sale with all in exc cond. Massive MUH face
value of US $3250++ ($4000+) with a minimum SG cat. val on just those mentioned of £4685!! (1000s)
USA 1952-1975 unaddressed FDC's in White Ace & similar cover albums. High degree of completeness &
majority fine. (approx. 400)
USA 1991 booklets duplicated with 1991 $2.90 Olympics x 5, $3.80 balloon x 2, $5.80 Desert Storm, $5.80
Space Exploration x 2, Christmas First Class letter rate "Madonna and Child" x 5 & "Five Designs" x 5 plus
$5.80 Wood Duck with b&w cover x 2 & multicoloured cover $5.80 x 2. SG total cat. £700+ (24 booklets)
USA 2000-2006 MUH new issues incl "Celebrate the Century" series of 10 sheetlets in original packs. (Cat.
£150) & Sonoran Desert sheetlets (2) plus 34¢ & 37¢ commems incl S/A's. Face value US$100+
Venezuela MUH/MLH & used on 22 Hagners noting 1866 half real imperf (4 margins) used, 1896 1b Miranda
(Cat. £50) & 1904 Bolivar to 20b MUH/MLH plus a good range of later oddments to Christmas 1997 (MUH).
Useful lot, not often seen, in good to fine cond throughout. (100s)
Zanzibar Revenues, stamps & covers with an excellent coverage of rarely seen revenue material incl
Barefoot cat. numbers 3 (£10), 24 x 3 (Cat. £50 ea.), 28 x 4 (Cat. £35 ea.), 46 x 2 (£25 ea.), 51 x 3 (£10 ea.),
40 x 6 (£25 ea.) & 49/50 dupl (Cat. £120). Stamps used incl 1936 Silver Jubilee plus set on regd covers (2
sets), 1944 Al Busaid set on FDC with "Reg. Zanzibar" cds, no label & 8 later Zanzibar covers plus 1954/55
KUT FDC's with dupl (11) & 1963 India animals FDC & 4 others. Total Barefoot Revenue cat. price £670+.
(c200 stamps & revenues, 28 covers)
Zimbabwe 1980-1997 FDC accumulation with quantities varying from 1 to 25 of each. The heaviest dupl in
first 3 years then mostly 8-10 to 1991 with an average 3 per issue from 1992 to 1997. Appears complete for
the period. Also incls 1980 Rhodesia defins to $2 x 2 "last day" covers with ingot "$2" stamp designs
embedded. Strong thematic content in good cond & unaddressed. (600+)
Zimbabwe 1980-1997 range of 37 different commem sets in complete sheets with 2 sheets of each & all vals
making 100 set for each issue or 60 of 1986 Summit large format sheets of 36. If you have a market for the
thematics of this area this is a steal at reserve. Massive cat. value -as many are cat. £5-£10 each by SG.
(List available by request)
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Each of the following 40 British Commonwealth one country lots are housed in a A4 envelope
containing a quantity of glassine bags of duplicated commem sets & defins (some short sets) largely
MUH/MLH or CTO/fine used. All are strong in late KGVI to early 1970's, or from start of the respective
country if the first issue is later than KGVI. Condition is fine throughout, though closely packed in
glassines. Total numbers vary from many 100's to over 1000 per lot & are from an estate of a retired
British ex-dealer. Owing to time constraints, no description is given beyond general information but
the estimates are very conservative.
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Gambia & Nigeria plus a few Gold Coast & noted Cameroons UKTT ovpts to £1. Also a few Biatra.
British Virgin Is, Turks & Caicos. Noted BVI QEII surcharges to $2.80 MUH (2) & T&C 1967 to £1 x 3 MUH.
Pitcairn Is & PNG. Defins appear to be missing top vals in the pre-1970.
Barbados with Marine Life defins to $2.50. Heavy duplication in low vals in other sets.
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika plus component parts incl Zanzibar post 1960. Sighted Uganda 1962 to 20/- &
ditto for Tanzania. Very little pre-1960.
Barbuda, Trinidad & Tobago with strong thematic content. T&T defins used to $5 sighted plus a few Antigua
mixed in with one glassine of Barbuda.
Basutoland/Lesotho, Bechuanaland/Botswana & Swaziland with good ranges of each, mainly postIndependence. Defins appear to be generally short sets but very good thematics.
Malaysia & States plus Hong Kong Large quantity with the majority being the former. Noted Perlis 1957
$5 fine used.
Grenada & Grenadines with usual strong thematic content. A huge lot.
Kiribati & Tuvalu Incls ovpts on Gilberts to $2 & later to $5.
Jamaica Strong in the 1960's noting 1969 Commonwealth Day to $2 MUH.
Cook Island, Aitutaki & Penrhyn noting Cook Is 1949 to 3/- MUH with many later complete sets incl
plenty of CTO.
Nyasaland/Malawi, Somaliland, Sierra Leone & Sudan Extensive lot with some complete defin sets of N/M
to £1 & K2 plus substantial duplication in Sierra Leone.
Montserrat. Nearly all QEII incl 1970 birds to $10, trees & flowers plus many other thematics.
Morocco Agencies MUH/MLH & used dupl ex dealers stock. Noted ovpts on Gibraltar with QV vals to 1
pesata, KEVII to 25¢, 1914/31 5/- B.W. printing (SG 416, Cat. £110) & 1951 to 2/6d all F/U plus useful
Spanish & French currency mint & used. Tangier MLH ovpts incl 1957 to 10/- + extras except 5/-, used KGVI
to 5/- F/U & 1957 to 1/6d in blocks & singles. A few British PO's in E.Arabia with KGVI to 2R mint & used, QEII
with 5R used blocks (3, one stained) & singles. Qatar 10R (SG 15 (II), Cat. £150) plus few others incl 1961
vals to 2R. Mainly fine. (100s)
Norfolk Is, Samoa & Tonga. Defins sets to $1 MUH with useful duplication.
Great Britain-Channel Islands & IOM plus Ireland. Majority between the 1960's & 1970's.
New Zealand. Useful pickings noting QEII 10/- Queen on horse used plus MUH decimal commems.
Brunei, Singapore & Sarawak. Lots of defin part sets with heavy duplication & commem sets plus oddments
of low values.
Fiji & Solomon Islands. Good quantity of each with defins to £1 & £5 noted.
Cyprus. No immediately apparent complete defin sets. Does incl a few Turkish Cyprus.
AAT, Christmas Island & Cocos plus a few Australia 1950's-1960's. Nothing scarce noted.
Canada. Strong in 1960's-1970's with defins to $2, a few PD's & bag of used.
Rhodesia. Post-UDI with extensive Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Northern Rhodesia/Zambia plus a few Southern
Rhodesia incl 1937 Coronation blocks of 4. Also sighted Zambia 1964 to £1 MUH.
Malta. Huge quantity but no complete defins & appear to be mainly 1960's cheap commems.
Falklands & Dependencies plus BAT Good pickings throughout noting 1968 flowers to £1 MUH & used,
South Georgia 1963/69 to £1 (no whale) fine used & 1971 surcharges to 50p.
Aden & States plus Gibraltar in quantity noting Kuwait 1958 defins to 10R MLH & used. Not much pre-1953
though.
Ascension & St Helena Strong QEII with 1953 to 10/- used in St Helena plus many CTO commems. Good lot
Seychelles. QEII range plus BIOT short defins set & a few commems.
South Africa Mainly Republic period MUH plus a few SWA & Homelands. Huge quantity incl defins to R2.
Niue & New Hebrides the former with Arms to £1 & £2, the latter incl 1957 5f fine used with later to 3f incl
French New Hebrides & Vanuatu. Some pre-WWII fine used oddments & a good spread of thematics.
Tokelau & Tristan de Cunha. Many 100's incl value in latter with 1963 ovpts to 10/- & 1972 plants to £1.
Cayman Islands. Strong in 1960's commems noting defins to $2.
Dominica Incl 1963/65 to $2.40 & 1969/72 to $4.80 plus a wide range of commems.
St Lucia. From late KGVI with strength in 1960-1970 range incl defins to $10. (2)
St Vincent. A huge range of over 1000 stamps in MUH, MLH & used.
St Kitts-Nevis. A wide range of issues with good thematic content & useful duplication.
Br.Honduras/Belize. Large quantity with QEII defins incl 1962 $5 MLH & 1953 to $5 with dupl of lower vals.
Brunei, Singapore & Sarawak. 1950's-1960's period with mixed MUH/MLH & used pickings.
British Guiana/Guyana. A huge range of BG with QEII to $1 MUH & 1966 ovpts to $5 MUH, all with
duplicates before ditto for 1968 to $5 plus commems to 1981 incl some seldom seen.
Mauritius with defins to $5 Marine Life, short sets & lots of commems with useful thematics.
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Africa Range of postally used covers, FDC's & some 1950's/60's b&w postcards. Majority from French
Colonies. Mixed cond. (4)
Asia Range of MLH & used in Lighthouse stockbook. Clean Indonesia incl 1981 Scout M/S & China 1977
Chou-en-Lai incl 1978 buildings sets MUH plus a few India, Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, Brunei & Singapore
with a good selection of Thailand 1980's commems used & few earlier odds. Modest lot in mainly fine cond.
British Africa Incls Kenya 1966 to 5/- (excl 1/50) MLH, KUT 1903/04 2R (no gum), Nyasaland 4/- KGV script
wmk (toned gum), Sierra Leone 1859/74 6d no wmk, MH (SG 2, Cat. £300), 1884/91 1/- (no gum), 1912/21 5/MLG (SG 126) & Somaliland 1956 2/- (no gum). Total cat. £400 (19)
British Africa Selection on stockcards incl Rhodesia 1892 £5 & £10 with fiscal perfins (Cat. £60 thus by
Barefoot), 6d ultramarine, 1892/94 8d rose lake & ultramarine & 1897 £1 (perfin). Southern Rhodesia 1924/29
5/- used (Cat. £170), 4 x Sudan mint items (Cat. £15), Swaziland 1933 2/6d & 5/-, 1962/66 50¢ & Zanzibar
1936 5/- Dhow & Sultan's Jubilee set all fine MLH plus Transvaal KEVII 3d CA & 2½d MCA with hinge
remnants. Total cat. £500+ (24)
British Asia KGVI useful range of MLH with Burma incl 1946 defins, 1937 KGV Officials to 1r (Cat. £155) plus
some Hong Kong incl KGVI defins to $1 & 1949 UPU. Some faults but pickings. Cat. £360+ (45)
British Commonwealth KGVI MLH & used in SG KGVI printed album with interleaving. Simplified collection
as printed album hence no provision for shade or perf vars. Great Britain pages have been removed but 1948
RSW omnibus is complete MLH (Tangier used on piece) & other 1946-1951 omnibus issues are close to
complete. Defin sets incl Aden Dhows MLH (Cat. £700) & others to top val incl Bahamas 1938/50 & 1942,
Barbados 1950, Basutoland 1938, Bermuda 1938/53 (excl 2/-), Falklands 1938/49 (mixed MLH/used), 1952,
Gambia 1938/46 MLH/used & Grenada 1938/50 & 1951 sets mixed MLH/used. Also India 1937 & 1948
Gandhi used, 1937/39 "Service" MLH/used, Jamaica 1938/52, Malta both sets, Mauritius 1950 MLH/used,
Montserrat 1938/48 & 1951 & NZ 1940 Centennial & Officials plus 1935/45 Officials with 5/- used. St kitts
1936/48, St Vincent 1938/48, Somaliland 1951, S. Rhodesia 1937, Sudan 1951 & Officials, Trinidad 1938/44,
Turks & Caicos 1938/45 & 1950 & Virgin Is 1938/47 & 1951 are all MLH unless indicated otherwise. Also good
commems incl South Africa 1938/39. Weak Indian States as usual in this kind of collection. A great
opportunity to pick up a KGVI collection to expand or use to assist with existing collection. Viewing
recommended. (1000s)
British Commonwealth 1840-1936 mainly used in SG "New Ideal" album with tissue interleaving. Nothing
scarce but noted Ceylon KGV pictorials to 1R, Australia 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d (both), 1934 Vic Cent &
Macarthur, 1935 ANZAC & Silver Jubilee average used, GB 1883 2/6d, 5/-, KEVII 2/6d & KGV to 10/- (very
mixed cond), Hong Kong 1898 $1 on 96¢, KEVII 8¢ with 1904 rectangular (Por)t Edward in violet & India
1914/18 I.E.F. ovpt set of 10 mint plus Niue 1931 2/6d & 5/- arms ovpts MLH. Also a few WA incl 1902/10 10d
& 2/-, & other states. Condition mainly fair to fine. (1000+)
British Commonwealth 1880's-1990's GB used defins on 5 Hagners, stockcard of KGV "War Tax" ovpts with
90 MUH/MLH & used, Cat. £120+) & Straits Settlements QV to KEVII x 21 used low vals (Cat. £30). Also
Falkland Is Deps 1956 ½d to 1/- incl shades of ½d, 1d, 1½d MLH (Cat. £50+). Total cat. £250+ (100s)
British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory & 1977 Silver Jubilee MUH/MLH omnibus issues in
large "as new" crocodile 64 page stockbook. Duplicated in 1937 sets incl Newfoundland "long" set x 2. Mainly
fine with some blocks in the Victory sets. (100s)
British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation FDC's from Barbados, KUT (Fort Portal, Uganda & Dar Es
Salaam), S. Rhodesia, Bechuanaland, Mauritius, Basutoland, Fiji, Nyasaland x 2, N. Rhodesia & Ceylon with
first seven listed Registered. Also 1947 Royal Visit FDC's for Basutoland x 2 & Swaziland plus 1953
Coronation omnibus complete MLH in SG commem album. (15 covers & album)
British Commonwealth 1946 Victory omnibus duplicated sets in glassines. Unchecked for completeness but
considerable duplication evident. Low value to weight ratio ……. unless varieties or perf changes are
discovered! (100s)
British Commonwealth 1948 RSW MUH low value blocks of 4 with duplication to x 4 of a few with many
plate blocks plus some singles or lower multiples hinged in selvedge. (94 blocks)
British Commonwealth 1950's-1970's with Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Guiana, Dominica, Fiji,
Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, British Honduras, Br.Solomons, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice & Grenada
MUH/MLH with some used. Mainly commems with many 1960's omnibus issues also sighted. (100s)
British Commonwealth 1965 ITU MUH pairs for 37 countries from Antigua to Zambia. SG Cat. £50+ (76)
British Commonwealth Omnibus Issues for 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1948 RSW with a range of duplicated F/U
sorted in alpha order. Former with few complete sets incl Bechuanaland, Brritish Honduras, Leeward Is, St
Kitts, Seychelles (3 sets) & Swaziland (set plus set in blocks). RSW high vals incl Aden (Shihr x 2), Antigua,
British Guiana, Grenada, Nigeria (2), Leewards (2), Mauritius (2), Montserrat, St Kitts, Somaliland (3), Turks &
Caicos (3) & Singapore. A good lot but probably no varieties in the Silver Jubilee, being an ex-dealers lot. Fine
throughout. (c210 Silver Jubilee + c150 RSW)
British Commonwealth A retired dealers lot in 2 old stockbooks. Untidy but mainly in clean cond with one vol
containing Aden & States, Ascension, Falklands & Dependencies & the other with the Indian sub-continent
plus a few Brunei, Singapore & Sarawak. All areas predominantly mint with strength in late 1940's to 1970.
Aden incl 1939 10R (2), new currency ovpts to 2/-, States (Mukalla) to 5/- plus a few used to 5R. Ascension
1934 odds to 3d, 1938/53 heavily dupl range mint to 1/- & used to 5/- incl 3d black & blue with useful KGV incl
8d & 2/- ovpts on St Helena & 1924 3/- "badge". Falklands low value KGV & dupl KGVI 1st set to 9d & ovpts
with maps all MLH & some used QV odds to 4d & KGV to 6d plus KGVI 1938/50 to 2/6d & 1952 5/-. The other
volume with KGVI India "Service" to 10R & other useful to 1980's, Bahawalpur first 10R pair MUH while
Pakistan is cat. £80, Ceylon cat. £150+, Maldives cat. £70, Burma £60 & Brunei CTO cat. £50. (1000+)
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British Commonwealth & others in old time stockbook. Starts with odd Europe & Colonies, hideously untidy
but better than basic before KUT & Gambia incl KGVI low val blocks MUH. More KUT from KGV to 1/-, KGVI
to 10/- MLH & QEII 1954 to 5/- plus officials to 2/- before similar period used incl qty KGVI 3/-. Nigeria KGVI
2/6d & 5/- plus a few Sierra Leone & last page (chaotic!) of Nigeria KGVI/early QEII. Few faulty but generally
in good to fine cond. (100s)
British Commonwealth Glassines of duplicated 1948 RSW low vals, 1946 Victory, 1954 Royal Visit & 1977
Silver Jubilee with majority MUH/MLH. Needs sorting. Conservative reserve. (100s)
British Commonwealth Valuable accum nearly filling 34 litre plastic tub. Retired-dealer lot with shoebox of
MUH & CTO NZ QEII to 1980, Canada booklets, Hagners & leaves with ex-auction lots of Sierra Leone QEII
incl 1956 to £1 with both 10/- shades, Dominica KGV (some QV too) & Leewards QEII set used, Cook Is used
all mounted on leaves, PNG & Tonga on Hagners. Also Malta PD's in envelope, old style stock album with
average Australia at front & good Tanganyika & Zanzibar at back plus stockbook with a few 1935, 1948 &
1949 omnibus sets MLH Finally Gold Coast/Ghana, Sanwa, Pitcairn, Canada & more. A worthwhile lot
deserving careful viewing. (1000s)
British Commonwealth Large envelope of glassines crammed with "floor sweepings" from retired-dealer. No
time to check as many 1000s but mainly MUH/MLH with Burma ovpts, Anguilla, Ceylon, Bangladesh &
Maldives all to the mid 1970's with some blocks of 4 noted. Priced to sell.
British Commonwealth Mainly commems with many omnibus 1960's issues covering Lesotho, Montserrat,
New Hebrides, St Kitts, Swaziland, Turks & Caicos, St Helena, Seychelles, St Vincent, Sierra Leone, St Lucia,
Tristan & Virgin Is. Majority of issues from the 1950's to early 1980's. (100s)
British Commonwealth Accumulation on Hagners, album pages & display books. Noted Hong Kong 1954
$10 F/U block, stockleaves with NZ 1953/58 2/6d Queen on Horse also F/U & pickings in the KGV to early
QEII defins low vals in good to fine used cond for space filling. The Hagners are in good cond too. (1000s)
British Commonwealth & a few foreign issues in old time springback binder. Nothing past 1930 with many
useful pickings in Aust States, British South Africa Co incl 1892 1/- mint & later to 3/-, British Central Africa
BCA ovpts on 1d, 2d, 4d & 6d blue MLH, "One Penny" surcharge on 3/- & Internal Postage 1d (SG 57a)
used. Also Cook Is 1892 1d, 1½d, 10d (no gum), Queen & Torea bird types to 1/- MLH/used, a few Papua
to 6d incl BNG 1d corner block MLH & useful Fiji plus British West Indies, Palestine, South African Provinces,
Fume, Memel, Romania, Portuguese Cols & Bosnia & Herzegovina. Mainly good to fine & should repay
careful viewing. (100s)
British Commonwealth Odds & ends in glassines, Hagner with MUH/MLH & used pus some on cover.
Nothing significant with duplicated Gilbert & Ellice, Solomon Is early QEII used low vals & QV-KGV
Somaliland used incl KGV script wmk 3R plus other oddments. Needs careful sorting. (100s).
British Commonwealth Large "as new" Lighthouse stockbook with black leaves noting Cyprus 1928 45pi
F/U, 1955 & 1960 500m used & North Borneo 1947 $2 & $5 F/U plus more Cyprus KGV to 9pi MLH near the
back. Quite a few short sets of KGVI defins incl Cyprus, Malta, Leewards, Nyasaland & a useful page of preWWII Samoa incl 1879 cancel on 1/- Express plus cds "socked on the nose" 1d, 9d & 2/- "as is". Mostly fine.
British Commonwealth Patchy lot of oddments & short sets MLH & used in "as new" Lighthouse 32 page
stockbook. Noted Solomon Is 1956 to 5/- MLH, Falklands 1955 to 1/- MLH, Gold Coast 1948 5/- & 10/- used,
QEII ovpts to 10/- MUH, Jamaica KGVI 10/- MLH & Malta 1956 10/- used plus a few other countries. Useful
pickings at this reserve. (c650)
British Commonwealth Group on stockcards comprising Bechuanaland 1961 to 50c MUH/MLH, S. Rhodesia
1953 to 2/- MLH, Singapore SG 624/36 F/U, Jamaica 1964/68 to £1 MLH, Malaysia fruit defins to $20 used, St
Lucia 1953 to $2.50 MUH/MLH, Nigeria 1961 to £1 MLH & Malta 1956 to 10/- used. Many useful. (105)
British Commonwealth QV-KGVI used on stockpages & loose in plastic bag noting 1939 New Guinea Airs
used to 1/-, a good range of early Tonga used (80+) incl 1893 4d & 8d "GFB" officials F/U, 1886/88 set of 4,
1895 1½d on 2d, 1897 2/-, 1920/35 to 1/- & 1942/49 5/- all F/used. Ionian Is 1859 imperf set plus extra 2d
carmine MLH (½d orange no gum), Barbuda 1922 set to 1/- MLH, 1924 Mount Everest Expedition label on
piece tied by red cancel, Pitcairn 1967 4/- bird MUH & Bahamas 1948 Tercentenary to £1 F/U (Cat. £55) plus
Barbados 1897 5d, 6d & 8d F/U & 1920/21 3/- Victory used (Cat. £95). British Guiana 1905/07 60¢ used,
Bahamas 1920 Peace set used (Cat. £55), 1942 Landing of Columbus to 5/- (3 of latter) used & British
Solomons 1907 ½d, 1d (2), 2½d & 6d used. A fun "prospecting" lot. (100s)
British Commonwealth Mainly used in springback binder with useful Australia, Canada & Great Britain to
1950's plus a few covers incl 1947 ANARE & Norfolk FDC. Pickings in the £3 to £5 cat. range. (100s)
British Commonwealth Range of FDC's for omnibus issue incl Victory (Solomons), 1937 Coronation (11, incl
some registered) & 1953 QEII Coronation (33 incl SWA with many illustrated) plus 4 b&w Coronation
postcards unused & published by Visatone (Aust) Pty Ltd, operating from George St, Sydney. Majority fine.
(45 covers, 4 cards)
British Commonwealth Selection of MUH/MLH incl Singapore 1955 $1 MLH, 1969 $10 Raffles MUH, North
Borneo 1904/05 4¢ on 24¢ perf. 14½-15 MH (Cat. £42), 1939 20¢, Niue 2/- Admiral, Hong Kong 1882/96 10¢,
India 1911/22 8a & 1940/42 14a plus range of Ireland (some used) & Brunei 1906 1¢. Also British Guiana
1888/89 40¢ dull purple & British Solomons 1939/51 2/6d KGVI. Apart from $10 Raffles, all items except few
Ireland are mostly MLH. Total cat. (excl Ireland) is £350+
British Commonwealth Modern accumulation with mainly MUH incl duplication in blocks all sorted into
large envelopes in plastic tub. Considerable overlap with the 40 one-country retired dealer envelopes in the
one country collections section. Predominantly 1970's-1980's incl M/S's. Also some Canada booklets & a few
covers. (1000s)
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British Mediterranean Retired dealers stock in small "Boots" stockbook. MLH/MH unless otherwise stated.
Noting Cyprus 1880 ½d & 1d (3), 4d sage green (faults) & 1881 "Half-Penny" ovpts (3) & 30 pares (pl.201,
Cat. £180). Other QV to 2pi, KGV 1912 4pi, 1924/28 6pi, KGVI set to 45pi & QEII sets to 50m & £1 to 1980.
Gibraltar incls average QV-KGVI with QEII 1953/59 £1, 1967 10/- plus a few Turkish Cyprus, a range of Malta
incl 1926/27 3/-, 1928 2/6d, QEII 1956 to 2/6d & 10/- & several 1960's/70's commem sets plus £2 Arms & £3
airport MUH. Also noted Cyprus 1½pi RSW with SG 166a "extra decoration" Cat. £55. (100s)
British Pacific Small but useful group of mainly fine used KGV/KGVI in "vest pocket" stockbook. Noted British
Solomons ½d, 1d, 6d, KGV large canoes, block MCA wmk 2/- & 2/6d plus KGVI 4½d & 2/6d (2). Gilbert &
Ellice KGV 2/6d, 1939 2/6d & 5/-, 1940 PD's to 1/- with extras. Also a few Nauru ovpts on GB to 1/- & New
Guinea/Papua. Cat. £500+ (c120)
British Southern Africa A duplicated mint & used retired dealers lot crammed into old stockbook. Starts with
two pages of Lesotho PD's & Basutoland defins & provisionals incl F/U blocks to 10¢, before 3 pages of
Bechuanaland with odd pre-KGV, 1933 to 1/- used, KGVI 5/- & dupl vals to 1/-. QEII defins to 1/- &
provisionals in blocks to 10¢ with higher val singles. Swaziland with 1889/90 "per favour" cds of Mbabane on
5/- (2) & mint 10/- dull chestnut x 2 ("as is", cat. £7000 ea.!) & 1933 to 1/- plus extras. 1938/54 to 2/6d used,
short sets for QEII defins & decimal provisionals, Transvaal £5 MLH reprint, Southern Rhodesia incl 1931 2/6d
dupl & later incl QEII to 2/6d & 5/-. Earlier BSAC incls 1892/94 4/- (SG 26), Northern Rhodesia KGV used to
5/- (excl 8d & 10d), KGVI dupl mint low vals, singles of 5/- & 10/-, QEII 1954 10/- & dupl mint to 2/6d. Used
incl KGVI 5/-, 10/-, 20/- x 2 ea., 1929/52 PD's & 1963 x 2 sets, all fine. Nyasaland mint KGVI 1945 to 2/6d
(excl 2/-), ditto 1953 & a few used earlies incl 1897 1d on 3/- (2). Later with dupl incl 1938/44 10/- (2) & 1934
set F/U, 1945 to 10/- plus extras to 5/- & 1953/54 to 20/- (2). Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1959/62 MLH to 5/- plus
extras to 2/- with used to 1963 incl 1954/56 to 10/- (4). Generally fine. (1000s)
British West Indies Range on stockcards with British Guiana 1882 1¢ "Specimen" perfin used, British Virgins
1962 $1.40 MLH, $2.80 MUH, Dominica "Roseau from the Sea" (4 low vals), Tobago 1835 1/-, T&T KGVI 4¢,
6¢ & 12¢ mint & Turks & Caicos 1889 surcharge & 1938/45 10/- plus Leewards 5d & 6d KGV (used) & St
Vincent KEVII 6d (SG 81) MLH. Mainly fine with total cat. £260 (17)
British West Indies Range with Br. Virgin Is 1922/28 5/- script MLH, Dominica 1921/22 2/6d script, MLH (SG
70), Jamaica 1912/20 2/- KGV MLH & Trinidad & Tobago KGVI low vals to 6¢ in MUH blocks. (3, plus 34 T&T)
British West Indies Retired old-timer dealers accum/stock of MUH/MLH/MH & used in 6 old stockbooks of
varying sizes. Largest volume with Barbados incl 1892 10d (5 MLH), sparse KGV, better KGVI to 5/- & $1.20
& then some used incl 1897/98 5d & 10d, 1912/16 2/- F/U plus a range of badge types to 2/6d. Bermuda 1920
Tercentenary sets, "galleon" type to 1/- & KGV to 1/- plus 10/- fiscally used. British Guiana from 1880's with
pictorials to $2 used. British Honduras 1922/23 to $2 used. Bahamas odds incl 1935 8d, KGVI various to 1/mint before a good range of used from Chalons to 4d, "staircase" 2/- & 3/- (blunt cnr), KGV 5/- & 1921
"staircase" script wmk while KGVI incls 5/- lilac & blue used (cat. £100). Second vol with Dominica noting
KEVII 5/- (Roseau 1981 cancel!), Views & KGV to 1/- used & KGVI to 5/- used. Grenada mint incl KGVI to 5/& used incl KGV to 5/- plus ditto KGVI (5/- x3). Montserrat KGV/VI mint odds & used 1d & 6d QV ovpts on
Antigua with KGV vals to 3/- & KGVI to 2/6d & $1.20. Third vol with Trinidad, St Kitts, St Lucia incl KGVI to £1
used, St Vincent, Turks & Caicos KGV to 3/- mint & 2/- used, KGVI 10/- used plus useful early Turks & 1950
set to 10/- used. Fourth vol contains Jamaica with MUH/MLH/MH incl short sets, used with KGV MCA 10/-,
KGVI to 10/- & later to first decimals noting mint War Tax at back. Fifth vol with Cayman Is noting used KEVII
1907 4d brown & blue (cat. £60) & 6d olive & rose (cat. £75) plus others to 1/-. KGV 1912/20 10/- white block
(SG 52b, cat. £190) & 1/- black on green x 4 incl 2 with white back & KGVI to 1/- with dupl. Final vol has
Antigua with value in used noting "badge" types to 2/6d (2), KGV 2/6d (3), 4/- (2) & 5/- plus KGVI 2/6d & 5/-.
A lot of sorting enjoyment ahead for purchaser. A few KGV chalky paper have surface rubs but not those
mentioned. Huge cat value. (1000s)
French Colonies Mainly F/U from most colonies noting Dahomey 1913/25 type to 2f (13 vals) & 1922/27 20f
surcharge, Cameroon 1946/50 200f Air, French Equatorial Africa 1927/60 vals (18) to 20f, "Libre" ovpts
various to 5f, Fr.W.Africa 1951/58 200f & 500f Airs, French Somali Coast 1958/62 200f Air & useful later odds
& Fr. Polynesia (109) with 1970's to 1990's pictorials. Also New Caledonia (143) for similar period, a few
Comoros, Madagascar, Reunion, French Guiana, Guadeloupe & useful St Pierre & Miquelon incl 1967
DeGaulle's Visit pair used (Cat. £80), 1968 Human Rights Year (£18), 1974 UPU (£20) & FSAT x 6 incl 1971
5f, 10f, 25f fish. Not many complete sets, but lots of items cat. £2+ ea. & well worth reserve. (100s)
Pacific Islands KEVII-1990's MUH, MLH & used in 50+ Hagners. Range of Aitutaki, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice, New
Hebrides, Niue, Penrhyn, Pitcairn, Samoa, Tokelau & Tonga. Good pickings incl Fiji 1962 £1 F/U, "small bird"
vals to $5 used, Gilberts 1931/55 to 5/- MLH (1/- used), £1 RSW, 1965 to £1, 1966 to $2 plus 1968 ditto all
MUH/MLH. Also Niue pre-WWII to 3/- & later to $2, Pitcairn 1957 to 2/- F/U with KGVI to 2/6d also F/U plus
UPU MLH. Light duplication. (100s)
Persian Gulf British/ex British MUH/MLH range pickings noting KGVI 1966 Bahrain, Kuwait from KGV ovpts
on India to 3a through to 1960's incl Sheikh Abdullah to 10R MLH & most vals used plus a few Levant KGV
mint to 2/6d (latter foxed top), Abu Dhabi Falconry, 1964 1R & 10R MLH with all rupee values used. Also
Muscat & Oman set of 12 to 10R MUH. Very few faults. (100s)
World 1840-1940 in SG "Empire" album. Odd better incl GB 1925 1½d BEE used & 1887 10d used with
British Commonwealth 1940's mint low val oddments noting a few New Hebrides PD's (Br & Fr). Over 90% is
used with a good spread of countries but no obvious highlights. Incls some foreign. Mixed cond. (1000s)
World in 5 small stockbooks being balance of consignment with vols for Singapore, Denmark, Poland,
Germany/Spain & Zimbabwe/Mauritius. Majority used. (100s)
World 1850-1930 in 2 old Schaulbek printed albums in good cond. Range of European countries with some
postmark interest & a few imperfs. Majority fine & largely used. (100s)
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World All priced on 30+ Hagners in padded binder. Nothing major but several Hagners of USA MUH noted
plus mint/used for various other countries e.g.: Singapore, Sudan & many British Commonwealth oddments.
World in "Cosmopolitan" Postage Stamp Album (c1880) printed by Hadden, Best & Co, London. Nearly all are
pre-1900 with Great Britain, Commonwealth oddments, Aust States incl NSW (17) to 5/- & Vic (45) to 1/- plus
European & USA odds. Very mixed cond. (c250)
World Range in Telegram envs, stockcards & glassines in red index-card box. Noted Brazil, UNO, Venezuela
(1990's M/S MUH with dupl to x 4 ea.), USA 1983 Olympics FDC's (24 plus some blocks & singles) & loose
from 1920's used in packet. Duplication & nothing highly cat but pickings. (100s)
World Assorted lots in glassines noting Ethiopia early 1970's in part sets with MUH cnr blocks & also noting
c1900 quarantined mail cover, 1950 Egypt Paquebot cover, Muscat 1944 set to 2R MUH plus MLH to 8a. NZ
1970 to $2 MLH, Jersey 1979 £1.20 & 1980 £1.40 (2) booklets, Tokelau, Austria 1950 5s Air used, Canada
& France booklets complete a varied lot. A clean lot. (100s)
World in Rapkin "Triumph" album. Mostly used with odd better incl Denmark 1925 50ö airmail, Cyprus 1934
18pi & Great Britain incl couple of QV, KEVII, KGV 1924 BEE (MLH) & 10/- B.W. Seahorse (parcel cancel) &
1½d brown PD MLH. Also useful pre-1920 Greece, a few better 1930's Netherlands incl 12½¢ Seamans
Fund, pickings in NZ KEVII/KGV incl 1933 "Pathway to Health" used & USA 1901 10¢ ship. Much loose
between pages so careful viewing please. (1000+)
World Largely 1970's-1990's issues of Great Britain MUH but incls 1924 BEE pair & 7 x Royal Mail Year
packs. Also a few MUH/MLH Italy, used Taiwan & West Germany with Spain in a second Vol & over 60
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe FDC's with light duplication in third vol. Main value in GB MUH sets. (100+ 1970-1988
commem sets & Machins/regionals)
World Mainly pre-1970 in 5 vols with 2 large Chinese stockbooks, slim Lighthouse stockbook & Globe &
Junior albums. Very few sighted with cat. val of more than £1 each. Mixed cond with value in quantity. (1000s)
World Pre-1950 mostly good to fine used in springback "Movaleaf" interleaved album. Better GB noted with
QV & KEVII 2/6d cds examples incl QV "6d" on 6d, Europe & Colonies plus odds from several other countries.
Attractively presented with potential for the time rich! (1000s)
World 1949 UPU near complete for foreign countries (no Commonwealth) all arranged on stockleaves &
mainly fine to very fine MLH. Incls China, El Salvador, French Colonies (6), Germany plus Berlin, Honduras,
Hungary 3ft from M/S, Iran, Israel full tabs + tete-beche pairs, Italy, Korea, Monaco imperf set of 7, Peru,
Portugal & colonies, Russia imperf set & San Marino set plus 200 lire imperf. Also the Spanish Morocco set of
13, Trieste for both zones & Vatican. Rarely seen for the non-Commonwealth countries with 101 country
issues in this lot. Scott Cat. US$2000 as MUH. (360)
World in ex-dealer's "Approval Book" with a variety of world sets & short sets. Many thematic & some useful
pickings. Mixed MLH & CTO. Could be good for a re-seller at this reserve. (100s)
World 1975 group of Paquebot/Air Mail covers with West German franking (17) from 70pf to 1m20 plus 3
with US adhesives cancelled Juneau, Alaska & with typed addressed GB Massa, Poste Restante, Heard
Island, Australia or Mawson, McDonald Island, Adelaide Island AAT. All with "Paquebot Air Mail" 2 line cachet
in violet & various pictorial ship cachets e.g. "M.V.Irpinia Siosa Line Midnight Sun Cruise". Should delight
Polar philatelists & paquebot collectors. (20)
World Selection on leaves etc. Noted Aust 1934 1/6d Hermes study in folder with 2 McCracken imprint blocks
& various used annotated varieties, Japan 1949 UPU M/S, 1968 Ceylon IRCs (8), Norway used on printed
leaves to 1975, Br.Solomons 1944 cover with censor mark & FD opening of Munda post office with set of 12
to 10/- plus a small lot of Airmail &/or registered covers (S.Africa, S.Rhodesia & 1952 Aust-S.Africa Qantas
FFC). Also German Field postcards/covers x 11, 9 of which WWII, 1940 Egypt to Singapore censored cover,
1951 Indian commercial airmail covers in poor cond (26). Usual odds in envs & stockcards but noted GB QV
9d Govt Parcels good used (SG 067, Cat. £120), 1937 Birthday Greetings pictorial telegram with Sydney tel
cds, a GB QV 1d black (2 margins) on sheet with other QV in poor cond. Unusual 1942 Sudan despatch note
with 10pi & 20pi Tuti Palms attached plus GB QV 1d red imperfs on 5 covers (one an uprated 1d PSE). An
interesting mixed lot.
World in SG "Devon" peg album with blue binder containing a neatly arranged MLH range of cheap thematics
worth less than the album. Your decision what to do, but removal of the stamps will make the pages ready for
a good collection, the binder also being in excellent cond.
World Pre-1960 off paper in clear box. At a glance it appears unlikely to contain "gold" but with over 2000
stamps MUH, MLH & used & a wide range of countries anything is possible! A few curled or otherwise faulty
but should be good entertainment, one for the gamblers out there!!
World "Globe" album with cheap & sparse oddments, old trade/cigarette cards in album on "Speed" & "Keep
Fit" topics (mixed cond) with another album "More British Marvels" with a few cards. Also Ceylon KGVI 3¢, 5¢
postcards & 5¢ PSE all fine unused, Hungarian & Siam postcards (1 ea.), a 1992 Kuala Exhibition pack plus
postcards & covers, Aust 2008 Waterfalls maxicards & a 1920 Armenia set of unissued pictorials. Mixed group
World with stockbook of North Korean CTO M/S's (35), Bermuda 1920 ½d brown commem full sheet of 60 in
2 halves & Guatemala revenues in sheets of 40 ovptd "1975" & "1980" & perfd "Fiscal" throughout the sheets.
World 1980's/90's range of philatelic presentation folders, wallets & booklets presented to the "Manager of
International Postal Affairs, Australia". Most issues from Asian countries incl Korea, China, Thailand, Pakistan,
Nepal, India, Vietnam, Singapore etc but also noted United Nations, Egypt, Benin, Chile & Bermuda plus
others. Mainly MUH year sets or single issues in elaborate folders incl odd FDC's etc. Majority fine. (120+)
Cinderellas "Discworld" (British firm) catalogues, "The Stanley Howler Stamp Journal" issues 1-19 published
by Discworld ("The Cunning Artificer") stockbook with various "issues" which are all humorous spoofs on
various aspects of philately, thought up & produced by the marketer during the first decade of the current
century. Most unusual & the basis for an interesting exhibit with a difference!
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Cinderellas-Snark Island 75 pages of comprehensive manuscript written up exhibition pages incl 33 covers
& many postcards plus small stockbook filled with dupl material much of which being contrived die proofs &
errors. Included is a copy of The "Hunting of The Snark" poem by Lewis Carroll which has inspired this
enormously clever commentary & spoof on matters & terms philatelic all assembled as an award winning
collection by Dr. Derek Pocock.
Postcards 1900's to c1960 Australia & NZ in photo album. Noted "Pearling Luggers at Broome" (Falk) &
"Bathurst Pt, Rottnest WA" plus other coastal scenes. Also "Signal Station & Tramway Power House,
Fremantle WA", "Queen's Gardens, Perth WA" & others. Mixed cond with general wear & some edge
damage. NZ selection incls 3 b/w photos of 1932 Napier earthquake aftermath, Milford Sound, "Bathing Beach
Stewart Island", Lake Manapouri, "Mohaka Viaduct, Wairoa NZ" & "The Hostel, Mt Cook, Southern Alps NZ"
plus various gardens incl Invercargill x 4. Most have tape staining on one or two edges. (38)
Postcards Various noting GB QV with 4 used & 3 unused, b/w unused circa KGVI "RGA Firing Salutes"
(pencil price £40 on addressed side) & USA 1893 World's Fair cancel on 1¢ blue plus similar card with
Philadelphia duplex. Other interesting items mixed used/unused from 1897-1952 incl humour & greetings
types. Mostly good to fine with a UNO 1973 Geneva Office FFC the most modern. Interesting lot. (64)
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Kangaroos & KGV plus States Massive accumulation in small old-time briefcase as removed from a
deceased estate. Majority seem to be low vals however many F/U with postmark possibilities also. Potential
but only after a few hours sorting & studying. Skip the lottery and go for this instead!! (1000s)
Kangaroos & States Kangaroos mainly off paper with vals to 2/- however mostly 1d reds with a few "OS"
perfins. States are mixed noting odd Revenue & swans used to 9d. Crisp Fremantle Town hall cds noted plus
Victorian PD's. Inspection may reward. (100s)
Kangaroos Used with most having Victorian cds's. Incls 1st wmk ½d (2), 1d (11), 2d, 2nd wmk 6d (3), 9d
(19), 1/- (17), 3rd wmk 3d (56), 6d blue (1), chestnut (6), 9d (4), 1/- (1), 2/- (parcel cancels x3), Small Mult 1/(5) & CofA 9d (1) & 2/- (2). Apart from a few parcel cancels, rounded corners, etc, cond is good to fine. (139)
Kangaroos Group comprising 1915 2nd wmk 2½d (5) incl joined pair & single with horiz perfs too close
reducing height by 1½mm, 3rd wmk 2d (4), 3d (Die I + Die II x 3), 6d chestnut (9) & 9d violet in 4 shades).
Centering varies & two of 6d have a blunt corner. Occasional small fault but gum mostly fresh MLH. (26)
Kangaroos 1913 1st wmk selection to 9d comprising 1d, 3d Die I, & 4d mint (gum redistributed) & ½d, 1d x 4
incl perfined large "OS", 2d plus small "OS", 2½d, 3d plus large "OS", 4d, 5d, 6d plus small "OS" & 9d. Sound
examples with ACSC cat. value totalling $940. (18)
Kangaroos Used group with 3d perfined large "OS", 4d perf "OS/NSW", 6d perf "OS" (Sm Mult), normal 6d (2
ultra & 3 chestnut), 9d (2 pairs plus 6 singles) & 2/- (Sm Mult). Average to fine. (19)
Kangaroos Small MUH selection incl Small mult 6d chestnut & CofA wmk 2/- (2) plus MLH CofA 9d & 2/- &
1/- perf "OS". Mixed cond with some even gum toning etc but low reserve. (7)
Kangaroos 1918 3rd wmk group incl 3d, 6d chestnut, 9d & 1/- MLH with others used incl 2d plus inverted
wmk & "OS", 2½d, 3d "OS", 6d dull ultramarine x 2 & chestnut, 9d "OS" CTO, 1/-, 2/- brown & 5/- all with cds
cancels. Majority fine incl 5/-. ACSC $1000+ (18)
Kangaroos Used selection on stockcard with 10 off paper & Hagner with 36 on pieces. Noted off paper 9d 1st
wmk & 5/- 3rd wmk while on paper incls perfined "OS" 2d x 3 plus 6 normal, 6d blue x 2 & 1/- x 6 plus various
1d singles & multiples. Noted full Williams Westn Aust 1919 complete cds on 3d. Mainly good to fine. (46)
Kangaroos 1d reds used with no obvious highlights. Mixed cond & arranged on Hagners. (500+)
Kangaroos All wmks on Seven Seas leaves which incl pages for large & small "OS" perfins. Generally good
to fine used (Note; some in the wrong places". Incls 4d (3), 5d (3), 1st wmk 5/- MLH o/c & creased, 3rd wmk
5/- (2), Sm.Mult 5/- (2) & CofA "SPECIMEN" set of 3 MUH. Also 5/-, 10/- (2) & £1 used with 6d ovptd "OS" in
Sm.Mult MLH. A useful group for space filling. (148)
Kangaroos Small MLH group with ½d green, 3rd wmk 2½d indigo, 3d olive Die I & 6d milky blue & CofA 6d &
2/- type B with latter 2 MUH. Variable centring. ACSC Cat. $530 (6)
Kangaroos Used group consisting 4d & 5d perfined large "OS", CofA wmk 5/- F/U & £1 good used with
stained perf at left. Total ACSC cat. $600 (4)
Kangaroos & KGV Good to fine used range with 77 examples to 2/- incl 5d & KGV x 233 to 1/4d all sorted by
cat. order. Cond varies but incls many F/U with cds incl 14 x KGV on piece. Noted KGV 4d violet (10) &
ultramarine/blue shades (7). Some annotated with old ACSC numbers suggesting they have been checked for
varieties. May repay careful viewing. (310)
KGV ½d to 5d vals arranged on old time pages in folder & Hagners. All used with many fine used examples.
Variety of wmks & shades. Could be pickings for the specialist. (570+)
KGV 1924 1d green no wmk range of flaws on 3 annotated pages. Total of 29 plated stamps incl 10 listed in
ACSC incl "notch top of left frame", "secret mark" x 2, "notch N.E. corner", "ferns", "RA join", "distorted one
penny", "N-Y join", "kangaroo's tongue out" & "neck flaw". 2 MUH positional blocks of 4 from Pane 5, 5, 6/ 11,
12 & pane 7, 39, 40/ 45, 46. Reinforced block of 6 from pane 6, 31, 32/ 37, 38/ 43, 44. About half are MUH
with the remainder MLH. A clean & useful lot with the odd small fault. Total ACSC Cat. val is $550 as singles.
KGV 1d green carefully annotated used variety collection with 7 blocks of 4 stamps or larger, 22 strips (of 3
stamps or more), 98 pairs & approx. 300 single stamps. All plates represented but the majority of varieties are
from the right plates. All wmks but single, small multiple & CofA predominate. Contains many major & minor
plate flaws as well as some not listed in the Australian Commonwealth Specialist KGV catalogue. Many
identified by ACSC number incl "OS" perfins etc. This collection could be effectively used to augment as
existing collection & would equally provide a solid basis upon which a very comprehensive collection could be
developed. Majority fine.
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KGV 1d green study of the "wattle line" & "neck flaw" varieties with Single wmk vertical pair showing both
varieties MLH block of 4 (light horizontal crease) with top left unit showing "neck flaw". Large mult wmk
MUH/MLH block of 4 perfined "OS" showing both flaws & MLH block of 4 (with light toning) top left stamp
with "neck flaw". No wmk MUH/MLH block of 4 showing the state 1 type of each flaw. SMW perf. 14 MLH
block of 4 (some gum toning) with "wattle line" state 1 & state 2 of the "neck flaw". A second MUH/MLH similar
block shows the wattle only very indistinctly (a make-ready?). A final MLH block of 4 shows the "wattle line"
2nd state & the re-entered 3rd state of the "neck flaw". Total ACSC cat value is $1600 when priced as singles
(7 blocks of 4 plus a pair)
KGV 1d green, single wmk, MUH/MLH annotated variety accumulation with some duplication noting block of 4
(MLH, light crease) with "ferns" & "RA joined", 3 pairs with "secret mark" & "run pearl", "neck flaw" plus normal
& "secret mark" plus normal. 13 MLH singles with varieties plus inverted MLH & F/U. Total ACSC cat. value is
$540 as mint singles. (16 singles, 3 pairs & block of 4)
KGV 1d greens. Study of the "corner dot" & "run "N" varieties. Incls Single wmk with second state 2 copies
(different) (2 MLH, 1 used). No wmk: MUH/MLH positional block with "corner dot" retouched (not listed in
ACSC) & "run N" state 2 plus another" run "N" variety (MLH). SMW Perf. 14 "run "N" second state MLH (toned
gum), MUH/MLH pair with "corner dot" & "run N" state 3 retouched plus MUH/MLH selvedge block 4 showing
the same two varieties. Perf. 13½x12½ with 2x MUH/MLH lower corner selvedge blocks of nine showing the
same 2 varieties. While the "run "N" units are very similar the "corner dots" differ vastly with one scarcely
showing a dot at all. Also CofA wmk MUH pair & MUH block of showing both varieties with state 3 retouch.
Total ACSC cat. value is $950 as singles.
KGV 1d red single wmk varieties from pane VII incl "Secret mark", "weeping pearl", "wattle line", "notch top
left corner", "neck flaw", "scratch behind emu's head" & "RA joined". Also Pane VIII with "distorted One
Penny", "thin One Penny", "scratch behind kangaroo", "corner dot", "kangaroo's tongue out", "run N" & states I
& II plus inverted wmk. Good to fine used. (16 stamps)
KGV 1d reds arranged on old time club auction pages & Hagner. All used with minor varieties possibly
unchecked in recent years plus a range of noticeable shades. Good to fine cond. (130+)
KGV 1d reds used with minor varieties annotated on leaves plus on Hagner. Apart from varieties, this lot
contains a range of shades in generally good to fine cond. (Approx. 250)
KGV 1d violets. Small display on 3 album pages with shades (5), used varieties incl "run "N"" second state,
"N-Y joined", "RH joined", "corner dot", "dot before 1", "corner dot run" State II (pair), "secret mark" (MUH
perfined "OS" & cat. $200) & "thinned left frame". Additional page with "thin One Penny", "wattle line", "neck
flaw", "damaged right frame" etc. Total ACSC Cat. value $675 (24 stamps with 1x MUH & 23x good to F/U)
KGV Duplicated used range to 5d incl some perfined "OS" on old stockleaves etc. Some faults incl occasional
ugly parcel cancel but mostly good to fine. No obvious postmarks or varieties with a quick glance. (300+)
KGV On & off paper range with vals to 1/4d. Mostly used but some mint present plus 1½d on cover to
Adelaide & a bundle of wrapped 2d reds. Incls a black swan Navy (?) cap badge. Worthy of inspection.
(approx. 300)
KGV Perfined "OS" used/CTO selection on Hagner with Cr/A incl both ½d colours to 1/4d, LM wmk x 5 (no 1d
red), no wmk (2), Sm wmk perf. 14 x 8 from ½d to 1/4d & perf. 13½x12½ x 13 also ½d to 1/4d. Majority fine
with a retail $1500+. (48)
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The next 16 lots are from a specialist KGV collection which has basically been lotted according to the
face value of the stamps in the lot. Each section is intact & no stamps have been removed. All stamps
are either MUH or MLH & represent a range of shades & varieties. Cond is generally very good but
centring varies considerably. Ideally lots need to be inspected to assess suitability but highlights are
listed & reserves provide a conservative value of each lot.
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KGV ½d green single wmk with block of four, 3 pairs & four singles incl 1 x "OS" - no annotated varieties (14).
Large Mult Wmk with 2 blocks of 4, a pair & four singles with annotated varieties for (i) ACSC 65(4)r + s (pair),
(ii) plate (4) block of 4 incl ACSC 65(4)h + j. (14)
KGV ½d orange single wmk with pair & 2 singles (4) - no annotated varieties. Small Mult Wmk Perf. 14 1
single & Perf. 13½x12½ imprint block of 4 ACSC 68(9)zj 1 pair with variety ACSC 68(9)o & 6 singles incl 2 x
"OS". CofA wmk with 5 singles incl 1 ovpt "OS". (22)
KGV 1d violet in 3 blocks of 4. with no varieties, plate 3 positions pane V 53, 54/59, 60 perfined "OS" Cat.
$450+ & plate 4 pane VII 31, 32/37, 38 with flaws 76(4)fg + h, Cat. $150. Also an imprint strip of 4 with "RA
join" & "kangaroo's tongue out" varieties. Cat. $200 plus 2 pairs, one with neck flaw variety MLH, 26 singles
incl perfined "OS" MUH & MLH, one with dry ink & another 7 with major varieties. An appealing lot with a total
cat. value of $1800)
KGV 1d green single wmk with 2 blocks of 4, one with ACSC 77(4)f, g & h varieties, MUH (Cat. $150), 4 pairs,
one with ACSC 77(4)k & l varieties, MLH (Cat. $80), 14 singles incl dry ink, inverted wmk & 5 with major
varieties incl "secret mark" with inverted wmk. A very useful lot. Total cat. value approx. $600
KGV 1d green Large Mult Wmk with 1 pair having minor variety, 5 singles incl "dot before RT one" variety. 1d
green no wmk with 8 singles incl "N-Y join" & "ferns" varieties.
KGV 1d Small Mult Wmk in various perfs with block of 12 perf. 13½x12½ with "dot before RT 1 re-entry", "thin
left frame" & "notch lower left frame" varieties MUH (crease). 6 pairs incl perf. 14 with "secret mark" & "N-Y
join", 4 pairs perf. 13½x12½ each with varieties incl "wattle line re-entered", "N-Y join", "scratch behind
kangaroo", "line under rut" & "ferns". 11 singles nearly all with varieties incl inverted wmk & "wattle line" ACSC
81(4)f. Total cat. value approx. $1200
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KGV 1d green CofA wmk with pane 1 strip of 12 MUH/MLH (hinged top 2 stamps only) ACSC 8L(1)df, Cat.
$500. Two positional plate blocks of four (i) pane VI 15, 16/21, 22, (ii) pane IV 34, 35/40, 41 from steel
substitution block. Not convincing as it does have the dot after "Y" but heavy inking makes it difficult to see
other shading variations etc plus four pairs, 3 with varieties & 7 singles, one ovptd "OS". Total cat. $700+
KGV 1½d black brown single wmk with 2 blocks of 4 (i) perfined "OS" MLH (Cat. $300) & (ii) inverted wmk
MUH/MLH (Cat. $420). Also Large Mult Wmk with 4 singles, 3 blocks of 4, one with inverted wmk MUH/MLH
(Cat. $450) plus 2 normal & 2 pairs with varieties. Finally, 4 singles incl inverted wmk MUH (Cat. $150) & 2
with thin paper (MUH & MLH). Total cat. value $1600+
KGV 1½d brown single wmk with 2 pairs incl 1 with inverted wmk (Cat. $150), 2 singles one with "no top to
crown" & Large Mult Wmk with 2 blocks of 4 MUH (1 with crease) & a single. Total cat. value $300+
KGV 1½d green in 2 blocks of four with one MUH plus a MUH/MLH, 2 pairs MUH & MUH/MLH & 5 singles
but no annotated varieties.
KGV 1½d red single wmk in 2 positional plate blocks of four (i) electro (22) with ACSC sa, s, v & w varieties
MUH (Cat. $150++), (ii) electro (26) with "g" line under "STA" of postage" variety, MUH/MLH (Cat. $70+) & 5
pairs with annotated varieties plus 19 singles most with annotated varieties. No wmk has 3 singles incl 1
variety, electro 17p "retouched SW corner" MLH (Cat. $60). Total cat. approx. $700
KGV 1½d red Die III Small Mult Wmk perf. 14 with perfined "OS" single plus plate 3f (broken crown top) &
perf. 13½x12½ 2 imprint blocks, one with the 2nd line of imprint guilotined, MLH. Also 5 single with 2 x "OS"
& one with void corner.
KGV 1½d red brown Die II Small Mult Wmk in 3 blocks of four with (i) plate 3 top right corner block ACSC
93(3)z, Cat. $70, MLH crease, (ii) John Ash imprint perfined "VG" (Cat. $100+), MLH light crease & (iii) part
imprint block of 4, plate 3 with line - plate crack (?) under "note and s...", MLH. Also 1½d red brown CofA wmk
with 2 singles, a block of 4 MUH/MLH (crease) & 5 singles all MLH.
KGV 2d orange Single Wmk with 3 singles (shades), 2d red with 29 stamps incl top right plate block of 12 13/7-9/13-15/19-21, a lower selvedge block of 4, 3 pairs incl a perf "OS" & 9 singles in various shades but no
annotated varieties. Also 2d brown Single Wmk in 3 singles incl "flaw 2nd "A" of Australia" ACSC 97(12)k,
Cat. $120 & "large white flaw left value tablet" ACSC 98(16)f, Cat. $250 plus 2d surcharge in block of 6 & 2
singles & finally 2d red CofA wmk block of 4 & 3 singles incl 1 ovptd "OS".
KGV 3d blue single wmk MUH example (off centre), MLH well centred (light even gum toning), a "dry ink"
variety MLH but off centre & fluffy perfs. Also Small Mult Wmk Perf. 13½x12½ Die I, type A, MLH (off centre,
fluffy perfs) & Die II with "retouched ST" variety MLH (off centre) plus CofA wmk with 2 x MLH incl an ovptd
"OS", MLH & MUH top selvedge block of four. Total cat. $675
KGV 4d orange with a single MLH, 4d violet x 2 MLH (1 off centre, 1 with fluffy perfs), 4d blue x 2 MLH incl 1
perfined "OS", 4d olive SMW perf. 14 MLH, 4d olive CofA wmk with "kangaroo's tongue out" variety MLH (off
centre) & 4½d violet single wmk MLH (ragged perfs). Also 5d surcharge with MLH & F/U examples but both
off centre plus 5d chestnut single wmk with "flaw in King's hair" variety, MLH, off centre. Total cat. $780 (11)
KGVI used period in bundleware & loose with odd KGV heads & pre-decimal QEII all off paper in shoebox.
Possible pmk potential with patience! (1000s)
1913-1936 used selection on 2 Hagners incl 1d kangaroos (34) with 2/- (8) & a few KGV (13) to 5d. 19271934 commem odds to 3d & 1931 6d violet MLH. (90+)
1913-1965 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase (vg cond) with minor odds in kangaroos & KGV but
noting 3d Sturt MUH, AIF & Arms MLH before 5/- Cattle on white paper & Navigators to both £1 MUH. QEII
period seem complete otherwise & MUH. A clean & fine lot.
1913-1965 in springback folder with kangaroos in various wmk to 5/- (CofA) with a few CTO incl nice 1st wmk
2/- brown (no gum) (70). KGV with 5 x Engraved 1d reds & a 6d kookaburra followed by over 10 pages of
mainly used examples with vals to 1/4d (4), 1d red shades, single & mult wmks & a Die 3 noted. The
remainder of the collection contains a few covers & FDC's but most sets lack high vals. Later issues incl
some MUH/MLH blocks & sets. Back of the book has some "OS" ovpts incl CTO 1/- lyre bird, a few perfined
"OS" kangaroos & KGV with some CTO. BCOF vals to 2/- used & a few NWPI. Cond varies but overall is
very good. (100s)
1913-1965 mixed MUH/MLH & used on Seven Seas standard leaves, the latter in the majority with a few
kangaroos to 2/-, KGV to 1/4d incl perf "OS" vals to 5d. 1930's commems (excl 5/- SHB, 3d & 1/- Vic Cent
perf. 11½) mixed MLH/used in variable cond, 1937/48 Robes 10/- & £1 thick MLH (latter creased) & 1949
Arms MLH. No high val Navigators with others mixed MLH/used incl 8 bicolour PD's to 1/- used & AAT
pre-decimal set MUH/MLH. Mixed cond. (100s)
1913-1965 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless Album noting kangaroos 1st wmk to 2/-, 3rd wmk to 5/- (excl
1/-), small mult to 2/- & ditto CofA with both 6d "OS" wmks. Excellent KGV incl all wmks to 1/4d, 1d green Die
I/II pair, 4½d Die II (CTO), all KGV "OS" ovpts MUH & 1914 6d engraved. 1927-1965 missing only 2d & 3d
Kingsford Smith "OS" & 5/- SHB. Incls both perfs of 1934 Vic Cent, 1937/48 zoologicals, both papers in Robes
& all later high vals incl both papers of 10/- & £1 Navigators. No PD's or perf "OS" but does incl several imprint
blocks on Hagners plus 1970 ANPEX Cook M/S MUH. Plenty of MUH amongst the 1927-1965 commems.
Highly recommended. (100s)
1913-1980 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Predominantly F/U with odd sprinkling of MUH/MLH. Most spaces
are filled but some high vals missing. Kangaroos with all wmks represented with some gaps in addition to the
obvious high vals (41), KGV to 1/4d (57), an attractive 6d engraved kookaburra, large "OS" lyrebird, 3d
Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS", Robes set of 3, Arms set of 4 & Navigators to £1 plus decimal Navigators set of 4
ovptd "SPECIMEN" MLH. Useful Postage Dues at the back. (100s)
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1913-1981 Seven Seas Hingeless album containing used range with kangaroos to 5/- (nice Halls Creek cds)
& KGV to 1/4d. Other pickings with a few neat cds cancels on commems etc incl £1 Navigator lightly used.
Album also in vg cond. (100s)
1913-1991 mainly used in standard SG one country album. Useful kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d (incl
Sm.Mult. perf. 14), 1914 6d kookaburra (rounded corner), 1931 6d brown Air & "OS" ovpt, 1934 9d Macarthur
F/U, 1937 10/- robes, Arms & Navigators to £1. A solid decimal range (no Cook M/S or 1971 Xmas block or
panes). Cond varies with many machine cancels but useful pickings at this reserve. (100s)
1914-1972 selection of better items on 2 Hagners noting good to fine used 1914 6d kookaburra, 1935 Silver
Jubilee (2 sets), 1937 10/- & £1 Robes, 1963/64 navigators to £2 plus MUH 1931 6d violet Air, 1934 9d
Macarthur, 1962 Games blocks, 1963/64 4/- & 10/- Navigators. Generally selected copies in fine cond. (136)
1927-1982 MLH common in pre-decimal with decimals incl 1971 Christmas & Beef sets x 2 & PM's & FA's in
tabbed sets. Total FV $200++ (100s)
1931-1965 in Seven Seas standard album. Very mixed cond & missing major items but the following are all
present fine used; 4d & 5d kangaroos, 6d "OS" CofA wmk, KGV 1/4d Cr/A, "OS" ovpts to 4d, 1932 1/- lyrebird
"OS" & 1949 £2 arms. A few in the fair to good category incl 9d Macarthur. Should be viewed but good value
at this reserve. (100s)
1937-1965 with duplication on leaves noting couple of 2/3d commems plus 1928-1940 fine MUH/MLH
commems noting 9d NSW MUH & 6d AIF MLH with some decimals incl 1970 Cook M/S's x 8, etc. (600+)
1938-1966 ½d kangaroo study written up on leaves plus loose in cigarette tin with nearly all MUH/MLH in
multiples showing imprints, retouches & identifying characteristics with position numbers by electro & pane.
The used incl more varieties & some Govt perfins. Useful specialist material. (100s)
1940's/50's kiloware on paper. WA origin with many postmarks noted as torn widely around the stamps.
Potential in the pmks as issues appear common & duplicated. 1.4kgs+ (1000s)
1952-1957 MUH singles &/or blocks of 4 plus FDC's for most issues of this period presented on black pages.
Noted 1956 3/6d booklet with waxed interleaving & no wmk (SG SB32a, Cat. £85) & 4/- x 2. Also incls several
FDC's with no clear cover maker hence could be finds. Good cond throughout. (35 FDC's & 120+ stamps)
1953-1965 MUH sets incl Coronation (10 sets), 1963 2/3d Royal Visit x 50, 1962 2/6d Games (4), 1965 2/6d
ICY (4) & 1965 ANZAC x 34 sets all in blocks. Retail $350+ (190 stamps)
1959-1987 MLH & used range in 2 springback binders incl Navigators to £2 used, AAT to 1966 $1 Mock Sun
MLH & decimals to $10 MLH. Decimals mainly CTO & fine used. Total FV in decimal MLH is $95+. Incls few
FDC's incl 1970 Royal Visit unaddressed. (100s)
1961-1965 issues in MUH singles &/or blocks of 4 plus unaddressed FDC's for most all beautifully presented
on black pages. Incls 5/- cattle FDC's x 3 with a WCS & 2 diff Royal, some coil pairs, Navigators to £1 used
only & 1964 5d Christmas pair on Challis. Useful pickings. (40 FDC's & 150+ stamps)
1966-1975 Seven Seas Optional hingeless pages with MUH issues for $1 Flinders perf. 14¾ x 14, 5c on 4c
QEII booklet panes set of 6, 1971 Christmas pane of 25 on white paper & later perf vars. All fine MUH.
Total retail is $200+
1966-1991 Used stock in 2 large stockbooks with a good coverage of issues. Vast majority selected cds
examples & many useful in quantity e.g. 1968 20¢ WWW x10, 1968 25¢ Olympics x14, 1973 30¢ Christmas
(8), 1986 90¢ orchid x14, $1 x9 & $20 painting x8 plus a few strips of 5. Close to 3000 stamps & 25 FDCs.
Vendor's reserve.
1966-1995 decimals on paper with vals to $20 with many useful F/U in album. Odd pre-decimal & world
smattering but all appear basic used "packet material" brightened by addition of some more recent MUH
thematic sets of cars, sea-life etc. (1000+)
1966-2008 range of MUH issues incl reprints, commem gutters, CPS's, S/A's incl reprint logos on backing
papers & the advertising label strips, CTO blocks, cinderellas, yearbook sheetlets, booklet panes, Frama
button sets, ATM sheetlets & large panes incl 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on cream paper x 4. Noted 1986
Pope ovptd gutters x 2, 1999 imperf Navigators M/S's, 2006 Redback M/S pack, 2007 Architecture M/S imperf
& 2008 Olympics with Chinese imprint symbols from digital printing. Exc cond with all presented on stockcards
with descriptive tabs & prices. PTSA $2650+ with a total FV of $920+ (100s)
1966-2017 MUH random selection noting 2011 Sydney Stamp Expo M/S, $4 Col Heritage M/S through to
2017 $10 Women in War S/A booklet pane. Also some GB decimals with F/U pickings & MUH totalling £12+.
Total FV in Aust MUH is $70+
1970's-1980's range of small envs all addressed to Perth with a huge variety of decimals used & finely
cancelled with odd Reg'd & Certified Mail & many AAT/Cocos/ Aust combination covers plus some from
Norfolk Is & PNG. Variety of diff cds's with majority fine. An amazing & unusual accumulation. (350+)
1996-2001 Seven Seas Hingeless pages with a range of random used issues incl S/A's, Int Post & vals to $10
Kakadu. Some odd AAT at the back. (approx. 200)
Censor Covers 1942-1945 censored mail from Melbourne, Sydney & SW Western Australia to local &
overseas destinations. Interesting range of postal markings & mostly good to fine cond with one containing
letter referring to the increasing cost of fruit & veg etc. (21 items)
Cinderellas-Hutt River Province 1973-1990 range of MUH issues on pages incl blocks, M/S's, sheetlets &
early FDC's. Rarely seen later issues with vals to $2. MUH FV is $135 as a guide. Useful starter lot for this
"Independent Sovereign State"!!
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Cinderellas Incls issues from Rainbow Creek (90+), Bumbunga (19), Western Plains Zoo "Horse" booklet,
1970 London to Melbourne return strike mail singles & M/S's, 1d, 3d & 6d Monte Bello Is imperf set of 3, 1950
Melbourne Nat Philatelic Exhib pair & sheetlet of 12, 1d Lady Gowie Red Cross Appeal x 2, 1954 Reddex
Rally on thick & thin paper, 1956 Olympics x 16 in various colours, 1954 Stamp News Essays, 1973-1977
Victoria Fish & Wildlife issues FV $75 (15), 1981 Strand Strike Cover set of labels from the AP Van Drivers
Dispute & 2 Koala Research packs plus a range of cut-outs from PS with some cachet cancels & odd early
tram/bus tickets. An interesting range for the specialist. (100s)
Counter Printed Stamps 1994 CPS "koala & kangaroo" 45c sets of 6 or 50c for later issues & button sets for
odd issues such as Congress. The different imprints are "NPC", "GPOPERTH", "AEROPEX", "SINGAPORE
95", "DARWIN V8", "AUSTRAPEX 95", "HONG KONG 97", "FREMANTLE", "AUSTRALIA 99", "ST PETERS
2000", "AEROPEX 2003", "CONGRESS 2003", "ST PETERS 2003", "SALISBURY 2004", "1ST RAILWAY
150" & "CONGRESS 2004". Exc cond. Retail $200+ (16 sets)
First Day Covers 1937-1952 range noting 1940 AIF, 1946 Peace set on plain cover pmkd Midland Junction,
1947 Mitchell on plain cover with "P.I.C.A.O Melbourne" cds's & 1949 2½d Forrest block of 4 on Reg'd Challis
plus 1950 1½d QM pair also on Challis. Some Wide World noted & a couple of illust without cachet maker
shown. Majority in good cond. (25)
First Day Covers 1937-1958 selection incl 1951 3d KGVI, Federation set of 4, 3d Gold pair, 1952 1'0½ KGVI
(block of 4), 1953 1d (block) & 3d QEII, 3½d Farmers, 1954 7½d Royal Visit, 3½d Railway, 3½d ANARE,
1955 3½d Rotary (2), USA Memorial, Nursing, 1955 3½d SA Stamp (with Exhib cancel in red), 1957 SA Govt,
Christmas pair & 1958 War Memorial block & 4d Broken Hill all on Challis covers with some Reg'd. Neat typed
addresses & fresh. Variety of other cover producers for issues in between incl Guthrie, WCS & Wide World.
Majority fine & all on Hagners. (60+)
First Day Covers 1937-1963 range noting 1963 Red Cross cover with a pre-printed address to The Secretary
General ARCS Melbourne, 1953 1d QEII Boans (Sturt Pea) hand addressed with strip of 3, several
Georgetown Pharmacy addressed covers with clear bold Georgetown cds's incl 1/- Platypus "Certified Mail"
on WCS x 6 & YMCA block of 4 Reg'd & a couple of 1955 Philatelic Exhibition pmkd covers. Majority
addressed & in vg cond. (60+)
First Day Covers 1937-1965 range of pre-decimal covers from various cover producers incl Royal, WCS,
Guthrie & Challis plus many others unidentified but mostly from Eastern States producers. Some self
addressed to Downies, Max Stern & Millstamps. Majority hand addressed with many having blocks of 4 or
pairs. Noted several Exhibition covers with cinderellas attached & similar cover designs but in diff colours. An
interesting & mixed group with useful duplication in places. (290+)
First Day Covers 1938-1963 range in old time album with paper photo corners. Incls Wide World & WCS
types plus some unidentified. Noted 1938 1½d KGVI brown on plain cover with Melbourne slogan cancel (Cat.
$130), 1955 2/- green & blue Olympics, 1961 5/- Cattle plus several AAT. Also several Gower/Wesley
addressed with Largs North cds's. Majority fine with neat typed addresses. (100+)
First Day Covers 1951-1955 range of Guthrie covers for 1951 3d KGVI, 6½d KGVI x 2, 1953 Produce Food
with both strips, 1953 Sesqui set of 3, 1953 3d Van Diemne's Land (single & blocks of 4), 1954 3½d
Telegraph block of 4, 1954 3½d Red Cross x 2 with blocks of 4, 1954 3½d Railway pair, 1954 3½d ANARE,
1955 3½d YMCA & 1955 3½d Cobb & Co, the latter 4 FDC's all with pairs. Neat typed or hand written
addresses with majority fine. (14)
First Day Covers 1959-1965 range noting 1959 1d & 4d plus 3½d QEII, 1959 4d Qld & 5d Christmas, 1960
6d Tiger Cat & 8d Anteater, 5d NT, 5d Qld Chalon, 1962 5d CWA, 5d Inland Mission & Christmas, 1963 Red
Cross, Canberra, 5d QEII, Export & Christmas, 1964 6d Thornbill & 5d Christmas all on Challis covers with
neat typed addresses & crisp Perth cds's. These interspersed with WCS covers in the same cond presented
on Hagners. (64 with 20 Challis)
First Day Covers 1966-1976 range in 2 albums noting APO, WCS, Sigma, Royal & Excelsior types. Incls
1970 Royal Visit & Grasslands (in pairs) on official covers x 3 of each (Retail $500+), 1971 Christmas block of
7 & 1974 Paintings x 2 (Retail $45 ea.). Cond mixed in places with some hand addressed but those
mentioned fine & unaddressed. (120+)
First Day Covers 1966-2017 range in 9 quality VST binders with slipcases (retail $50 each alone without
pages!!) Incls later Territories, S/A's, M/S's, Joint Issues, Int Post & odd PNC incl 2011 $5 poppy coin
Remembrance. Noted some signed e.g. Shirley Strickland on C/wealth Games & Susannah Carr on ABC.
Earlies are a mix of AP, Royal & WCS noting a 5c QEII on Challis & 3 x 1971 Christmas blocks. Some later
commem event issues, the "Prestige" types & both 2004 & 2016 individual Olympic Gold Medal Winner sets.
Majority fine on "as new" Cumberland pages. Total face value exceeds $2700 with the 2008-2017 years being
$1260+ alone. (100s)
First Day Covers 1969-1987 in 4 large Art books. Majority are WCS & addressed to 1974 before being
Official APO issues to 1987. Incls AAT with 1973 set on 2 covers pmkd Macquarie Island (retail $80) & vals to
$10 Coming South. (390+)
First Day Covers 1990-2002 range incl Territories on 220+ "as new" 2 strip Hagners. Face value of stamps
on covers is $830+ with Hagners retailing at $330. Conservative reserve. (400)
Framas 1984-1999 complete postcode sets of FDC's for 1984 30c Barred Edge, 1985 33c Kangaroo, 1986
36c Platypus (3 sets), 1987 50c Cup-pex ovpts sets of 9 (4 sets), 1987 37c Echidna (4 sets), 1988 39c
Possum (3 sets), 1989 Lizard (6 sets), 1990 Koala (4 sets), 1992 45c Emu (5 sets), 1994 45c Waratah Frama
(5 sets), 1996 45c Festive (2 sets), 1999 45c Tiwi Art (2 sets). Majority are sets of 9. All fine unaddressed.
Total retail of $600+ (350+)
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Framas 1984-1999 Superb extensive MUH full button sets & postcodes collection neatly arranged on
Hagners with binder. Incls Barred Edge 1985 33c, 45c & 90c full set of 27 (retails $150), ditto for Kangaroo &
increased rates of 36c, 50c & $1.00 on Platypus. Two Echidna & Possum sets of 27 with "Type A" & "Type B"
differentiated for each. Sets of 9 postcodes for Lizard & Koala before full set 45c, 70c & $1.20 for Waratah
(Retail $130). Finally, the 1999 Tiwi set of 21 with 45c. 90c & $1.35 vals incl "NPC" imprint. (Retail $160).
Rare to find these complete sets. Fine throughout. Total retail $830+ & opening at the face value. (277)
Framas 1984-2003 complete Postcode sets for all issues on optional Seven Seas Hingeless pages plus
complete button postcode set of 15 of "Farewell" issue. Stamps & pages in exc cond. Total retail $260 (150)
Maxicards 1978-1983 ASPC Series in complete issue sets. Appears to have a high degree of completeness
for the period with no duplication remembering some numbers were never produced & the repeated cards in
error hence double numbers. Neatly presented in Hagner album with all in exc cond. Increasingly difficult to
source the pre-Aust Post issues. (108)
Maxicards 1996-2000 range with majority of issues appearing to be 2 of each. All are in original PO
packaging. Massive cost from Aust Post and remember….…..still postally valid worldwide if you want to send
numerous postcards on your next holiday!! (approx. 150 sets)
Miniature Sheets - Exhibition Overprints 1970-2016 incl 1970 Cook ANPEX, 1976 NSW with ASPC in pink,
1982 C/wealth games x 3 with Ausipex slogans for "Now Come to...", "Philately & Friendship..." & "Join the
Aussie Club", 1984 Ausipex with FIAP, "World's Greatest Stamp Event", "Commemorative Album Souvenir
Sheet", FIP, & "Aussie Club" ovpts (these 5 retail at $200+), Navigators ovpts both Ausipex & Stampex '86
(retail $30), London '90 on Colonial Stamps x 3 (retail at $18 ea.), PhilaNippon on $1.05 Exploration, Genova
'92 on Aust Day, 1993 Polska Exhib (45c Uluru cnr block), 1993 Dinosaurs with Sydney Stamp & Coin Show,
Christmas Is 1994 Year of Dog with Hong Kong Stamp Exhibition, 1996 "Swanpex '96" on Pets, 1997
Fremantle Stamp Show in black on Creatures of the Night, 2000 Bangkok on Pond, 2000 London Stamp
Show on Federation, 2004 "Paris Le Salon du Timbre" x 2, Cocos Is 2004 Royal Visit with World Stamp
Championship Singapore, Mandurah 2010 on AAT Macquarie Is M/S's (retail $30), 2010 "London 2010
Festival of Stamps" on $2.10 Railway & $5 Heritage, 2011 PhilaNippon Int Post & "2016 Ballarat Begonia
Festival Stamp & Coins Fair" on Animals in War & No. 55. All fine MUH FV $75+ (31)
PNC's 1998-2003 range incl the scarce 2000 Anzacs, the 2000 $5 Olympic Sports pair & 2002 QEII
Accession. These 4 along retail at $730. Also 1998 Bass/Flinders, 1999 IYOP & 2003 Coronation. All in fine
cond. Total retail $800+ (7)
Postal History 1885-1954 on Hagners in binder. Starts with 3 x WWI censored stampless O.A.S., long NSW
"OS" ovptd 1d QV, 1916 KGV Lang Lang to Cranbourne taxed 2d, OHMS covers with OS perfins incl 2 x 1910
Victoria, printed business covers with 2 unaddressed & unused, 1954 GB to Aust with mixed KGVI/QEII
franking on uprated 2½d censored PSE with Customs & Excise handstamp in red & 1934 Trans Tasman
"Southern Cross" cover with Aust & NZ adhesives for return journey. Also long 1916 registered OHMS cover
bearing 6d kangaroo & ½d & 1d KGV all perfined "OS" plus other items of interest & well worth reserve. (23)
Postal History 1913-1936 range of covers with 11 franked by 1d red kangaroo correctly in all cases except
cover addressed to England which was not cancelled but backstamped London 7 NO 13 but deficiency not
collected. Also covers to local & overseas destinations incl USA, NZ, Germany & Aust. Incls 1918 regd cover
Sydney to Melbourne with 2d & 3d kangaroos & Regd 1914 cover Broken Hill to USA with ½d & 1d x 2 & 3d
kangaroo to prepay registration. A PPC shows Govt House Sydney with 1d kangaroo & ½d NSW combination
franking. Useful group especially reserved at $5ea! (20 items)
Postcards Wildflowers with the "Austral" series 1-5 plus duplicates of 1, 3 & 4. Also Govt Print cards unused
& used & several "Greeting from Western Australia" types unused. Vendor paid $10-$15 per card for these
some years ago. An attractive group. (53)
Reprints 1988-1989 Living Together & Sports defins with a wide variety of koala & kangaroo reprint logos on
selvedges plus gutter blocks & odd singles. Useful duplication. All MUH with a FV $250+
Reprints 1988-2015 range of MUH & good to fine used/CTO koala & kangaroo reprints logos on selvedges
of various issues starting from "Living Together". Incls vals to $5 Kangaroo Paw (3 & 4 koalas), $10 Kakadu
(1 koala), $10 Waratah (1, 2 & 3 koalas), Int Post to $10 vals (1, 2 & 3 koalas & 1 & 2 kolas with kangaroo)
& S/A's strips plus pages of the ATM S/A sheetlets, CPS's & Framas & Duck stamps. The MUH Face Value
totals $460+ (100s)
SES Sheets 2001-2012 selection incl Christmas Is 2010 Beijing Stamp & Coin Expo, 2011 Japan World
Stamp Exhib x 2 (retail at $40ea.) & 2012 Year of the Dragon with personalised photo tabs. Also noted Lleyton
Hewitt, Allan Border, 2004 Athens to Athens x 2, Modern Olympic games, Boxing Kangaroo x 2002 Seekers,
Star Wars - Attack of the Clones, 2002 Elton John (with CD), 2004 Chris Judd, Aust Remembers, 2010
Melbourne Cup, Duntroon, 2012 Year of Co-Ops & Int Year of Volunteers. Exc MUH cond. The original cost
exceeded $300 (20)
Specimens 1966-1982 decimals with various ''CANCELLED'', "SPECIMEN ONLY" or "CANCELLED
SPECIMEN ONLY" handstamps as used by P.O. Training Schools. Incls 4c & 5c QEII half sheets of 50 both
with "SPECIMEN ONLY", the first in purple & the latter in pinkish-red & a complete sheet of 100 with
"CANCELLED" in purple. "SPECIMEN ONLY" on 8c fish, 9c crabs (both blocks of 20) & 10c Anemone Fish
(block of 18), 15c Galah (block of 20), 6c, 13c, 15c & 30c flowers & 25c wool all in blocks of 10. Also
"CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY" in mauve on $4 Navigator pair, 4c Stinger (block of 16), 6c, 7c, 8c & 9c
Rhodolite (range from blocks of 10 to 15), 12c & 24c rehabilitation (blocks of 10), 70c Barrier Reef & 85c
Ayers Rock (blocks of 8) & 27c Tree Frog in 2 sheets of 100. Lastly 2 half sheets of 33c Sea-dragon with
"CANCELLED" in pinkish red. Presented in Mint Sheet folder. A great lot for the Specimen specialist! (740+)
Specimens 1966-1997 range incl Navigators set of 4, 1974 UPU & vals to $20 Gardens all MUH. Some x 2 of
each. Retails $160+ (58)
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Specimens 1980's 20c prepaid AP "Melbourne Trams in Collins Street" postcards with "CANCELLED
SPECIMEN ONLY" in mauve uprated with 2c crab that has already being stamped with the same cachet x 4 &
27c "Koala" pre-paid postcards x 10 all stamped "CANCELLED" in red incl one upside down (more practice
needed!!). All in good cond. Unusual. (14)
Travelling Post Offices Cancellations on KGV 1d reds plus a few 1d greens incl some perf "OS". Mainly
Victoria but also NSW, Qld & WA with a good range of shades & mainly Die I. Interesting lot with a wide range
of numbers & rarely offered in such a large quantity. (190)
States & Australia "back of the book" material incl 4 x Victorian frank stamps cut to shape for Postmaster
General, Chief Secretary, the Treasurer & Minister of Justice, 1d & 5d Railway Parcel issues, NSW Stamp
Duty (Barefoot & Hall) No.243, 10 x Australian Postal Order counterfoils from the 1970's with vals from 50¢ to
$10 incl $7 & $8 & 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamp. Also PNG Stamp Duty stamps ro $10 with B&F Nos. 14,
22, 32, 33, 34 & 37. An interesting lot. (81 items)
States plus some Australia on Hagners & album pages, etc. All states represented incl NSW revenues plus a
page of Aust PD's to 5/-. No obvious highlights but potential with care. (c250 plus 120 Postage Dues)
States Revenues comprising NSW QV (20) with vals to 5/-, KGV (12) to 5/-, "figures" (59) to £5 (blunt corner)
incl 12/6d, 15/-, 30/-, other NSW (23) incl Relief Tax 1/- & few decimal to $3, Qld QV (7) vals incl both 1/colours, 2/-, 2/6d, 3/-, £1, £5, "Buffalo Fly" 6d, 8d, 1/- (latter damaged) & others (73) incl "Impressed Duty" 4d,
8d & 14 vals from £3 to £100 plus 6 on pieces (4d to £8). Also 3d & 6d Railway "Newspapers & Parcels",
KEVII vals to 2/6d, "Adhesive Duty" pre-decimal (14) to 10/- & decimal (11) vals to $100. Victoria (70) incl predecimal to 8/- & decimal to $10 & WA Stamp Duty 1d red in 3 shades & bicolours (16) in mixed perfs & wmks
to 2/- plus Internal Revenue long lilac swans (10) noting 10/-, 15/-, £1 & £1/10d & small Revenue Duty (8 low
vals). Finally 1906/12 6d & 1/- plus 1912 "One Penny" postal items & Seven Seas page of S.Aust "Long
Toms" (9) mixed MLH/used to 5/-. A good lot with useful picks. Barefoot Cat. £400+ (100s)
States Used in Seven Seas album (some pages copied) with slipcase. Modest general range but does incl
WA 1854/5 1/- pale brown imperf with crisp BN "1" cancel (SG 4c, Cat. £325) plus Victoria 1854 6d orange
F/U. Cond varies but mostly fair to good. (175)
Queensland 1860-1912 specialist collection on leaves in springback binder. Mainly used with 1860 1d & 6d
imperfs & Chalons to £1 (rounded corner). Neat numeral cancels on 1890/94 issues. Huge cat. with tabs for
each indicating SG No. & value on early issues. Conservative reserve. (200+)
South Australia 1860-1912 specialist collection in Lighthouse stockbook. Earlies in mixed cond with roulettes
& perfd engraved incl "Ten Pence" ovpt (2 colours), 1/- x 10, 2/- x 10, small surface printed to 6d incl heavy
duplication of low vals & "Long Toms" (40+) to 5/- plus "OS" ovpts (58). Over 75 diff amongst the 350+ in the
accumulation.
Tasmania 1870-1909 on leaves with a range of shades, perfs & wmks mainly postally used incl a few
mint/MLH incl 4d buff (3), 8d brown (2) & 9d blue (3) plus a page of numeral cancels. Also noted 1889/91 ½d
surcharge, 2½d surcharge in both types & colours mint (6) & used (2), 1892/1907 "tablet" types with vals to
10d mint & used incl 2/6d (2) & 10/-. Also 1904 1½d surcharge mint (4) & used (5) & the 1880 platypus set of
4 used. Cond varies but mainly good to fine for this period. (191)
Tasmania 1899-1912 pictorials incl 1899/1900 engraved MLH set of 6 & used incl ½d (4), 2½d (5), 3d (6),
4d (3), 5d (1) & 6d (4). Also a good range of later typo & litho issues with range of wmks & perfs mainly used
plus perfined "T" 4d (2) & 5d & a page of postmarks incl Ovett, Riana & Snug River. Condition mainly good
to fine. (138)
Western Australia Range on Hagner incl 1861 intermediate perf. 14-16 2d blue & 6d purple brown (SG 34 &
36), Perf. 14 1d rose & 2d blue (SG 38 & 39), perf. clean-cut 14-16 2d blue, 6d purple brown & 1/- yellow
green (SG 41, 42 & 43) & perf. 14-16 very rough 1d rose carmine (SG 44). Also 1863 1d carmine rose, 1d
lake & 6d dull violet (SG 49, 50 & 51a). Good to fine used with a total cat. value £500+ (11)
Western Australia 1854-1912 on printed leaves noting 1854 1d black 2½d margins used, 4d blue (telegraph
puncture), 6d Hillman litho (cut to shape), 1860 2d orange Spiro forgery & 1861 2d blue clean cut perfs plus
other swans to 1/- incl 1875 "one penny" surcharge & 1884 "½" (2 perfs). Also 1888 4d with later surface
printed to £1 (latter blunt corner). Viewing recommended. (74)
Western Australia 1882-1912 MLH/mint accumulation incl 6d lilac, perf.14 MLH (SG 80, Cat. £130). Other
values from ½d green to 9d orange with cond varying from MLH to mint with faults, however useful pickings at
this reserve. (31)
Western Australia Perfins selection with "WA" to 5/- (7) & "OS" to 2/6d (11). Most have clear cds's. (18)
Western Australia Postcards Geraldton Range of B7W incl "The Convent & Stella Maris College", "Marine
Terrace No. 13", "…Showing Victoria Hotel", "State Primary School", "High School", "Nazareth House",
"Government Offices" & "Chapman River Bridge" plus 4 other colour cards from 1960's/70's. Majority are
Murray Views. Mixed cond. (12)
Western Australia Postmarks Burges Siding to Yalgoo selection neatly mounted on Hagners & annotated
accordingly. Many fine strikes with majority on swans & odd Revenue & KGV. Incls pictures of Post Offices &
photocopies of some postal history usage for reference. Nothing scarce but many useful especially to new
collector in this field wanting this period of cancellations. (230+)
Western Australia Postmarks in small stockbook, 3 Hagners & display cards. Nothing rare but a number of
better strikes which have obviously been selected for their completeness & clarity. Nice duplexes from Albany,
Cookernup, Bunbury, Newcastle & Menzies. Most cancels are on WA stamp with a few kangaroos & KGV.
200+ cancels in total.
Western Australia Revenue accumulation in small stockbook incl 12 x "IR" ovpts on 1d ochre swans & 5 x "
I.R. ONE PENNY" ovpts on 3d lilac swans. A page of long swan duty stamps to £1 incl strip of 4 x 10/- black &
green. Almost 7 pages of low val swan postage stamps fiscally used. Useful lot. (100s)
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AAT 1947-1993 noting 1948 ANARE Macquarie Is pmkd ANARE covers (2), 1957/61 WCS & Royal FDC's
incl 2 with Penguin cachets on 2/- (20+), 1966 Defins set of 10 plus later 5c but pmkd Mawson in Feb 1967 on
5 FDC's (faults) & the full set in pres pack & MUH on Hagner. Also 1981/82 ships on WCS (16), various
commem covers for Helicopter flights & expeditions incl 1961 "US Navy Operation Deepfreeze" & 1993 on
AAT maxicards with cachets plus a genuine usage hand addressed 2002 env & corres with Casey cancel &
overstamped by Hobart slogan 4 months later! Also a couple of McMurdo Sound & Mount Weaver Expedition
covers that have slipped in. Overall cond above average. (76 items)
AAT 1957-1988 range of issues incl 1966 Defins to $1 MUH (retail $75) plus a range of "Antarctica" flight
cinderellas in a range of imperf/perf'd, colours & formats for the 1977, 1978 & 1979 flights incl one used on
cover with "FLIGHT ABORTED" cachet tying it to cover. Others are ovptd "Admiralty Mountains" (& signed),
"Bush Pilots of Australia" & "Wandana Travel" in red with others for "Foundation 41 Antarctic Expedition
Flight" in imperf blocks of 4. Also 2 complete imperf sheets of 1982/84 "Oceanic Research Foundation Ltd"
cinderellas plus 2 perfd examples & another for the 1954 Expedition. An interesting array with value in the
cinderella section.
AAT 1957-1998 MUH collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Incls "Singapore 95" ovpt but
not "CAPEX" or 1996/97 gutters otherwise complete. Retail incl album $300+
AAT 1957-2017 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless Album & Hagners complete incl Singapore '95 ovptd M/S &
gutter pairs plus extras of 2014/15 Husky Era & "Colours" M/S's both MUH & CTO with Ace Stamp Auctions
ovpts. Fresh & clean collection to 2017 Cultural Heritage set & M/S. (100s)
AAT 1980-2005 range of base postmarked FDC's incl South Pole Flight, Ships set of 15 (12) plus extra set of
Series III, Scenes I, Scenes II, Scenes III with latter in blocks of 4 & Nolan Landscapes single set & also in
blocks of 4 with 16 covers in each set. Toning on 6 otherwise all fine & unaddressed & in quality large APW
FDC binder. Retail $420+ (72)
Christmas Is 1958-1992 complete MUH in Seven Seas album. Stamps & pages in exc cond with all defins &
M/S's. Retails at $780+ (100s)
Christmas Is 1958-1992 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Incls all M/S's & ovpts bar 1990 Birdpex ovptd M/S
otherwise complete MUH with extra NZ 1990 ovptd M/S. A couple of early defin sets MVLH. Some pages
stained but stamps fine. Retail $600+
Christmas Is 1963-2010 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Earlies mixed MLH & fine used with many gaps to
1990's but good range thereafter incl M/S's & New Year issues. Patchy lot but a good starter collection with a
usable FV of $65+. (354 + 25 M/S's)
Cocos (Keeling) Is 1963-1990 complete MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album incl 1990 $5 on 65c surcharge
(Retail $85), all M/S's & defins to $3. Stamps & album in exc cond. Retail $550+
Cocos (Keeling) Is 1963-1992 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Complete MUH bar 1991 Official, Second
Mainland surcharge & $1990 $5 surcharge. Incls all M/S's & defins to $3. Some pages stained but stamps
fine. Retail $450+
Cocos (Keeling) Is 1963-1993 on Seven Seas Hingeless pages in binder. Complete MUH to 1993 barr
1990/91 provisionals & Official but incls the 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation. Also noted odd extra
strip/gutter. Exc cond throughout. Retails $740+
Cocos (Keeling) Is 1963-2010 on Seven Seas hingeless leaves & a few Hagners. Majority used to 1984 with
gaps before mixed MUH/CTO later incl M/S's. No provisionals but usable FV of $70+. (c360)
Nauru 1935-1994 MUH on Seven Seas pages (album incls the 1916-1948 pages too). Appears to be only
missing odd M/S & later random set but approx. 98% complete. Pages in vg cond. Retails $550+
Norfolk Is & PNG range of MUH/MLH issues on Seven Seas Hingeless pages with odd FDC incl NI 1947
Ball Bay set of 12 to 2/- on 3 covers. Norfolk Is complete 1980-1994 MUH with PNG pages also to 1994
but patchy. (100s)
Norfolk Is 1947-1992 complete MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album incl all M/S's & defins to $5. Some
pages stained but stamps are fine throughout. Retails $1000+
Norfolk Is 1947-1994 complete MUH on Seven Seas pages all in vg cond. Incls Ball Bay set of 14 to both 2/-,
all M/S's & defin sets to $5. Superb cond throughout. Retails at $1150+ (100s)
Norfolk Is 1959-1981 ex-dealer stock of MUH in 4 Lighthouse sheet files. Noted 1962/63 Fish x 30 sets
(retails $420) & 1966 Decimals to $1 x 60 sets with many in sheets with imprints (retail $1000+). Good
coverage of all issues with many complete sheets & large blocks. Massive quantity with a huge face value of
$3700+. Ideal for re-sale on Ebay etc. (1000s)
Papua 1901/41 MLH & used collection written up on leaves. Noted Lakatois to 5/- incl BNG to 2½d, some perf
"OS" & surcharges, 1931 to 1/-, 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH, 1934 50th Anniv used & 1939/41 Airs to 1/6d F/U.
Cat. £450+ (67)
PNG 1952-1975 MUH/MLH in springback binder. Pre-decimal patchy but incls 1/7d cattle, Leg. Council, 10/Rabaul & £1 QEII MUH. Many decimals in blocks incl shells to $2, BOP (SG 239/40) & sheet of 5¢ ILO. (100s)
PNG 1952-1982 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with 1952 with 10/- Map MUH & £1 Fisherman F/U, 1958
1/7d & 2/5d MUH, 1963 10/- MUH & £1 QEII F/U & 1964 birds with 5/- MUH & 10/- F/U. Thereafter appears
complete MUH & fresh. (100s)
PNG 1952-1984 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Complete MUH incl 1952 Pictorials to £1 (retail $240), all
M/S's plus some later noting 1993 Parrot Research M/S. Pages & album in exc cond. (450+)
PNG 1952-1984 MUH/MLH nearly complete incl 1952 10/- & £1 MUH. Some used incl second Postal Charges
set. A clean lot with all decimal MUH incl some issues in pairs. (600+)
PNG 1952-1990 in large Lindner stockbook. Sparse pre-decimal before 1966 butterflies MUH & used plus
later commems with dupl of both MUH & used sets with not much missing to 1990. Good basis for trading
stock. (100s)
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PNG 1952-1992 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Incls 1952 Pictorials to £1 (retail $240), 1958 set MLH &
then patch to 1970 before being complete MUH to 1992 with vals to K10. Odd pages stained but stamps fine.
Retail $900+
PNG 1952-1994 complete (barr Framas & 1994 provisional pair). All fine MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless
album incl second PD set & all M/S's. Massive original cost & current retail of $ 1300++. Ideal for re-sale or
Ebay at this reserve. (100s)
PNG 1966-1986 MUH with high degree of completeness incl M/S's & vals to K5. Early issues in twos before
blocks of 4 for the majority. Housed in quality 64 page Lighthouse stockbook. Total retail $1400+ (100s)
PNG 1978-1990 PO packs with mostly 3 or 4 of each plus a range of 10 year packs from 1978-1985 period.
(130 packs)
PNG 1987-1995 complete in MUH blocks of 4, all corner imprint examples to 1993. Incls 4 sets of Framas,
large "T" birds, 1994 Hong Kong block of 4 strips with tab & BOP set to K10. Later years in singles excl
Emergency set & M/S's. All in quality Ka-Be 64 page stockbook. Remains a difficult format to collect in this
period. Retail as single sets exceeds $1500. (100s)
Territories AAT 1957-1986 MUH incl 1966 defins (FV $25+), Nauru 1980's MUH & Australia 1971-1987
MUH issues incl 2 x 1971 Christmas blocks (FV $80+) on Seven Seas pages & Hagners in 3 binders. Also
noted Papua 1939/41 Airs to 1/6d MLH, WAPEX & other exhibition covers & souvenirs, 1979 Smits folder
of reprinted WA numbered sheets & a few glassines of GB Machins. Total FV $100+
Territories Christmas Is 1958-1981, Cocos Is 1963-1981 & Norfolk Is 1947-1981 with majority complete MUH
incl Norfolk 1947 Ball Bay to both 2/-'s. The 1953 set is MLH but also incls both Specimen ovpt types on 10/bird (MLH). First Christmas Is 1958 QEII is MLH otherwise all appear MUH. Cocos 1963 set F/U before all
MUH. All in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Retail exceeds $650 (100s)
Territories Christmas Is, Cocos & Norfolk Is 1960's-1970's MUH with most defin sets present. NI 1947 Ball
Bay to both 2/- but faults however noted 1974 UPU M/S (retails $45), Christmas Is 1958 QEII MLH otherwise
all appear MUH. All in Lighthouse 24 black paged quality stockbook. Min retail $200++
Territories Fine used on leaves with strength in pre-1980 incl AAT 1957 & 1966 sets, Christmas Is 1958 &
1963 to $1, 1968/70 fish set of 12, Cocos 1963, 1969 & 1995 fish defins (16) to $2 (no CTO!), Nauru 1937/48
S.S.Century shiny paper set of 14 (Cat. £200), New Guinea pre-war odds (43) to 6d & Norfolk Is 1947/56 set
of 14 plus 1953 to 5/-, provisionals to 2/8d (3), later defins to 10/- bird, 2/8d Local Govt, Fish, 1966 ovpts to $1
plus 1970/71 birds. Also NWPI (4 low vals), Papua (42) incl 1938 Possession & 1939/41 Airs to 1/6d, PNG
1952 (16) to £1 plus reg'd 1952 Airmail cover Rabaul to S.A. with total franking of 2/5d paying reg rate for
airmail plus later incl 1/7d & 2/5d cattle, 1961 Leg. Council, 1963 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII, 1964 birds to 10/-,
1966 butterflies & 1968 shells to $2. Scattered later odds for most areas. (100s)
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"Animals of the World" with MUH issues on pres cards (108) in 2 vols, "Birds of the World" in similar format
(96) & "The Official Collection of Wildlife First Day Covers" 1976-1979 period (150). This lot is been sold
commission free with all funds going to Red Cross Australia, so please bid generously. (4 vols)
Olympics 1964 Summer & Winter issues incl Albania "winners" M/S perf & imperf, Dubai with both sets,
Honduras M/S imperf, Hungary Winter & Summer sets & M/S perf & imperf & Jordan 200f M/S plus set of 8
triangulars perf & imperf. Also South Korea set & M/S, Mauritania 1962 ovpts & Rwanda set + M/S plus many
others. All MUH (Burundi CTO). Very fine & fresh. Scott Cat. US$500+ (300+)
Olympics 1968 Summer & Winter issues on Hagners noting Honduras, Mexica (+ 4 M/S's) & earlier publicity
sets, Qatar, Rwanda & many others with nearly all MUH. Scott Cat. US$500+ (310+)
Olympics 1992 Barcelona Games with world MUH issues on 74 Hagners incl M/S's & Gold Medal sheetlets.
Fresh & fine. Massive original cost & conservative reserve.
Royalty 1953 Coronation of QEII complete MLH in special commemorative album. (106)
Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding Crown Agents album with omnibus issue gutter blocks of 10 for 25 different
countries from Ascension Is to Vanuatu. All fine MUH with a massive original cost/FV. (75 gutter blocks)
Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding in 3 Stanley Gibbons vols with pre-printed pages. Aitutaki to Uganda countries
with massive original cost. (260+ stamps, 127 Sheetlets, 40 M/S's, 14 Booklets & 47 booklet panes. Incls
S/A's, ovpts, imperfs & surcharges)
Ships Collection to 1975 in 3 springbacks with covers, ship photos, special cachets, paquebot, etc. Nicely
written up with mixed addressed & unaddressed items incl Australia, GB, Cuba, USA, Poland, France,
Argentina, India, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Jamaica & more with some censored or with Army PO cancels or
Naval on USA. Should be viewed to appreciate the diversity & scarcity of some of the material. (c130)
Space Exploration-Satellite Communications on leaves with mixed MUH, MLH & used from mainly late
1950's to mid 1960's with Eastern Europe, former French Colonies, Cuba, Ecuador, Haiti, Paraguay etc.
Noted some imperfs from Hungary & Russia. Fine throughout & an exc starter lot.. (268)
WWF 2002-2016 range of 165 MUH sets & FDC's from the period. High degree of completeness in 16 binders
& slipcases. Very high cat value especially on the 2010-2016 issues with some duplicated before this. Exc
cond with a massive original cost. Low reserve opening at less than $2 per set. (660 stamps & 660 covers in
16 binders with slipcases)
WWF 2008-2011 World Wildlife Fund FDC sets of 4 covers for a range of covers incl Australia. Usual quality
presentation on black pages in binder with slipcase. (25 sets on 100 covers)
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The following 21 lots feature Great Britain commemorative Westminster illustrated FDSs boldly signed
complete with relevant matching set of GB stamps and a postmark to the signatory (unless mentioned
otherwise). Each cover is on a presentation page describing the individual and their achievements
with a brief history. They are in excellend condition and most attractive in design.
Alliss, Peter on 1997 Isle of Man Golfing set of 4 pmkd Peel, Isle of Man.
Asher, Jane on 1997 Henry VIII's wives block of 6 pmkd Tower of London, London.
Bellamy, David on 1996 Greetings Flowers pmkd Royal Horticultural Society Gardens, Wisley.
Benn, Tony on 1997 Post Offices set of 4 pmkd Painswick, Gloucestershire.
Botham, Ian on 1997 Alderney set of 6 Cricketers pmkd Alderney.
Brundle, Martin on 1997 Land Speed Record Holders set of 5 pmkd Silverstone, Northamptonshire.
Clarkson, Jeremy on 1196 Classic Sports Card pmk Carr, Rotherham.
Edmonds, Noel on 1997 Christmas set of 5 pmkd Christmas Common, Oxford.
Francis, Clare on 1998 Lighthouses set of 5 pmkd Eddystone Lighthouse, Plymouth.
French, Dawn; Carson, Frank; Walker, Roy; Yarwood, Mike & Jones, Jimmy on 1998 Comedians set of 5
pmkd Morecambe, Lancashire.
Michell, Keith on 1997 26p KEVIII pmkd Hampton Court Palace, East Molesey.
Milligan, Spike on 1997 Enid Blyton on Cent set of 5 pmkd Blyton, Gainsborough.
Morris, Johnny on 1998 Endangered Species set of 6 pmkd Regents Park, London.
Moss, Sterling on 1996 Classic Sports Cars set of 5 pmkd Aintree, Liverpool.
Noakes, John on 1996 Children's TV set of 5 pmkd Shepley, Huddersfield.
Rantzen, Esther on 1996 "Famous Women" set of 5 pmkd BBC TV London, W12
Runcie, Robert on 1996 Christmas set of 5 pmkd Canterbury Cathedral, Kent.
Secombe, Harry Sir on 1996 Religious Anniversaries set of 4 pmkd Isle of Iona, Scotland.
Thatcher, Margaret on 1996 "Famous Women" set of 5 pmkd House of Lords, London.
Titchmarsh, Alan on 1996 Greetings Flowers pmkd Kew Gardens, Richmond, Surrey.
Waite, Terry on 1998 Christmas set of 5 pmkd Bethlehem, Wales.
Amon, Chris; Brookes, Tony; Davis, Sammy; Graffenried, Toulo; Fairman, Jack; Ganley, Howden &
Mathieson, Taso. All boldly signed on individual illustrated commem covers from the 1980 "Great Names in
Motor Racing" collection. All with relevant stamps & pmks plus the information cards & matching b&w photos
of their respective cars & drivers. VG cond with a total UACC Autograph Dealer retail of $600+ (7)
Fewster, Danian & Wallan, Dave signature on 1983 30c Americas Cup PSE. Both yachtsman on 1983
Australia II with bowman Damian Fewster having the honour of being the first person across the line in the
nation's immortal America's Cup win in 1983. Sitting at the head of the boat with the "winged keel", those line
honours will never be taken away from Fewster because of his on-board position among the 22 competing
crew on the boats that year off Newport, Rhode Island.
Wackett, Lawrence designer of the 1941 Wackett Trainer aircraft. Signed 1980 FDC with the 22c stamp 2
years before his passing at 86. He was widely regarded as "father of the Australian aircraft industry". Rarely
seen.
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AAT 1957-2008 Seven Seas Hingeless album in very good to "as new" condition in SS binder.
Australia 1913-1965 Seven Seas Hingeless album. Good cond with some minor marks to odd pages that
could be removed with care. In blue SS binder. Retails at $165
Australia 1913-1965 Seven Seas Hingeless album. Very good cond in black SS binder incl PD & BCOF page.
Retails at $165+
Australia 1966-2014 Seven Seas Hingeless albums in 4 vols with slipcases in brown. Appears brand new &
unused. Retails at $900+
Cumberland large FDC binders x 15. All matching black with side gold stripe. Brand new or "as new". Retail
$19.95ea. (15)
Hagners 90 x Double sided with 1-8 strips but majority 2 strips for covers all in 2 Hagner branded binders in
blue (appear new). Good to "as new" cond. Retail $270+ (90+)
Hagners Double sided x 120. Mixed strips in "as new" to very good cond in 2 binders. Retail is now $360+
(120 pages)
Lighthouse Vario pages x 42 brand new or "very close to" in Hagner binder. Retail on pages is $60+
Mounts with a range of different sized strips in neat angled "Mount Box" for easy access. Crammed with both
clear & black types plus additional "block" types in original Lighthouse/Hawid packets. Save on the massive
new retail price. (100s)
Stanley Gibbons "Oriel" album with interleaved pages & slipcase. Second-hand with many clear mounts/ strips
plus a smattering of pre-WWII British Commonwealth stamps incl at no charge!! Expensive album at cheap
reserve with new currently retailing at $340.
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Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Kangaroos" (2013) Softcover in very good cond.
Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Postage Dues (1999) in 4 ring binder system. Complete
Section 10 as published. Exc cond.
Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for 1911-1966 Postal Stationary incl Australian Territories in
full colour. Brand new. Cost vendor $225
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Australian Post Office Guide Books for "Early Commonwealth Period & the Kangaroo & Map Series", "The
Early Federal Period 1901 to 1912-13", "1913-14 Recess Printed & KGV Sideface & Pictorials", "Definitive
Stamps of KGVI", "Commemorative & Airmail Stamps 1927-1951", "Commemoratives of QEII 1952-1959",
"Definitives of QEII 1952-65 & "The Postage Due Stamps of Australia" plus the 1946 & 1961 Australian
Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogues. A useful group. (10)
"Australasia & Territories Frama & CPS Catalogue" by Sel Pfeffer (2010) Incls common varieties, differences
between GPO machines & PNG, NZ & Norfolk Is issues. All stamps are illustrated & priced. Continues to be
the definitive work in this field. Brand new.
"Australasian Crash Mail & Other Incidents 1917-1930" by Brian Pearce (2015) Profusely illustrated with 300
pages of colour. Incl a census of surviving covers for many of the important crashes. A highly recommended
book. Brand new.
"Australian Telegrams Vols. I & II" by B. Hancock (1990) Published by The Philatelic Association of NSW
(Philas). Soft bound with 408 pages.
"Between the Lines A Short History of the Development of the Post Office in Western Australia" by Wim Smits
(1979) boxed set with both vols. Colour plates & lots of historical background, this continues to be used for
reference. Exc cond.
"Ceylon Postal History 1857-1902" by Obre J Sanders (1999) Brand new with an original cost of £45.
Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationary Catalogue A-Z in 10 vols with 1986 price supplements. A useful
reference guide & rarely seen these days. Good cond.
"History of the Australian Military Postal Services 1914-1950" by Edward Proud (1991). Remains a popular
book & still used comprehensively for the specialists in this field. Well illustrated. 584 pages. VG cond.
Originally cost £65
Indian postal history books incl "Slogans & Special Postmarks", "The Imperial Post Offices", "Stamps of India"
& "India Used Abroad", "Postal Censorship in India 1939-1945", "Encyclopedia of Indian Postal Stationery"
(Manila Jain, 2 vols), "Post Card Catalogue India & Indian States 1879-1979", "Postal History of Pudukottai",
"Handbook of Gwaleor Postal History & Stamps" & "From the Diary of Stephen Smith" (1934). A valuable &
rarely seen specialist lot. (11)
"Indian Army Post Offices 1939-47", "The Bombay Postal Circle its Organisation and Numbered Obliterators
1875-77" by G Eibl-Kaye, "The Handstruck Postage Stamps of India" by DH Giles plus various publications re
India early cancellations plus a Burma illustrated postal history publication. Majority photocopied & bound. (8)
"Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen 1857-1970: History-Fleet-Ship Mails" Vols I & II by Edwin Drechsel (1994/95).
Volume I has 472pp & volume II 676pp both profusely illustrated with b&w photos, mail items, adverts of the
day etc. Published by Cordillera, Vancouver. Cordillera Publishing Company specialises in books on ships &
the sea. Brand new with dust-covers. (2 vols)
"Penny Black Plates" by Edward Proud, "The Guinness Book of Stamps" by James Mackay, "Billig's Philatelic
Handbook" Vol. 39 (The Empire in Asia) Part II, "The Fiscal & Telegraph Stamps of Ceylon" (1911), "Great
Britain Numbers issued 1840-1910" (SG publication), "Stamp Finder" & "How About Stamp Collecting" by
John Craven (1979). (7)
"South Australia: The "Long" Stamps 1902-1912" by J.R.W. Purves (1978) RPSV publication. Hardbound & in
"as new" cond. 205 pages.
Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 British Commonwealth catalogue (2013) catalogue. Hardback cover with 700
pages in full colour. Exc cond.
"St Vincent" by A Pearce & JL Messenger & published by Robson Lowe (1971) Hardbound with dust jacket
(185pp). 441 illustrations of which 124 are in colour. Covers the postal history from when the first postmaster
was appointed in 1762.
"The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, Volume VI Leeward Islands" published by Christie's
Robson Lowe (1990). Hardbound with dust jacket & 293pp. Good cond. & retails at $75+
The Philatelic Collection of the Western Australian Museum by Brian Pope. Both an interesting & attractive
book clearly presented with clear & true colour plates. Hard back & brand new with a little scuffing to outer
cover. Also the WA Postal Stationary to 1914 book also by Pope & in brand new cond. (2)
"The Postage Stamps of Fiji 1878-1902" by J.R.W. Purves & reprinted from The London Philatelist. 90 pages
& hardbound. A classic in excellent cond.
"The Postage Stamps of New Zealand, Vol VII" published by RPSNZ (1998) covering 1970-1995 defins &
1975-1995 Commemorative, Christmas & Health Stamps plus Ross Dependency, Framas, 1977-1995 single
pane booklets, perfins & Exhibition Stamped Adhesive Labels. Brand new & boxed.
"The Postage Stamps of New Zealand, Vol IX" published by RPSNZ (2006) Comprehensive coverage of NZ
Postal Stationery & the 1932 Adhesive Provisionals. (489pp) Brand new & boxed.
"The Ryohei Ishikawa Collection United States Stamps and Covers 1847-1969" Christie's N.Y. (1993)
hardbound illustrated auction catalogue. 366pp with all lots superbly illustrated in colour. Excellent reference.
"The Third Reich Postal Ministry - Official Philatelic Announcements" covering 1st Oct 1932 to 30th Jan 1945
& produced by the Germany & Colonies Philatelic Society of GB (2009). Illustrated & most interesting reading
for background to the issues if the day. 208 pages in very good cond.
"Western Australia - The Postal Markings Illustrated" by WASG. 976 pages in 3 volumes showing an
extensive range of postmarks with dates of use & rarity guide. A wealth of info edited by Brian Pope. This
1994 edition is the latest produced as purchased from the West Australian Study Group. A valuable reference
work & brand new. Retails $250
"Western Australia The Postal Stationary to 1914" by Brian Pope & Phil Thomas. Brand new cond.
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Cigarette Cards De-Reszke "Our Favourites" series 1-6 & Cavenders "Camera Studies" b&w or sepia/white
featuring animals in humorous situations plus hand tinted English country scenes. All have photo corners
securing them in photo album. (264)
Cigarette Cards John Player "Uniforms of the Territorial Army" (47/50) & 1937 Coronation of KGVI (46/48)
glued in to John Player special albums with information on each card. The former with cover staining, but both
albums otherwise fine. (93 cards)
Cigarette packets & tins with a wide variety & very little duplication. Also the odd cigar or matchbox included.
Cond varies from old & rusty (President Virginian Tobacco) to fine & modern (Longbeach, Swan, Park Drive).
Not often seen in such quantity. (c100)
Matchbox Labels An extraordinary World collection of over 1450 mounted on display sleeves. Not just the
usual Australian "Redheads" & "Federal", which have been sorted into theme order, but also Japan, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, Yugoslavia, Germany, Czechoslovakia & more, again largely sorted by theme. A challenge to
extend this remarkable lot! (1450+)
Photographs of British steam trains in black & white of mainly 1910's-1930's with later incl preservation
railway & a colour range of close-up & distance, York Museum & station shots with couple German plus
Jungfraubahn. (133)
Trade Cards featuring cars & trucks. All fine & in colour presented in photo album. (208)
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1849 (29th May) York Post Office handstamp PA PO1c on large piece with manuscript date 29/-5/49 below.
Superior quality for rare early strike.
1854 1d black De La Rue imperforate proof on unwatermarked wove paper. Signed A Diena. Slight part
diagonal crease not detracting. Large clear even margins. Ex "Besançon" collection.
1854 1d black swan fine used horiz pair with light numeral cancel. Large to close margins just touching at left.
Still on original piece. SG 1 Cat. £550+
1854 1d black swan. Fine used example with neat void grid cancel. Two full large margins & two very close to
touching. SG 1, Cat. £275
1854/57 4d blue used by 15 bar 5 in blue ink & 6d grey black with 15 bar 3. Thinned in 2 places & both cut to
shape but attractive space fillers. SG 2, Cat. £200 & SG 19, Cat. £550
1854/55 4d pale blue swan Unused. 4 huge to large margins with bottom stamp just visible. Very fresh. SG 3
Cat. £375
1854-55 1/- pale brown swans pair. Fine unused with four margins. (Ex Lord Vestey) SG 4c, Cat. £950 (see
front cover)
1860 2d orange-vermilion imperf swan. 3 large margins & the fourth just touching with some colour oxidation.
MLH with original gum. SG 25, Cat. £140
1861 2d blue perf. 14, Somerset House printing. MLH. SG 39, Cat. £160
1863 1d carmine rose. Mint hinged & a bright attractive example. SG 49, Cat. £75
1864 6d pale violet De La Rue plate proof imperforate bottom margin al strip of 3 on unwatermarked wove
paper. Close to just touching on one with part gum. Fresh & rarely seen. Ex "Besançon" collection.
1864/79 1d to 1/- wmk crown cc perf. 12½ good to fine used group incl SG 53 x 2, 56, 57, 59, 61 & 62,
Total cat. £85+ (7)
1878 Telegraph Stamp Master Die Proof without value in black on highly surfaced card (92x61mm) &
handstamped "Dec 21, 1878 BEFORE HARDENING". Rare & fine. Ex De La Rue Archives.
1879 1d bistre & 6d lilac Telegraph Stamps, perf. 14 on watermark Crown CC paper in MLH blocks of 4.
Ceremuga Cert. (2015) Scarce in blocks with only one other set recorded. An exhibition pair. SG. T1-T2
(see front cover)
1891-1909 covers x 4 incl 1891 Midland Railway cover to Guildford & Scotch College cover to Carnarvon plus
1905 "Union Bank of Australia" receipt. All in good to very good cond. (5)
1894 "The Coolgardie Cycle Express Co. Hunt Street Special Cycle Messages." original advertising card for
James A. Healey, Agent". Lists the cyclists available and the services they can be used for "day or night" and
the offices/areas they cover. Very worn cond but a rare survivor!
1896 (15th Dec) Albany locally addressed cover with 2d grey swan tied by Albany duplex cancel Dx 1 KGS
(1-2). Part of back flap missing otherwise very good cond.
1897 (8th Oct) env with 1d swan pair tied by Mount Barker 3b (2) cds's. An early date to Albany in good cond.
1898 2d bright yellow imperforate horizontal plate proof pair on gummed W crown A paper from the
imprimatur sheet. Fresh MLH. Ex "Besançon" collection.
1898/1907 2½d blue vertical strip of 12 (2x6) with selvedge top & bottom. Useful MUH (two central stamps
heavily creased) positional block. SG 114, Cat. £180 as MLH
1900-1910 Leo Quick (artist & Merchant seaman) personal portfolio & sketch book of remaining items drawn
or collected by him during his time in the Merchant Navy travelling through Europe & Australasia. The
sketchbook contains several complete & unfinished coloured & black & white illustrations (ships & people)
signed & unsigned all in pen & ink. The lady adorning the cover front to Guernsey is closely related to a
couple of the sketches. Various documents in the portfolio incl a 1901 Travel Pass for permission to travel
from Newcastle to Dundee by sail for a Mr Ashe, a blank "Banquer de la Martinique Cheque" pencilled
underneath with "A relic from Martinique found in ruins 3 days after the fatal eruption May 1902" plus a few
other items of interest.
1902/11 2/- bright red-yellow, 2/6d deep blue rose, 5/- emerald green & 10/- deep mauve (perfined "OS") plus
1d bistre Telegraph perf. 12½. 10/- with slight thin top right otherwise good to F/U group. SG 124-127 & T1a,
Total cat. £235 (5)
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1903 (28th Sept) Swan Brewery cover from Perth to Hobart with 2d yellow swan tied by ship mail room duplex
DxGPO-2 index 11. Index 11 is not recorded in PMI or PMC. Very good cond with usual spike hole.
1905 (28th Dec) Leo Quick unsigned illustrated envelope in pen & ink depicting 2 sailors & addressed to his
mother in Guernsey. Cover franked by pair 1d rose swans tied by Perth machine cancel. Guernsey b/s for JA
28 06. VG cond. Priced to sell at £160
1906 "PERTH FROM MT ELIZA" Perth Scenic Envelope unused in good cond. Only one example recorded
by Kelly plus "THE ZOO PERTH" also unused & in good cond. (2 items)
1906 Leo Quick coloured illustrated cover prepared to be posted to "Toombs, SS Moira, A.U.S.N. Coy,
Fremantle, WA". Shows ships captain at table toasting with drink. Exc cond & most attractive with newspaper
clipping regarding WA Coastal & Ocean Services mentioning the fares etc. The A.U.S.N.Co. was reported by
Mathews as having a private perfin. Quick covers are now highly collectable
1907 (12th Sept) Castle Hotel York illustrated env to Tasmania with 2d yellow swan tied by York A25T (2).
Perth machine cancel & Hobart arrival on reverse. Good cond with closed spike hole. Most attractive.
1907 (13th July) Roebourne cds 3b (1-2) on 2d yellow swan on cover to Hobart with 1907 Hobart arrival. Very
good cond with common closed spike hole.
1907 (15th July) Registered cover to Tasmania with 1d red plus pair 2d yellow swans tied by Yarloop cds
A25(3) & large circle "R" handstamp. Perth registered h/s ORS 3e in blue ink (1-2) plus Hobart arrival on
reverse. Attractive.
1907 (5th April) Williams to Fremantle cover with 1d red swans block of 4 tied by Williams 3b(2) cds's with
3 indistinct b/s's. Good cond.
1907 1d carmine imperforate horizontal plate proof pair on gummed W crown A paper from the imprimatur
sheet. Fresh MLH. Ex "Besançon" collection.
1908 (6th Dec) "Miss Rosie Boote" b&w postcard (Regal series, Sydney) with 1d red swan tied by
Woodanilling cds 3b with inverted date line (1-2). Addressed to Middleton, SA. Vg cond.
1909 (20th Nov) Greetings postcard to Kellerberrin with 1d red swan tied by neat Gilgerring cds 29 (1-2)
with neighbouring Kellerberrin receival cds. Vg cond.
1909 2d & 2d with "ONE PENNY." ovpt in red Letter Cards. No text & unused. Minor faults reflected in low
reserve with first stuck together. ACSC LC 5, Cat. $250 (2)
1910c Leo Quick coloured illustrated cover showing a black entertainer with top hat & prepared for posting
to "Frank Wade, D&J Fowler, Fremantle West Australia". Should be of interest to collectors of WA. Perfins
as D&J Fowler produced a scarce perfin in this period. Exc cond.
1911 (21st June) 1d Postcard uprated with1 d red swan & addressed to Hamburg. Neat "Barrabup" type I cds.
Spelling different to that on reverse of card. Nice proving item. Good cond.
1912 (20th Sept) English postcard from Arthur River with full neat upright cds D27 (3) & addressed to
Tambellup. Vg cond.
1912 9d orange, perf. 11, with upright wmk. Fine used with neat Bridgetown 26 MAR 13 cds. This stamp is
rare, with approximately 20 used examples recorded. There are two examples in the White collection in the
Mitchell Library in Sydney & three in the Bromfield collection in the WA Museum in Perth. Dates range
between July 1912 & March 1913 with use recorded at Perth, Lennonville, Mt Barker, Yarloop & Bridgetown
with this F/U example having a neat Bridgetown 26 March 1913 cds. ACSC W52D Cat. $1000 (2004), SG
157b, Cat. £900
1992 (2nd Nov) & 1993 (2nd Jan) Albany Western Australia "WHALE POST" sets of 4 rouletted cinderella
FDC's each with pictorial whale cancels. First issue with "1W" denomination for one whale & 1993 issue for
"2W" and you guessed it, each showing 2 whales, one delivering a letter!! Most unusual. (2)
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1881 1d swan locally ovptd "IR" & the words "Postage" obliterated by one or two bars in green. One stamp
with one bar & five with two bars incl one with a thin bar. Fine fiscally used. Elsmore Cat. $700 (6)
1881 Internal Revenue on narrow CA wmkd paper. Complete fiscally used set 1d to £10 (7/6d damaged)
& a postally used complete to 1/- set of 5. Elsmore Cat. $520 (15)
1881 Unissued 3d lilac swans ovptd "IR" & surcharged in black with new denomination. Complete set with
some duplication incl 2 x 2d & 2 x 3d postally used. Fine used with better than average colour. Total Elsmore
Cat. Value of $900+ (24)
1881/96 Internal Revenue stamps postally used on 1896 (9th Sept) cover with 1d Crown CA (narrow)
addressed to Fremantle & tied by duplex DxL 2-b Index 4 (1-2) clean (stamp & cover torn) plus an 1897
(19th April) 1d pair Crown CA (wide) on cover from Fremantle to Perth with Duplex DxL 2-b Index 1 (1-2).
Tear lower right corner & flap missing. Remain attractive used examples.
1894 (26th Sept) London Public Notaries document attesting to the veracity of signatures on "annexed
documents". Official London seal & 1/- green QV stamp ovptd "John VENN AND SONS" attached fiscally.
WA 2/6d Internal Revenue attached to the right. Excellent Very good cond & attached to album page.
1896 Internal Revenue on wide CA wmkd paper broken set with values to £1. Fiscally used 1d, 6d, 5/-, 10/- &
£1 plus postally used 1d, 3d x 2, 6d & 1/-. Good to fine used. Elsmore Cat. $160 (10)
1897/1903 Internal Revenue with W Crown A wmk with 1d, 3d, 6d, 1/-, 2/6d, 5/-, 7/6d, 10/- & £1/10/- fiscally
used & 1d, 3d & 6d postally used. No 3/- or 15/-. Elsmore Cat. $190 (12)
1898 (13th Jan) London Public Notaries document completed in m/s with GB 1/- QV fiscally used with Duff
Bridges & Watts cachet. WA 2/6d Internal Revenue tied by "Alfred E Burt Sub-Collector of Revenue WA oval
cachet in mauve. Good cond & most attractive.
1898 (21st May) Transfer document with 6d & 1/- Internal Revenues relating to the "Subterranean Water
Rights" situated at "The "Island". Document signed & stamped by the Mining Registrar - Day Dawn,
Murchison, Goldfields. Very good cond. An interesting piece of WA history.
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1900 (30th July) Land Transfer document with 1/- Internal Revenue. Land concerned in the Cue business
area signed & stamped by G.N. Lionell, Acting Assistant Warden, Murchison, Goldfield. Torn but very well
preserved & stamp unaffected.
1903 "SUPREME COURT ONE SHILLING" ovptd £1 violet Internal Revenue. Superb & fresh MLH. Elsmore
Online No. 16, cat. $1350
1903 (20th July) £100 receipt from "Dr to The Social Kodak" with one penny Internal Revenue in good cond
plus 1d postally used pair on piece & 150th anniv cinderella block of 4. (3 items)
1904/27 1d to £25 incl £1 x 4, 30/-, £5 x 2, £10 & £25 bi-colour duty stamps roughly sorted by values.
Majority are fine used with the odd fault but careful study will probably reward as various wmks, perfs &
shades. (55 on 4 pages)
1905 (23rd March) 1d black & red x 15 on large "Memorandum of Charge on Policy" document. All tied by
F.E. Spencer C.C.C. Treasury oval cachets. stamp duty stamps affixed. Good cond.
1905 1/- red ovptd "Specimen" on "Commemoration of the First Impressed Duty Stamps into the State of
Western Australia" presentation card. Listed but unpriced by Dzelme. Small corner piece missing but remains
an attractive exhibition piece. Extremely rare & the only copy we have seen.
1905 2/- deep scarlet impressed duty on Bernie S Cohen & Son (WA) insurance document with State Stamp
Office cds for 2 JAN 37. A scarce shade on document. Fine cond. Dzelme Cat. $120
1905 2/- orange-red impressed duty on "Western Mail" newspaper delivery contract with 10 SEP 34 State
Stamp Office Perth WA cds. Exc cond.
1905/07 deep scarlet impressed singles for 1/-, 2/6d, 10/-, 15/-, £1, £1/5/- & £3 vals plus doubles for £5,10/-,
£6,10/- & £8,15/-. Neatly presented on album pages. Dzelme Cat. $100+
1905/07 impressed types with values from 6d to £100 & colours varying from orange-red to red to scarlet (no
deep scarlet shades plus 1 document with 1/- value. Dzelme Cat. $100+ (21 x singles, 5x double & 1 strip of
3)
1907-1922 1d-£1/10/- Probate issues from the yellow green printings plus £5 orange, £10 claret, £25 blue &
£50 brown (from 1922 issue). All MUH with odd centring & perf short-comings but otherwise fresh. (14)
1907-1922 Supreme Court Fees. Group of 16 MUH with vals from 1d to £100 from a range of printings. All are
red except for £5 dull green & £10 indigo. Also 1912 & 1907 £1 red & £1/10/- red F/U. Nice clean lot, some
with perf & centring short-comings. (18)
1908/09 Farmers Crop Insurance Policy with 2 x 2/6d black & green, perf 11 tied by Commercial Union
Assurance Perth cachets in mauve. "Warranted" gummed coupon also attached & tied. Some edge wear but
most presentable.
1909 1d red & black, perf. 11 block of 4 imperforate vertically between both horizontal pairs. Both right stamps
with light vertical crease. MLH. Dzelme Cat. $1000+
1909 1d red & black, perf. 11 strip of five vertically imperforate with selvedge at both sides. One unit MLH & a
light crease straight down between stamps at left otherwise fine. A stunning variety not catalogued by Dzelme.
1909 1d scarlet with green-slate centre, perf. 11 vertical pair completely imperforate between stamp & top
selvedge. Appears to also be imperf on both sides. Mint hinged with several hinge remainders, frontally fine.
This imperf variety is not catalogued by Dzelme.
1912/14 rent receipt book with over 70 entries each accompanied by the application of a 1d black & red Duty
Stamp & in one instance a 1d KGV red. Useful for research.
1917/18 1d carmine & black emergency printing on ordinary unwmkd paper, perf 11 & locally gummed. Lower
right selvedge block of 8 with central swan vignette located extremely low. Left stamps lightly creased but
fresh MUH & another very desirable uncatalogued variety.
1922/30 1d red perf. 14½x13½ block of 20 with four rows of five stamps from the top of the sheet with double
perforations. The second perforating was hugely misaligned resulting in unintentional "bisects"! Also contains
the "filled in P" variety. A magnificent exhibition piece MLH in selvedge only. This double perforation variety is
not catalogued by Dzelme.
1927 (5th May) Building Fire & Lightning Insurance document with 10/- black & turquoise green boldly
stamped b y "National Insurance Co. cachet. Very good cond.
1930/35 1d to £1 Hospital Fund tax plus shades. Complete used set on 2 album pages. Most with usual poor
centring. Elsmore Cat. $835 (34 stamps)
1930's wages book page with entries on both sides with range of 6 x 1d red duty stamps, 11 x Hospital Fund
& 21 x Financial Emergency Tax. Attractive usage.
1931 Financial Emergency Tax 1d to £1 used range. Incls extra shades for 3d, 4d & 2/-. (Elsmore Cat. $315
for 19 stamps). Also double sided page from wages book with a further 13 Emergency Tax & 18 Hospital Fund
stamps. (Cat. $385) Total cat. $700
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We are privileged to offer a recent & significant find, this being a West Australian wages record book
for the period August 1934 to July 1937 containing "Emergency & Hospital Tax Cancellations"
complied by the Adelaide Timber Company Ltd located at East Witchcliffe, WA. We have decided to
leave the book intact until after the auction although it is provisionally offered in 5 separate lots. If a
single buyer is the successful bidder on all five lots the book will remain intact giving the buyer the
option of keeping it intact or of breaking it up accordingly. In the current market the Tax stamps in the
book have a total Elsmore catalogue value of $140,000 to $150,000 with the £5 Financial Emergency
Tax stamps valued at $850 each & the £1 Hospital Fund stamps valued at $250 each. Should this
holding be broken up & offered on the open market it is hard to imagine that the current high
catalogue values could be maintained. Never-the-less there are some extremely rare multiples on offer
in each of the 5 sections. Each section also contains both Emergency Tax & Hospital Fund stamps
with denominations of less than 10/- not been listed. Overall the cond of each of the 5 sections is fine.
Only a few stamps have been damaged when separated from the sheets. The Financial Emergency
Tax Act of 1931 reduced annual salaries by between 18% & 22½%. The Act came into effect on 1st
December 1932 & was withdrawn 1st August 1940. While over 250,000 10/- & £1 stamps were sold only
15,923 of the £5 value were purchased. The Hospital Fund Act of 1930 required a deduction of 1½d per
£1 from employees wages. The Act came into effect on 1st January 1931. This wage imposition was
suspended on 1st July 1942. In this period approx. 120,000 of the 10/- denomination were sold & less
than 90,000 of the £1 value. Hence the significance of the "find" can be easily seen! (selected images
on inside back cover of catalogue)
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Part 1: 4 pages incl Emergency Tax 10/-, £1 x 3 & £5 x 27 incl a block of 6 (unique), 2 strips of 3, 6 pairs & 3
singles. Hospital Fund incls £1 x 44 with a large block of 17 (unique), 3 x strips of 5, a strip of 4, a strip of 3, 2
pairs & a single. Note: both printings of the £1 Hospital Fund are represented.
Part 2: 4 pages with stamps for Emergency Tax with a 10/-, £1 x 7 with 2 pairs & 3 singles & £5 x 14 in a
block of 8 (unique), a strip of 4 & 2 singles. Hospital stamps incl 3d in 3x large blocks of 12, 8 & 6 respectively,
10/- in a pair, £1 x 24 incl blocks of 4 x 2, strips of 3 x 2, pairs x 4 & 6 singles with both printings represented.
Part 3: 5 pages with Emergency Tax 10/- x 5 singles, £1 x 39 incl a strip of 6 (unique), a strip of 5 x 4, 2 pairs
& 9 singles & £5 with 10 singles. The Hospital Fund has 10/- x 5 singles & £1 x 25 singles with single printing
only.
Part 4: 4 pages incl Emergency Tax with a 10/-, £1 x 5 incl a pair & 3 singles & £5 with 9 examples in 3 pairs
& 3 singles. Hospital Fund consists of 10/- x 8 singles, £1 x 15 incl a block of 4, 2 pairs & 7 singles.
Part 5: 5 pages with Emergency Tax consisting a 10/-, £1 x 8 with 1 pair & 6 singles & £5 x 36 incl 2 strips of
4, 7 pairs & 14 singles. The Hospital Fund incls 10/- x 4 singles, £1 x 61 with 2 x strips of 4, pairs x 9 & 35
singles.
1940 Barristers & Solicitors receipt with 3d & 6d bicolour swan revenues tied by "Laven, Walsh & Lavan" h/s's.
Very good cond with 1 neat spike hole not affecting stamps.
1940 Egg Stabilisation Charge set of 7 vertical pairs showing Die I & Die II configuration. 4d has adherence on
back & 1/- with vertical crease otherwise fresh MUH & rarely seen in pairs. (14) (see front cover)
1947/48 The Hospital Benefits Fund of WA contribution book in very good cond with 40 x 6d green The
Metropolitan Hospitals Benefit Fund Receipt Stamps (Cat. $50ea) plus 6 x 1/- blue also cat. $50ea. Also a
1930 6d brown Contribution to Perth Hospital Receipt Stamp MLH with fresh appearance. Elsmore Cat.
$80.Two items with excellent exhibition appeal. Total Elsmore cat. $2380
1951 1d red Revenue Duty Swan block of 4 with striking offset variety on gummed side. Fine MUH. Most
attractive.
1951 1d to £1 range of Revenue Duty single line frame types with slight dupl. Not a complete set but incls 2/brown with blurred print. Also 2 documents with 1d & 3d attached. All good to F/U. Elsmore Cat. $100+ (23 &
2 docs)
1951/53 2/- brown swan Revenue Duty x 120 on document page in large blocks of up to 20 stamps in each very good for research plus a few lower vals consisting 1d, 2d x2, 6d x3 & 1/- x 3. Elsmore Cat. $250+ as
singles
1952 1d vermilion single frame with off-sets on reverse in MUH block of 6 (hinged selvedge only) with inverted
wmk & upright in MUH block of 9 unaligned & inverted off-set on reverse. Not listed by Dzelme. (2 items)
1959 Contract of Sale & purchase legal document with £1 (single line frame) & 30/- (double line frame)
attached. Latter damaged top left corner otherwise very good cond.
1962 Hospital Benefit Fund of WA contribution & claims card commenced 29-7-62. Card is complete with 13 x
3/- green wavy line "The Hospital Benefit Fund of WA Hospital Benefit Only" stamps. Unlisted by either
Dzelme or Elsmore. A lovely exhibition item in fine cond.
1966-1974 1c to $50 decimal currency set of 16. MLH with the shades for 6c & 10c. Dzelme Cat. $195 (18)
1977 (18th Dec) Fremantle to Subiaco cover with decimal revenues incorrectly used for postage with strip of 9
x 2¢ Honey Possums tied by Fremantle cds's & 1978 (20th June) cover with 18¢ wildflower & 2¢ Honey
Possum tied by machine cancel to Perth. Both very good cond. (2)
1990's Departure Tax stamps with $10 green, $20 green x 2 & "EXEMPT" orange attached to three different
travel documents/airline tickets. (3)
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AUSTRALIA - KANGAROOS
1913 1st Watermark
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½d green to 1/- emerald short set of 10 MVLH/MLH. Very good centring & fresh. ACSC total cat. $1550+ (10)
1d red with "break lower left of value circle" variety. F/U on small piece with 1 faulty perf. ACSC 4(K)h,
Cat. $125
2d grey perfined small "OS" showing "Bence" variety. Used example. ACSC 5(1)o, Cat. $200 plus perf "OS"
2d grey, Die I, perfined large "OS" with "retouched left frame & shading NW of map" variety. MUH with couple
of flat perfs at top. ACSC 5(1)j, Cat. $425+
2d grey, plate 2, perfined large "OS" showing "scratch under "P" of POSTAGE" variety. Fresh MUH & well
centered. ACSC 5bb(2)g, Cat. c$750
5d chestnut MLH plus 3d pale olive green MLH but light bends & couple of flat perfs at right. ACSC 16A,
Cat. $225 & ACSC 12E, Cat. $200 (2)
5d chestnut perfined large "OS" with shading filled in between the letters of "Postage". Used with light
machine cancel. Unlisted in ACSC.
6d ultramarine perfined large "OS" mint with hinge remnant & a pulled perf at mid left but good gum free of
toning. ACSC 17Abb, Cat. $425
9d violet. Fine mint, centred slightly low with light gum bend but strong colour. SG10, ACSC 24A, Cat. $175
9d violet perfined large "OS". Centred low. MH with 30% o.g. ACSC 24Aba, Cat. $550
2/- brown. MLH. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650, SG 12
2/- brown perfined large "OS". Good to F/U & reasonably well centred. ACSC 35Aba Cat. $500
5/- grey & chrome. MVLH. ACSC 42A, Cat. $900
5/- grey & yellow with wmk frame showing above the map. Superb well centred & fresh MUH. SG 13,
ACSC 42B, Cat. $5000 (see front cover)
10/- grey & pink. MVLH with trace of very light crease. Fresh appearance with good centering.
ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000
£1 red brown & blue. MLH. String fresh colour. ACSC 51B, Cat. $4500 (see front cover)
£2 black & rose. Fine MLH with lovely colour. ACSC 55A, Cat. $12,500 (see front cover)
£2 black & deep rose. Used with blurred Sydney Registered cds. Centred high but good perfs & colour. A nice
genuine usage example. SG 16, ACSC 55B Cat. $9000
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1915 2nd Watermark
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2d grey to 1/- green short set of 5. MLH with good centring & appearance (2½d centred slightly to the left).
ACSC total cat. $1450
2d grey. Centred to left, excellent perfs & fine MUH. ACSC 6A, Cat. $325
2½d indigo with "Islands South of WA" variety. Fine used with neat cds. ACSC 10(2)g, Cat. $150
6d ultramarine. Well centred & MLH. ACSC 18A, Cat. $400
9d violet with bottom selvedge. Centred slightly to right but excellent perfs & MVLH. ACSC 25A, Cat. $350
9d violet. Centred slightly right. Fine MVLH, PO fresh. SG 27
9d pale violet. MUH & centred to right. Feint tone spot & tiny glaze spot otherwise good perfs & true colour.
ACSC 25B Cat. $2250 as MUH
1/- bright blue green. Well centred & MLH. ACSC 31B, Cat. $400
2/- brown perfined "OS". Good used with part indistinct parcel cancel. ACSC 36ba, Cat. $300, SG Cat. £160
2/- light brown with "white dog leg flaw through "SH" to value circle" variety . MLH & well centred.
ACSC 36(2)f, Cat. $2500
2/- light brown with superb centring & appearance, MLH. ACSC 36A, Cat. $1500
2/- light brown. Centred slightly to left, MUH. SG 29, ACSC 36A, Cat. $8500 (see front cover)
5/- deep grey & chrome. Fine MLH & well centred. ACSC 43B, Cat. $1500
5/- deep grey & chrome with inverted wmk. MVLH & well centred with fresh appearance. ACSC 43Ba,
Cat. $2000, SG 30w
5/- deep grey & yellow with "Doubly printed frame plate" variety resulting in the second impression of the
frame appearing 8mm below the first. Good to fine used example with part The Exchange, NSW cds &
characteristic irregular perfs. Small red crayon mark not detracting. Complete with RPS Vic Cert. (2017) A
difficult stamp to find with only 6 used examples recorded not perfined "OS". Arthur Gray's example with
minor imperfections sold in February 2007 for $A6788 (incl BP) at the time. ACSC 43c Cat. $9000, SG 30a
(see front cover)
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1915/28 3rd Watermark
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2d grey to 1/- emerald short set of 7. MLH with average centring & odd shortish perf but all with good colour &
fresh appearance. Total ACSC cat. $730 (7)
2d grey Die IIA with "inner frame missing opposite "T" of two" variety. 2 examples showing flaws differing in
size. Both centred right & MLH, one with light even gum toning. ACSC 8p, Cat. $125ea (2)
2d grey with a major printing flaw caused by foreign object. Fine used. A few short perfs top right corner.
Drury Cert. (2018) A startling flaw. ACSC 7Bvar.
2½d blue perfined "OS". MLH, short perf at base with even gum toning & better than average centring.
ACSC 11b, Cat. $225
3d olive shades x 3 all Die I. MLH (one with missing perf at base & thinned) plus a used pair. ACSC 13 (5)
6d chestnut with "break in top frame near right corner" variety. MLH. ACSC 21(4)e, Cat. $125
6d chestnut with "white flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. MLH. ACSC 21(4)f, Cat. $250
9d violet with "white flaw in lower part of "N" in NINE" variety. MVLH, centred left. ACSC 27(4)l, Cat. $250
9d violet, Die IIB perfined "OS" showing broken shading over "NCE" of "PENCE" variety. MUH. An extension
of ACSC 27(4)i
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1/- blue-green with wmk inverted. Lovely well centred MLH example. ACSC 32a, Cat. $450
1/- blue-green, Die IIB, top selvedge single perfined "OS". MUH but evenly toned gum & light horizontal bend
(ACSC 33Aba, Cat. $225 as MUH) plus KGV 4½d SM wmk perf. 13½x12½, perfined "OS". Tiny lower corner
closed tear, F/U with neat part cds. (ACSC 120Ab, Cat. $175)
1/- blue-green Mullett imprint pair. Centred high but stamps MVLH as hinged in selvedge.
ACSC 33(3)zc, Cat. $450
1/- dull blue green, Die IIB in gutter pair. MLH in gutter only. Well centred with excellent perfs.
ACSC 33C Cat. $750+
1/- emerald, Die IIB with "top frame broken over 1st "A" of Australia" variety. MVLH. An attractive top selvedge
example. ACSC 33(4)d, Cat. $250
2/- deep brown. MVLH centred slightly to the right. ACSC 37D, Cat. $450
2/- maroon. MLH with a couple shortish perfs. ACSC 38, Cat. $200
5/- grey black & yellow orange. MVLH with superb appearance. ACSC 44B, Cat. $450
10/- grey & deep aniline pink. MLH with excellent colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750
10/- grey & intense aniline pink perfined small "OS". CTO, centred right. ACSC 48Dbe, Cat. $500+
£1 chestnut & blue from Cooke printing noting small white flaw in left frame just below "A" of Australia & not
listed in ACSC. MLH with light even gum toning. ACSC 52B, Cat. $3500 (see front cover)
£1 purple brown & blue fine used neat with 1917 Lawson cds. Centred slightly to left with good perfs. Tone
spots but not apparent from front. A good postally used example. ACSC 52C Cat. $2250, SG 44
£1 grey good to fine used with part of 2 Registered Perth cds's. Centered slightly right with a stained perf
otherwise good perfs & colour. ACSC 53A Cat. $500, SG 75
£1 grey. Fine used, centred slightly low. Good perfs. ACSC 53A, Cat. $500, SG 75
£1 deep grey. MVLH, centred slightly high left. Deep rich shade. ACSC 53B, Cat. $1000, SG 75
£2 black & rose ovptd "Specimen" Type C with "shaved P" variety. MLH with light even toning.
ACSC 56Axf, Cat. $1000
£2 purple black & rose. A superb MLH example, difficult to find better. SG 45, ACSC 56C, Cat. $6000
(see front cover)
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1929/30 Small Multiple Watermark
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6d grey to 2/- maroon short set of 4. MLH with excellent colour & appearance. ACSC total cat. $625 (4)
6d chestnut, Die IIB plate 4 Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC 22(4)z, Cat. $400
2/- maroon. MLH, centred right. SG 110, ACSC 39 Cat. $200
2/- maroon with "colour flaw off WA Coast" variety. MLH & well centred copy. ACSC 39(1)j, Cat. $450
5/- grey & yellow orange with part imprint selvedge. Excellent perfs & fresh MUH. Rich, strong colour.
ACSC 45A, Cat. $1500
5/- greyish black & yellow orange. Fresh MLH. ACSC 45B, Cat. $500, SG 111
10/- grey & pale pink. Superb MVLH. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100, SG 112
£2 grey & rose crimson good to fine used with registered cds in top half of stamp. Good centering & colour.
ACSC 57A, Cat. $1200
£2 grey & rose crimson. MLH & well centred with rich colour. ACSC 57A,Cat. $7000, SG 114 (see front cover)
£2 black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN". Centered top left but fresh MUH. ACSC 57Ax, Cat. $1400
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1931-47 CofA Watermark
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6d chestnut with "distorted bottom frame" variety. MLH & well centred. ACSC 23(3)j, Cat. $150
9d violet, Die IIB, plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4. MLH top & bottom. ACSC 29(3)2, Cat. $650
2/- maroon, type B in lower marginal block with "white scratch from left frame to map" & L58 "white scratch
through kangaroo" varieties. MUH. ACSC 41(3)fg, Cat. $220
5/- grey & yellow. Centred slightly low & flat perf at lower right otherwise MLH with rich colour. ACSC 46B,
Cat. $350
5/- grey & yellow-buff with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencer's Gulf elongated" variety. MLH & fresh.
ACSC 46C(D)f, Cat. $800
10/- grey & pink. MVLH & well centered, a lovely stamp. ACSC 50A, Cat. $700, SG136
£1 grey used with light partial indistinct cds. Centred high right. Vg perfs. SG 137 Cat. £275
£1 grey with crisp multiple 1938 Menzies cds's. A couple of nibbled perfs but well centered with good colour.
ACSC 53A, SG 137 Cat. £275
£1 grey. MVLH verging on MUH. Slightly off-centre with very light even gum toning.
ACSC 53A, Cat. $1000, SG 137
£2 grey-black & rose-crimson. MLH with rich fresh colour & good centering. ACSC 58B, Cat. $4500,
SG 138 (see front cover)
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KING GEORGE V
1914-20 Single Watermark
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1921 ½d lilac-brown Plate Proof Perforated 14 on single watermark ungummed paper. A great
rarity & the most important item of the KGV Halfpenny issues. A true exhibition item being one
of the only two known examples recorded. Ex estate of Ronald Harrison. Drury Certificate (2015).
ACSC 66PP(1), Cat $40,000 (see front cover)
1d carmine-red G10 lower marginal strip of three with lower & right selvedge both affected by misaligned
double perfs. Superb MLH exhibition item. Not listed in the ACSC.
1d carmine-red G10 positional block of 4. Pane 4 positions 7, 8/13 & 14. MUH. Cat. $100 as unplated singles.
1d carmine-red G10 top selvedge pair with double perfs at the top. Mint hinged for reinforcement. ACSC 71
Aba, Cat. $700 as singles + premium for pair
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1d carmine-red G10 top selvedge pane IV block of 6 for positions 1, 2 + 3/7, 8 & 9. An attractive well centred
block. Light pencil markings in selvedge. Cat. $120 as unplated singles
1d dark red G13 pane VII positional block of 4 VII i 3, 4/9 & 10. MUH/MLH with minor bends. Cat. $250 as
unplated singles
1d dark red G13 right selvedge pair, pane VIII positions 24 & 30. Pulled perf bottom right. MUH/MLH Cat.
$150 as unplated singles
1d dark red G13 marginal block of 4. MUH x 2 & MLH x 2. Well centred with excellent colour. ACSC 71D,
Cat. $300 as singles + premium for block
1d reddish-pink G15 right selvedge vertical strip of 4 from pane VIII 12/18/24/30. Fine MUH. Cat. $900 as
unplated singles
1d reddish-pink G15 semi-surfaced paper in right marginal block of 4 perfined "OS". 3 MUH & 1 MVLH,
well centred. Cat. $1000 as unplated OS singles
1d dull red G16 pair, pane VI: 21, 22 ACSC 71E3na with "dot before RT. one" & "thinned lower frame pair"
varieties. Fresh MVLH. Cat. $250
1d scarlet G17 block of 16 for 27-30/ 33-36/ 39-42/ 45-48 with varieties 4.34 & 35 state/= pre-rusted clichés,
4.40 thin "G", 4.41 "Y" dot 4.46 = R.F. dot state 1. Horiz crease through top 4 stamps & bottom 4 stamps
otherwise 11 units MUH & 5 MLH well-centred with good colour & perfs. Fine exhibition item with Drury
Cert. (2018). ACSC 71G(2)l, m, n & 4.34/5 state 1
1d scarlet G17 CA monogram single from plate 4. MLH, three pulled perfs at left. ACSC 9(4), Cat. $300
1d scarlet G17 JBC monogram single. MLH & well centered. ACSC 71G(3), Cat. $300
1d scarlet G17 with "CNE" variety. Fine used with Maitland South Aust 4 AU 1916 cds. Centred right.
Drury cert. (2017). ACSC 71G(4)q, Cat. $1500
1d scarlet G17 with inverted wmk. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 719a, Cat. $60
1d scarlet aniline G18 block of 4 with 1 MUH & 3 MLH. ACSC Cat. $210 as singles
1d scarlet aniline G18 pane 1 positional plate selvedge block of 12 for positions 1-12. Some reinforcing
on selvedge, pulled corner perf bottom right. 10 x MUH & 2 MLH. ACSC Cat. $1080 as unplated singles.
Please handle with care.
1d scarlet aniline G18 pane III positional block of 6. III- 31, 32, 33/37, 38 & 39 which incls "four breaks in
shading lines at top of stamp" variety. 4 x MUH & 2 MLH. III.37 has a few shortish perfs. ACSC 71I(2)g, Cat.
$730 as singles.
1d scarlet aniline G18 perfined "OS" right selvedge pane I positional block of 6. 1: 34, 35, 36/40, 41, 42 with
"saddle on emu" variety. 5 stamps MUH, 1 MLH (no.36) & 1 stamp creased (no.34). ACSC 71I(l)e Cat. $790
as singles
1d scarlet aniline perfined "OS" positional block of 4, pane VIIL 53 & 54/ 59 & 60 with "ferns" & "RA join"
varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 71(4)ia/j. Cat $390 as singles.
1d scarlet aniline vertical pair pane V positions 1 & 6. MUH/MLH. ACSC 71z(3)d & e, Cat. $150 as singles
1d rose G21 block of 4 with wmk margin at right. Attractive MUH/MLH well centred block. Cat. $120 as singles
1d rose G21 positional block of 4 perfined "OS" with the varieties at "pane VII 53 + 54" (corner dot) & 54, 60
(run "N"). Patches of light toning on gum. MUH/MLH. Cat. $250 as singles.
1d rose G21 positional block of 4 with inverted wmk from pane 8 for 14, 15/20, 21. Small tone spot back of 20
otherwise MUH. Cat. $300 + premium for variety with inverted wmk.
1d rose G21 positional pair pane VII 37 & 38 showing "neck flaw" variety. MLH. Cat. $95
1d rose G21 positional pair with inverted wmk from pane 8. 59 & 60 with "run N" variety. MUH, MLH in
selvedge only. Cat. $150 for inverted wmk + premium for variety MUH.
1d rose G21 positional pair, pane VI 23 & 24. MLH. Cat. $40 as unplated singles.
1d rose G21 VII 37 x 2 with "wattle line" & "kangaroo's tongue out "varieties. Both MUH. ACSC Cat. $150 (2)
1d rose carmine G22 pane V positional plate block of 6 for V 46-48 & 52-54. Bottom right rounded corner &
small thin at base. 4 x MUH & 2 MLH. Cat $250 as unplated singles.
1d rose carmine G22 positional plate block of 4 pane VII for 53/54 & 59/60 with "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties.
Very light creasing. MUH/MLH. Cat. $225 as singles.
1d rose carmine G22 with inverted wmk in positional plate block of 4. Pane VI 31, 32/37 & 38. MUH with light
crease. Cat. $300 as unplated singles.
1d rose carmine G22 with inverted wmk, pane VIII with "RA joined" variety. MLH & creased but well centred.
Cat. $75 plus premium for inverted wmk.
1d rose carmine "dry ink" pair perfined "OS". Used with light August 1918 machine cancel. Drury Cert. (2018).
ACSC 71Lbb.c., Cat. $700 as singles plus premium for pair
1d brownish rose G23½ perfined "OS". Centered high right. MLH. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 71Mb.b Cat. $500
1d brick G25. MLH centred left & low. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71Q, Cat. $900
1d pink G28 MLH, centred right. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300
1d pink G28. MLH & better centred than previous two. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300
1d pink G28. MLH. centred left. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300
1d carmine rose G30 pane 3 positional block of 4 pane VI 1, 3/7, 8 incl ACSC 71v(3)l. MUH/MLH. Stamp 7
with small tone spot. Cat. $225 + premium for block
1d carmine rose G30 plate 2 bottom selvedge positional block of 8. Pane II for 41, 42/47, 48/52, 54/59 & 60.
54 has 1 short perf with some minor creasing on a couple of units otherwise fresh MUH. Cat. $320 as
unplated singles.
1d carmine rose G30 plate 3 pair with "thinned L. frame" variety ACSC 71v(3)o. MLH centred right. Cat. $85
1d carmine rose G30 plate 3 positional block of 10. Pane VI, 37-41, 43-47 incl "notch N.W. corner" variety
ACSC 71(3)p. MUH/MLH, no. 43 creased. Cat. $300 as singles
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1d carmine rose G30 plate I positional block of 15 overprinted "N.W. Pacific Islands". Pane I stamps 31-35/3741/43-47. Stamp 1: 37 has "I" of Islands" ovpt variety. Fine MUH block. SG 103
1d carmine rose G30 plate I positional block of 8. Pane 1: 37-40/43-45. MLH, centred left. Cat. $240 as
unplated singles.
1d carmine rose G30 plate I positional plate corner selvedge block of 6. Pane 2: 5, 6/11, 12/17, 18. MUH,
centred right. Cat. $240 as unplated singles.
1d carmine rose G30 positional plate 3 block of 4 pane 6 with 5, 6/11, 12 on thin paper. MUH/MLH with minor
gum disturbance & centred right. Cat. $60 as unplated singles
1d carmine rose G30 x 2, both with inverted wmks incl VII 37 with "neck flaw" & VII 54 with "corner dot". MLH.
Cat. $75ea plus premium for inverted wmk
1d carmine red G31 right selvedge block of 4 pane, VIII positions 47, 48/53, 54 with "spot SE corner" variety.
MLH. ACSC 71 A(4)s
1d carmine red G31 left selvedge positional block of 4 from pane 7 with 13 & 14/19 & 20. MUH/MLH. Cat.
$120 as unplated singles
1d carmine red G31 lower selvedge plate block of 4. Pane VII with 51 & 52/57 & 58. 1 MUH, 3x MLH & nicely
centred. Cat. $200 as unplated singles.
1d carmine red G31 ovptd "N.W. Pacific Islands." with "ferns" variety. MUH in a deep shade.
1d carmine red G31 plate 3 one-line Harrison Imprint block of 8. Top 4 MLH (reinforced) & bottom 4 stamps
MUH. Lovely exhibition item. ACSC 71y(2)zi, Cat. $1000 for block of 4
1d carmine red G31 plate 3 positional block of 6 pane V with 10, 11/16 & 17. Fresh MLH. Cat. $40 as unplated
singles
1d carmine red G31 plate 3 positional plate block of 4. Pane VII with 39 & 40/45 & 46. MLH with excellent
colour. Cat. $80 as unplated singles.
1d carmine red G31 top selvedge positional plate 4 block of 4. Pane 7 for 1 & 2/7 & 8 with "secret mark" &
"weeping pearl" varieties. MUH/MLH. Even gum toning & bubbled gum but frontally fine. Cat $190 as singles
1d deep red aniline bottom marginal block of 6 with CA monogram. Slight gum disturbance top right stamp &
minor crease affecting two stamps bottom row right. Well-centred with true colour. Drury Cert. (2018). ACSC
71H(4)zd (block of 6), Cat. $1250 for strip of 3 plus premium for MUH block of 6
1d deep scarlet aniline on thin paper. Fresh MLH. Drury Cert. (2018). ACSC 71J, Cat. $150
1d rosine on rough paper G68. MLH, centred low right. Shortish perf lower right corner otherwise vibrant fresh
colour & fine. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 72I, Cat. $700
1d rosine on rough paper G68. Unused with part original gum & centred low left. Drury cert. (2017). ACSC 72I,
Cat. $700
1d lilac rose on rough paper G70½ perfined OS. MLH & centred right. A scarce shade. Drury cert. (2017).
ACSC 72KA, Cat. $1250
1d plum G71 on rough paper. MUH with little gum irregularities but lovely colour. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC
72L Cat. $2750
1d plum G71 on rough paper. MLH & centred low left. Another scarce shade. Drury cert. (2017). ACSC 72L,
Cat. $1500
1d carmine rose bisect on cover for 1½d War Tax. Stamps tied by Melbourne machine cancel for 20 NO 18
1.30P & addressed to Sydney. Ironed out centre fold otherwise fine cond. ACSC ND71V bisect
1d carmine rose dry ink perfined "OS" positional plate block of 4 from pane V with 10 & 11/16 & 17. 1x MUH,
3x MLH. ACSC 74Ac, Cat. $3000 as unplated perf. OS singles.
1d carmine rose with large major "Tin Shed" variety. F/U with Drury Cert. (2018). ACSC 71V "Tin Shed" flaw
1d carmine rose with major "Tin Shed" variety. Fine used with Drury Cert. (2018).ACSC 71V "Tin Shed" flaw
1d carmine rose with substitute cliché late state. Fine used with July 19 Geelong cds. Light horizontal crease
at base. ACSC 71V(2)ja late state, Cat. $150 + premium for late state
1d carmine-red SLP left marginal strip of 3 with confirming marginal wmk. Pane 3 stamps 1, 7 + 13. MUH.
ACSC Cat. $120 as unplated singles
1d carmine-red SLP lower marginal block of 4 with bottom selvedge. MUH/MLH. An attractive well centered
block. ACSC Cat. $160
1d carmine-red SLP right marginal block of 6, units 5, 6/11, 12/17 & 18. Unit 18 has slight notch in top frame
1mm from TRC marginal wmk to confirm plate position. Fine MUH. Cat. $240 as unplated singles
1d carmine-red SLP top left selvedge block of 12 pane VII units 1-12., pre-secret mark. Only 2 stamps MLH
with remainder MUH. Small nick to inner right FR behind emu established plate position VII.5. Minor perf
separately. ACSC Cat. value $435 as unplated singles.
1d carmine-red SLP top right selvedge pair possibly pane VI, 5 + 6. MLH in selvedge only. Cat. $80 as
unplated singles
1d carmine-red SLP well-centred block of 6. 4 MUH & 2 stamps MLH. Cat. $200 as singles
1d crimson, pane 8 with JBC monogram. MLH, centred right with "fluffy" perfs. A scarce stamp. Drury Cert.
(2018). ACSC 71N(4)21, Cat. $2500 (see front cover)
1d crimson "dry ink" pair perfined "OS". Centred left with a couple of very light gum bends. MLH in selvedge
only. Drury Cert. (2018). ACSC 71Nbb.c., Cat. $1500 as MUH single plus premium for vertical pair with top
selvedge
1d red on smooth paper with lower right selvedge single showing plate 4 variety "run N in One, 1st state".
VII/60. MLH. ACSC 71(v)v, Cat. $300
1d red one line Harrison imprint pair on smooth paper, Plate 4 VII/60 with "RA of Australia" joined" variety.
Folded through gutter which is MLH but stamps MUH. ACSC 71(4)zj, Cat. $1000 as block with varieties ia & j
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1d red, Die III 3 x good to fine used copies for (i) inverted wmk, (ii) perfined "OS NSW" & (iii) "g" "white flaw
under emu's tail etc" variety. Total cat. $365 (3)
1d deep red on rough paper with inverted wmk from pane 7 in a positional block of four for 53, 54 ("ferns"
var.)/ 59, 60 ("RA join" var). Fresh MUH with Drury Cert. (2018) which makes no mention of varieties which
are somewhat obscured by heavy inking. Marginal base & right wmk lines help confirm positional varieties.
MUH with rich colour. Excellent exhibition potential. ACSC 72Ba
1d carmine on rough paper with "dry ink" perfined "OS" positional plate block of 4 from pane VIII for 35, 36/41
& 42. MLH, centred right with rough/fluffy perfs. Cat. $3000
1d carmine on rough paper with "dry ink" & perfined "OS". Fine used with Brisbane cancel. Drury Cert. (2018).
ACSC No 72C.bb.c., Cat. $450
1d carmine on rough paper with "dry ink". Fine used with AU 25 1917 NSW cds. Drury Cert. (2018).
ACSC 72Cc, Cat. $450
1d deep rosine on rough paper G70 perfined "OS". MLH, centred high right. A few ragged perfs. Drury cert.
(2017). ACSC 72Jbb, Cat. $800
1d carmine on pink single wmk paper. This plate proof is also perfined "OS". MUH, centered right. A similar
item sold for $2500 (excl BP) in Ace Auctions Sale No. 21. Drury cert. (2017). ACSC 70PP(5), Cat. $7500
(see front cover)
1d carmine pink Cooke shade fine used by Camperdown 18 FE 18 cds. ACSC 73A, Cat. $275
1d pale carmine dry ink example perfined "OS". MLH. ACSC 74Cc, Cat. $750
1d carmine red Die 3 positional right selvedge block of 4 stamps for 19 & 20/29 & 30 with "white flaw at base
of 1" variety (ACSC 75Ai). MLH, reinforced & centred low. Cat. $450+ as singles.
1d deep red, Die III with inverted wmk, MLH. ACSC 75Ba, Cat. $250
1d green Harrison 2 line imprint block of 8 with "ferns", "RA joined" & "kangaroo's tongue out" varieties.
MUH/MLH with gum toning & odd tone spots. Frontally unapparent. ACSC 77(4)za, Cat. $260
1d green positional block of 4 with both "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 77 (4)ia/j, Cat. $100
1d green strip of 3 with "dot before rh "1" & "thin left frame" varieties plus normal. MLH. ACSC 77(3)n,
Cat. $130
1d green Mullett 2 line imprint block of 4 with "white flaw in right frame" variety. Fine MVLH in selvedge only.
ACSC 77(3)zb, Cat. $175
1d green vertical pair with inverted wmk & "secret mark" & "weeping pearl" varieties. MUH/MLH varieties
with inverted wmk unpriced in ACSC cat. Attractive & well-centred.
1½d black brown in left pane electro 4 right lower selvedge block of 15 for positions 34-36/ 40-42/ 46-48/ 5254/ 58-60 with part of imprint. No. 35 with "white flaw in lower left corner" & no.60 with "colour bulge above T
of Postage" varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 83A(4)g, Cat. $380+
1½d black-brown left pane electro 3 top right selvedge block of 10 for positions 5-6/ 11-12/ 17-18/ 23-24/ 2930 with no.6 showing "white flaw over "C" of PENCE & no.24 "break in shading line right of crown" varieties.
"Bostage" flaw on L18 not present. Odd tone spot on selvedge only, MUH. ACSC 83A(3), Cat. $320
2d red perfined "OS" with "dry ink" variety. Good used with part Melbourne machine cancel. Drury Cert (2018).
ACSC 96Cb.c., Cat. $110
3d blue, Die Ia, plate 4 Mullett imprint pair used. ACSC 105(4)z, Cat. $475 as MLH block
4d blue with "thin four pence" retouch. Variety. Good to fine used with part Melbourne cds.
ACSC 112C(2)ra, Cat. $450
4d blue, plate 2 with "thin FOUR PENCE retouched - late state" variety. MLH, centered low right. ACSC
112(2)rb, Cat. $1000
4d lemon-yellow with "line through four pence" variety. Fine used & well centred with good perfs. Drury Cert.
(2018). ACSC 110C(2)r, Cat. not stated for scarce lemon-yellow shade.
4d lime-yellow shade. Small thin where hinge was mentioned for accuracy but does not take away from being
fine MLH & well centred. Drury cert (2016). ACSC 110D, Cat. $1750
4d pale milky blue with "cracked cliché through kangaroo state 2" variety. Used with light machine cancel &
centred left. Drury Cert. (2018). ACSC 112D(1)ea., Cat. $150
5d chestnut with comb perf. MLH but overall toned gum. ACSC 122A Cat. $70
5d chestnut SLP on rough paper perfined "OS" fine used by Elizabeth St Melbourne 25 Feb 1921 cds.
Centred left. SG O60
5d pale chestnut, comb perf. 14 with inverted wmk perfined "OS". Centered low left. F/U with neat machine
cancel. ACSC 123Aab, Cat. $1000
1/4d turquoise MLH. Centred high. ACSC 128A Cat. $250
1/4d turquoise. MLH & well centred. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300
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1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark Perf.14
824

825
826
827
828

½d green, electro 6, CA monogram lower selvedge block of 8. The block is MUH but has creases &
considerable perf separation however the MUH monogram strip of 3 appears to have escaped serious
damage while the monogram single is in fine MUH cond. ACSC 65(5), Cat. $400 & 65(5)za, Cat. $250
1d carmine pink from 1918 Cooke printing G101. MUH, centred right with small black spot on back. Drury cert.
(2017). ACSC 73A, Cat. $1250
1d carmine pink with "thin left frame" variety. Good to F/U with machine cancel & well centered. Drury Cert.
(2018). ACSC 73A(3)n, Cat. $500
1d deep carmine aniline G108 from Harrison printing perfined "OS". MVLH centred right with some paper
creasing. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 74Eb Cat. $1250
1d deep carmine aniline G108 from Harrison printing. MLH centred left. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 74E Cat.
$1250
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1d green block of 12 VII31-36/ VII37-42 with "wattle line retouched" variety. ie "no wattle line" but it still has
the small notch in L.F. & the small protrusion in the lower right corner. MUH & well centred but fluffy perfs.
An interesting block. ACSC 78(4)Cat. $435 as singles + premium for block varieties.
1d green in V55-60 lower selvedge strip with V59 "notched top RH corner" variety. Fine MUH.
ACSC 78(3k), Cat. $145
1d green selvedge left block of 4 (VII 31 & 32/ VII 37 & 38) with "wattle line", "nick near top of L.F." & "flaw
under neck" varieties. MLH in selvedge & unit 31 but light tanning line & centred high. ACSC 78(4)f, g, & h
Cat. $165+
1½d black-brown left pane electro 3 block of 30 for positions 31-60 showing no.31 "white flaw on kangaroo's
body", no.32 "shading line break behind kangaroo", no.7 "white flaw left of bottom stem of left wattles",
no.49 "notch in left frame just below top corner" & no.60 "shading line break of right value tablet" varieties.
1 unit MLH along with bottom selvedge for reinforcing otherwise MUH. ACSC 84A(3)i, k, Cat. $1000+
1½d black-brown left selvedge block of 8 with wmk inverted & showing electro 2 L22 "retouched right frame &
shading line below rk wattle stem" & L27 "TA of Postage joined at top" varieties. Exceptional multiple.
ACSC 84Aa(2)d & e, Cat. $120 for varieties $150 x 8 for inverted wmk MUH.
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1d green annotated varieties on 2 album pages with 4 listed varieties for ACSC 78(3)d & 78(4)j x 3 in 3 MLH
pairs & 3 singles. Total cat. value $200
1d green vertical pair with bottom selvedge & 2 singles all perfined "OS" with "neck flaw" (ACSC 78(4)h)
"ferns" in the pair with "RA join" (ACSC 78(4)j) MUH/MLH & "corner dot" (ACSC 78(4)q) varieties. ACSC
78(4)h Cat. $360
1d green vertical pair with left selvedge for VII.31 & VII.37 perfined "OS". "Wattle line" & "neck flaw" varieties.
Well centred, MVLH. ACSC 78b(4)f & h, Cat. $180
1d green block of 4 with "fluffy perfs" & centred left. MUH ACSC78, Cat. $120
1d green pane VII positional block of 12 from the bottom of the pane for 49-54/ 55/60 with "Ferns & "RA
joined" varieties. MUH/MLH with odd tone spots on back. Cat. $360 as singles
1d green pane VII positional block of 12 from the top 2 rows of the pane for 1-6/ 7-12 with "Secret mark" &
"run pearl" varieties. Well-centred, fluffy perfs. MUH/MLH (2 stamps only) Cat. $360 as singles
1d green positional pane 5 block of 12 with left selvedge. Units 37-42 & 43-48. MUH. Cat. Value $375 as
singles plus premium for block.
1d green positional pane VI block of 4 for 6-39, 40/ 6-45 & 45. Top right stamp has "notched NW corner"
variety. MUH but tone spots. ACSC 78(3)p. Cat value $150 as singles
1d green vertical pair perfined "OS" from the bottom of pane VII with selvedge & "ferns" & "RA joined"
varieties. Reasonably centred with very good perfs. Fresh MUH/MLH . ACSC 78(4)ia/j, Cat. $180
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1924 No Watermark
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1d green block of 6 MUH with first unit showing "flaw under neck" variety. Fine MUH. ACSC 79(4)h with
5 normal, Cat. $145
1d green horizontal pair from pane 6 with "dot before right 1" & "thinned left frame" varieties. MLH.
ACSC 79(3)na, Cat. $150
1d green pane 5 positional block of 4 for 19, 20/25, 26. MUH Cat. $80
1d green pane 5 selvedge corner positional block of 4 for 49, 50/55, 56 with "scratch behind kangaroo"
variety. Light creasing but MUH. ACSC 79(3)j, Cat. $100
1d green pane 6 right selvedge positional block of 6 for 10-12/ 16-18. MUH with only 1 stamp & the selvedge
MLH. ACSC Cat. $110 as singles
1d green pane 7 block of 48 from top of sheet with "Secret Mark", "run pearl", Wattle line" (almost totally
re-touched), "nick top of left frame" & "neck flaw" varieties. MUH with some light creasing but a rare
survivor & lovely exhibition piece. ACSC 79(4)d, e, f, g & h, Cat. $1000+ as singles
1d green, no wmk, perfined "OS" with "neck flaw" variety. Centred low right, F/U. ACSC 79(4)h Cat. $360
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1½d red Mullett imprint pair with "break in bottom frame" below P of Halfpence on left unit" variety. MLH in
gutter, centred left. ACSC 89D(26)z, Cat. $375 as block
1½d dull red Mullett imprint pair with "break in bottom frame below last E" of Half Pence" variety. MLH in
gutter only & folded through gutter. ACSC 89G(25)z, Cat. $250
1½d red Harrison imprint pair electro 23. MLH. ACSC 89(23)z, Cat. $425 as block
3d violet-blue, plate 1 Harrison imprint pair. MVLH in gutter. ACSC 104A(l)z, Cat. $475 as block
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1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf 13½ x12½
854
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1d green Ash imprint block with retouched "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties at VII/54 & VII/60. MLH in gutter
only. ACSC 81B(4)zd, Cat. $100
1½d pale golden scarlet upper right selvedge showing plate 3 (3 dots). Well centred block of 8 MUH.
ACSC 92I(3)z, Cat. $50 + $100
2d red-brown Ash imprint block of 4. One unit MLH & in selvedge otherwise MUH, centred to left.
ACSC 99(2)z, Cat. $200
"TWO PENCE" on 1½ surcharge John Ash gutter block of 4 with "sliced O in TWO of surcharge" variety.
MUH/MLH with only gutter MLH. Nice positional piece. ACSC 101Ah/ze Cat. $60+
2d golden scarlet, Die II perfined "OS" in Ash imprint block of 4. MLH. ACSC 102Abaz, Cat. $225
2d golden scarlet, Die II, perfined "OS" in well centred MUH block. ACSC 102Aba, Cat. $160
2d golden scarlet ovptd "OS" Ash imprint block folded through gutter. MLH in selvedge only, centred to left.
ACSC 102(OS)Az, Cat. $150
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3d blue, Die Ia type A/B pair. MUH with annotated right selvedge, left unit with light crease. ACSC 107Cc, Cat.
$575
3d blue, plate 6, perfined "OS" in lower right corner selvedge block of 4. MLH on right selvedge only. ACSC
108Ab, Cat. $360
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1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf 14
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1d green block of 4 for VII31-32, 37-38, showing VII/31 "wattle line 2nd state", VII/32 "nick in left frame near
top left corner", VII/37 "flaw under King's neck - 3rd state", corrected by re-entry varieties. MLH. ACSC
80B(4)fa, g & hb, Cat. $350
1d green Mullett imprint block plate 4 showing VII/54 "ferns" & VII/60 "RA joined" retouches. MUH/MLH.
ACSC 80B(4)za, Cat. $200
1½d red, Plate 1a (identified by 13.5mm distance between Jubilee lines), Mullett imprint block of 4. Tiny
pen annotations on front of gutter & lower selvedge. MUH/MLH. Scarce. ACSC 91(1a)za, Cat. $1250
3d dull blue in type A/B marginal pair with right selvedge. MUH. ACSC 107c, Cat. $575
4d olive perfined "OS". MVLH centred left to perfs. Fresh & MVLH. ACSC 115b Cat. $450
1/4d greenish-blue vertical strip of 3 with bottom selvedge. MUH with light gum toning. Good centering &
strong colour. ACSC 129A Cat. $3750
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1931-36 CofA Watermark
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½d orange to 5d chestnut complete set of 7 ovptd "OS". Fresh MLH with above average centring.
SG O125/26 & O128/32 Cat. £140
1d green used pair with "wattle line fifth state" & "nick near top pf L.F. retouched" varieties. Also single
with "white scratch from beard to S.W. corner" variety, also used. ACSC 82(4)fd, ga & r Cat. $50
3d blue, plate 8 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH with minor light tan lines. ACSC 109Aza, Cat. $325
3d blue, plate 8, Ash imprint block of 4. MLH in gutter. ACSC 109Aza, Cat. $325
3d deep blue, plate 8, left marginal block showing 8L 31-32 & 37-38, the latter with "notch on inner side of
right frame just below upper point of white border" variety. MUH. ACSC 109C (minor flaw unlisted), Cat. $360
4d greenish olive, plate 4 Ash imprint "N over N" pair with "diagonal white line on King's neck" variety but
barely visible having been over inked. MUH/MLH. ACSC 117B(4)za, Cat. $350/2
4d yellow-olive, plate 3 Ash imprint block. Fine MVLH. ACSC 117C(3)z, Cat. $325
5d orange-brown, plate 2 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH. ACSC 127A(2)z, Cat. $350
5d orange-brown, plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4 with "flawed pearl to left of crown" variety. MUH/MLH.
ACSC 127A(3)oz, Cat. $350
5d chestnut, plate 2 Ash imprint pair. MLH. ACSC 127B(2)z, Cat. $350 as block
5d chestnut ovptd "OS" Ash imprint pair. MLH in gutter only, light even gum toning. ACSC 127(OS)z, Cat.
$475 as a block
1/4d turquoise with "flattened cross of crown" variety. F/U with two light part circular cancels.
ACSC 131f, Cat. $75
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1911 1d Queen Mary postcards unused in slate purple & brown purple types. Both worn with toning but with
reasonable frontal appearance. ACSC Cat. P11A/B, Cat. $200 (2)
1913 4d orange kangaroo, Die II, long Registered Letter envelope. Unused with some minor soiling/staining,
torn flap & surface "scuffing" all reflected in conservative reserve. ACSC RE2 Cat. $1000
1915 (17th Dec) Returned Titles Office cover with large Perth & Kalgoorlie reg labels both in red ink. 4d
orange kangaroo perfined large "OS" tied by Perth registered cds. Understandably worn cond with usual array
of PO & Titles Office markings.
1917 (12th Nov) Opening of Trans-Australian Railway - WA State School Empire Fund, MUH but wrinkled with
small tear at base & pulled perf. Remains highly collectable with fine retailing at $150+
1919 (3rd Feb) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV
pmkd Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Ellen Kinchler, aged "about 25", of 34 Glass Street,
Richmond, with Influenza. Doctor signed. Attractive usage.
1920/21 "Pals" labels set of 6. Mint with slight soiling & odd gum dent, but much better cond than often seen
for these. Scenes incl "Coaching in Victoria", Apple Harvest, Tasmania", "Felling Timber, Western Australia" &
"Mosman's Bay Sydney". (6)
1927 1½d Canberra Parl House half sheet of 40 with complete selvedge. Fresh MUH SG 105 x 40
1927 1½d Canberra Parl House pair with right stamp having the "crust flaw" variety in skyline. (see
"Fundamentals of Philately" by LN Williams 1990). Drury Cert. (2017) MUH SG 105var.
1927 2/- Canberra booklet (ACSC B38, Cat. $125) plus a few low val commem blocks MUH & decimal
paintings $1 MUH pair with the $4 & $10 used.
1927/30 commems perfined "OS" & CTO. Centring varies from fair to fine. Cat. £70 (6)
1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. MVLH in top selvedge with a small thin spot in selvedge &
slightly toned gum but attractive spacefiller at this reserve. SG MS 106a
1928 (1st Nov) 3d Kookaburra tied by red Exhibition postmark & addressed to Vic. Cover folded with staining
round perfs but presentable & could be cleaned up.
1929 3d Airmail, type A, Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH ACSC 134z Cat. $125
1930 1½d Sturt in Plate 1 to 8 corner blocks of 4 . Fresh MUH. ACSC 139z/zg Cat $200 MUH (8 blocks)
1931 2d Kingsford Smith in Plate 1 to 8 corner blocks of 4. Small tone spot on plate 8 selvedge otherwise fine
MUH. ACSC 141z/zg Cat. $240 (8 blocks)
1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". 3d with Plate 3 top right corner selvedge, which is thinned but
stamp is fine. They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct characteristics however are sold "as is".
SG O123/24
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1931 6d Kingsford Smith with "extra islands" variety. Toned gum but MUH with right selvedge. ACSC143e
Cat. $125
1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge John Ash imprint strip of 3. MLH on 2 outer units with the central stamp
MUH. Slightly aged gum but frontally stunning with rich colour & very good perfs. ACSC 148zf, Cat. $3000
(see front cover)
1934 3d Vic Cent, perf. 10½, with "flag right of tower" variety. Part imprint bottom marginal MLH example.
ACSC 152d Cat. $90
1934 1/- Victoria Cent, perf. 11½ fine used block of 4 with couple of shortish perfs otherwise well centred &
attractive. SG 149a Cat. £88
1934 Macarthur set of 3 with the 2d being "light hills" all in complete MUH sheets of 80. Minor marginal
separations. Otherwise fine & very rarely seen verging on unique 84 years later!! ACSC 157, 159/60
Cat. $9500+, SG 150/52
1935 2d Silver Jubilee in Plate 1 to 6 corner MUH Pairs. ACSC 166 Cat. $240 in blocks of 4 (6 pairs)
1938/66 ½d kangaroo no wmk in 2 full sheets of 160 & 11 panes (left & right) of 80 plus two near-full sheets
& blocks of part-pane size. All MUH & fresh. Unchecked for varieties. ACSC 180A
1938 1/4d KGVI bottom block of 16 incorporating both the John Ash imprint block with extra hole perf & pip
below & block without imprint but with pip. MUH ACSC 211bc/za Cat. $120
1938 1/4d KGVI John Ash imprint block of 4 with flaw on first "A" of "Australia" variety plus 2 further Ash
imprint blocks in both the pale magenta & magenta with different corner perf arrangements. All MUH.
ACSC 211zc, z & za Cat. $135 (3 blocks)
1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper in Ash imprint corner blocks of 4. 10/- with a couple of units with
bends & a selvedge crease otherwise all blocks well-centred & fresh MUH. ACSC 212z, 214za & ACSC 216z,
Cat. $765
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamp in WCG McCracken imprint pair. Clear wmk in selvedge. MUH but toned
gum. Highly collectable.
1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamps x 20 in PO folder. "Every stamp stuck on is another nail in the Axis
coffin" emblazoned at base with "nails" illustrated in each space for a stamp. Card is worn & creased with
stamps in mixed condition but this card type not seen by us before and not the usual type of Commonwealth
card with flag & arms. Highly collectable.
1940 Commonwealth of Australia Parcels Post label with 9d platypus cancelled by Petersham cds with
neighbouring "PETERSHAM" h/s in violet. Increasingly collectable. Good cond.
1942 2/6d booklet with black on buff cover containing 2 panes 2½d x 6 wmk inverted. Fine SG SB28 Cat £110
1946 (5th June) POW 1/- Airmail Lettersheet to Germany, endorsed on reverse "…16 P.O.W. Camp
Marrinup…" & cancelled at Perth. ACSC POW2, Cat. $400
1946 5/10d KGVI deep blue embossed. These labels were used on food parcels to Great Britain. Fresh MUH.
1946/47 Airmail cover to England returned unclaimed to sender via Dead Letter Office. A plethora of
instructional markings & backstamps on this much travelled opened out cover with a mixed franking of 7
different issues incl 6d kangaroo.
1946/48 "BCOF" ovptd set of 8 from ½d to 5/- in both papers. 2/- with shortish perfs at top otherwise MUH
with thin paper 5/- marginal. SG J1/7a Cat. £330 (8)
1948 1/6d Hermes marginal block of 4 & single with misperforations in lower left corner of margin from
pre-perf paper fold. MUH/MLH Similar to ACSC 261ba but not affecting stamps. (2 items)
1949 5/-, 10/- & £1 Arms in corner Authority imprint blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC Cat $525 (3 blocks)
1951 1/- Colombo Plan part sheet of 40 on piece tied by 10 strikes of the "CITY TAXING SECTION"
rectangular cachet. SG 339 Most unusual.
1951/52 2½d brown, 4½d & 6½d green KGVI in complete MUH sheets of 160. Fresh MUH folded down
gutters. Incls 2 imprints per sheet & 4½d has perf pips top & bottom. ACSC 250/256 Cat. $1000+
1952 (11th Oct) large cover addressed to Dept of Works, Lae, TNG from Dept of Works Port Moresby with
14/3d in Australian franking consisting of 10/- Robes, 2/- crocodiles x 2 & 3d KGVI tied by Port Moresbys
cds's. Folded vertically once, minor corner tears & wear but scarce usage of high value.
1953 3½d Produce Food complete MUH sheet of 100 folded down gutter with right perf pip. Incls " colour spur
on top of BEEF" & "retouch beneath milking cup - type IV & IX" varieties. ACSC 290/92 ec/d/eh Cat. $210+
1953 3½d Young Farmers complete sheet of 100 with top & bottom perf pips Fine MUH. ACSC 303b/ba
Total cat. $150
1954 3½d Telegraph Cent in complete MUH sheets of 80 from both A & B with "horiz line through top
crossbar of pole" & "shading absent from right of key" varieties to distinguish them. Odd spot on latter sheet.
ACSC 311/d/e Cat. $240+
1954 3½d WA Stamp Cent & 3½d Red Cross complete MUH sheets of 120. The latter having perf pips both
top & bottom & plate no. 2 with no dashes bottom left. ACSC 312b/ba/zf & 313 Cat. $480+
1956 4d Olympics Coat of Arms pair with reverse "kiss print" used on Tattersall's "Geo Adams" envelope with
Adelaide slogan cancel of 26 JLY1965. Late usage but the only other recorded "kiss print" cover was also late
usage in Jan 1958. No other pairs have been recorded on or off cover. A unique item. ACSC 332ca Cat. $800
as used
1959 5/- Stockman on cream paper well centred block of 4. MUH SG 327
1960 8d Tiger Cat corner blocks of 6 with top left unit of each showing retouch of shading right of animal's
head in the four states. ACSC 358(11)s, sa, sb & sc Cat. $650
1962 (15th Oct) Perth Airport souvenir cover for the opening of the new terminal by Mrs Shane Paltridge & the
opening of the Airport Post Office. 5d CWA tied by "No 22 West Aust" relief cds. Photo in b&w attached
(needless to say, unrecognisable!) with cachet in mauve. Very good cond.
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1964 5d Air Mail Anniv upper-left corner block of 16 with "Re-entry to second "A" of "AUSTRALIA" & back of
fuselage of plane" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 423d, Cat $500+; SG 370a Cat. £275+
1965 2/3d ICY in MUH complete sheet of 60 plus additional 3 part sheets of 120 all CTO with neat "City
Section Perth WA Aust" cds's. SG 380 Retail $300+
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1966 Navigators set of 6 to $4 x 18 F/U or CTO sets. Useful for re-sale. SZG 398/403 Retail $180 (108)
1966 Navigators sets of 4 ovptd "SPECIMEN" x 2. Both MUH. SG 400/03s Retail at $95 per set.
1967 50c Defence Forces booklets with 5c QEII affixed to the left hand side but inverted! Good cond.
Pfeffer & Crum B129a Cat.$95
1968 5c & 1970 6c Famous Aust booklet pane sets of 4 x 3 each (retail $24/set) & 1969 5c PM's booklet pane
sets of 4 x 4 (retail $28/set) & 1972 7c PM's x 7 (retail $14/set). All fresh MUH with total retail of $350. Ideal
for re-sale at this reserve. (68 panes)
1968 Soil/Medical complete sheet of 100 folded down gutter. Thick lines with "Needle in thumb" variety in right
panes. Fresh MUH. ACSC 489/90c/d/z Cat. $150+
1970 Capt. Cook complete sheet of 100 folded down gutter only. Incls "red mark on sail" variety within the
Autotron gutter block. Fine MUH ACSC 522d/526z Cat. $50+
1970 Capt. Cook M/S showing "double spear" variety plus 2 clear examples in a 30c corner block of 4, the
latter NOT recorded in the ACSC. All MUH. ACSC 528d plus unlisted block. Cat. $100++
1970 Capt. Cook M/S's x 93 incl 2 with the "double spear" variety (ACSC 528d, Cat. $35ea) & 19 ovptd
ANPEX (with 2 consecutively numbered 699 & 700) plus 5 in sealed pres packs. All MUH & good for re-sale at
this reserve. SG MS 465/var. Retail $1650+ (93)
1970 Captain Cook M/S overprinted "ROYAL VISIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II 1977". MUH Retail at $40+
SG 465var.
1970 Cook M/S's ovptd for Tullamarine Melbourne Airport Opening & the 1973 Eucharistic Congress. MUH
Total retail $90 (2)
1970 Expo Presentation Pack (PO P4J) with Japanese text. Neatly opened with original packaging & normal
for comparison. Retails $150
1970 Cook Presentation Pack (PO P5J) with Japanese text. Sealed in original packaging. Increasingly scarce.
Retails $400
1970 Definitives Presentation Pack (PO 7) unopened & in exc cond with stamps neatly in position. Sealed in
original packaging. Retails $650
1970 Royal Visit 22 commem covers with 5c & 30c pairs pmkd at each location. Unaddressed. Retail $140
1971 7c Sturts Desert Pea coil with missing buff & green resulting in leaves omitted. MUH
ACSC 535cg Cat. $125
1971 Christmas complete sheet of 100 on cream paper. Folded down gutter with some toning mainly on gutter
& selvedges leaving stamps MUH. Retails at $300+
1971 Christmas pane of 25 on cream paper x 3 (one with small stain) plus 14 additional blocks of 7 also
on cream all MUH & two on white paper. Finally, 8 x Presentation packs unopened & two F/U blocks of 7.
Useful for re-sale. SG 498a/ab Retail $1250+
1971 Christmas panes of 25 in white paper with right selvedge x 2. Fresh MUH. SG 498ab Retail at $85 each
(2 panes)
1972 (12th Oct) Wapex large Souvenir cover with stamps & cinderellas tied by "Town hall Perth WA WAPEX
72" cachet in mauve incl 1929 1½d WA Cent & 1954 3½d Swan Cent. Most unusual & possibly unique!
1972 7c Christmas with “brown-red (Australia 7c) omitted” variety. Fine MUH & a scarce error.
SG 530a Cat. £2750 (see front cover)
1973 1c Coral Shrimp strip of 4 with "Yellow omitted" on the 4th unit & largely omitted on adjoining unit. Fine
MUH. A rarely seen error. ACSC 635cc, Cat. $5000
1973 7c Agate in positional strip of 10 with colour bars imperforate at right between stamp & margin. Minor
toning on top perfs of imperf unit & not overly apparent from front. Otherwise fresh MUH & a very conservative
vendor reserve. Attractive error especially for the thematic gemstone collector. ACSC 642b Cat. $4500
1976 18c Nationhood Die II with misplaced gold resulting in double star & shield. MUH. ACSC 733ca Cat. $75
1977 18c Silver Jubilee imperforate marginal pair. MUH. ACSC 765a, Cat $200
1977 18¢ Silver Jubilee imperforate pair. ACSC states "one sheet (300?) existed imperforate from first
(Sydney) printing, which is believed to have gone astray during transport of the printed sheets to Melbourne
for perforation". ACSC 765b Cat. $200
1977 18c Silver Jubilee with superb offset variety of the blue and black. A popular error. MUH.
ACSC 765c, Cat. $250
1977 18c Parliament House marginal block of 10 (2x5) from top of sheet with yellow largely omitted on
7th unit & partially omitted from 8th, 9th & 10th units. Fresh MUH. A variant of ACSC 773cb not listed in
this format in Brusden White.
1978 18c Harry Hawker marginal block of 4 with dramatic perforation shift left & down resulting in
"AUSTRALIA" appearing at the bottom of each stamp. MUH. A dramatic error. ACSC 790bd Cat. $300
1978 18c Kingsford Smith imperforate Plate Proofs on gummed paper comprising [1] cyan plate with magenta
background & [2] magenta & cyan plates. Usual tiny blemishes as always found on these. ACSC 792PP(1) &
(2), Cat. $600 (2)
1978 18c Ulm in marginal block of 4 with massively misplaced vertical perforations. Fresh MUH. A new
discovery & unlisted in ACSC.
1978 Aviators M/S with "orange & pale yellow omitted" error. MUH. Spectacular & rarely offered. ACSC
794cb, Cat. $10,000
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1981 85c Eastwood Epping Third Annual Bourse booklet containing 22c Aust day x 3. Pfeffer & Crum UB1381a Cat. $95
1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH
ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250
1985-1989 Australian Formula 1 Grand Prix illust commem cover with 2 stamps & 3 "5000" Framas
postmarked each year of the event in Adelaide. Most unusual.
1986 (11th April) Halley's Comet 24 carat gold on bronze Medallion FDC pmkd at Parkes, NSW. One of the
earliest & rarely seen medal covers complete with COA & info card.
1986 33c Australia Day complete unfolded MUH sheet of 100 with shift of black resulting in strong blue outline
to Aboriginal drawing. The gutter "traffic lights" reflect this with the black slightly to left. Unlisted in the ACSC.
1986 America's Cup Victory Photographic Proofs/Essays incl Progressive Proofs in 33c then a range of
unadopted designs. A lovely "Boat/ship" thematic. (10)
1986 Year of Peace gutter strip with "State Visit but Chaim Herzog President of the State of Israel 1986"
inscribed in silver in 3 MUH gutter pairs plus another 3 used on covers pmks Sydney, Melbourne & Canberra
each with a Menora cachet. Not often seen on covers. (6 items)
1987 37c Wildlife se-tenant lower corner block of 10 totally imperforate at base between stamps & margin.
Fresh MUH. ACSC 1218b, Cat. $4,000 in 2002 with only nine strips recorded.
1988 First Fleet re-enactment set of voyage covers. all signed by the "Captain" or "Master in Charge" plus an
additional set unsigned. The Portsmouth, Tenerife & Sydney ones carried by the fleet from Portsmouth with
the Rio & CGH envs flown to the ports & then carried to Sydney. Most attractive with a variety of stamps,
pmks & cachets. Original cost over $100 (10)
1990's Australia Post logo printed strip of MUH paper as used in their parcel calculator machines with the
mauve imprint. A rarely seen item. Measures 19cms. Fine cond.
1991 Across Town Perth labels in vertical strips of 5 accompanied by copy of the "Terms & Conditions Valid
until 31 December 1993. Interesting & not usually seen out of the philatelic packs.
1992 $2.25 "Threatened Species" sheetlet of 5 with the "punch-hole at base" variety. ACSC 1567b, Cat $200
1993 "Threatened Species" Counter Printed Stamps joined strip of 6 all with "$1.00" value & NPC1 imprint.
A scarce rate as the standard issue was 45c. (6)
1995 $2 Endeavour booklet with "CONGRESS 2000" ovpt in blue & numbered "90" inside. Pfeffer & Crum
B181 (5b) Cat. $180
1995 $2.25 Koalas & Kangaroos sheetlet of 5 with the "punch-hole at base" variety. ACSC 1752b, Cat $150
1995 45c Koala Joint China M/S's x 2 with "The Koala Preservation Society of N.S.W. Inc. PO Box 236 Port
Macquarie 2444 Thanks for your Support" overprint in red & numbered 1089 & 1090. Not seen before us
before & no record found online. MUH (2)
1997 $2.25 Wetlands birds S/A sheetlet of 5 totally imperforate. Some corner wear & marks suggesting
printers waste. Unlisted in ACSC. SG 1687b var.
1997 Creatures of the Night S/A imperforate pair with "SNP CAMBEC" imprint on reverse. Unlisted in ACSC.
Fine MUH cond.
1999 Maritime Heritage folder with $20 polymer note numbered "MARITIME HERITAGE 1082" & similarly
numbered World Stamp Expo sheetlet of 10 additional inscribed "MARITIME HERITAGE MH99 001082" in
black. No. 1082 of only 3000. Exc cond. Retails $120.
1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the
original dies in black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition
on Archival Paper. Pristine cond. Cost $125 & retails at $375.
2000 Victoria Cross set of 5 plus commem gutter strip & FDC with "For Valour Australians & the Victoria
Cross" book produced by Aust Post for the issue. Exc cond. (4 items)
2000 Sydney Olympic Games Prestige Stamp Album produced by AP with stamps incl Int Post issues, covers
& maxicards covering all Olympic issues x 2. Attractive presentation & retail at $70each. (2)
2000 Sydney Olympic Games Coin Collection. 28 x $5 uncirculated coins each depicting a different sport in
pres packs & album. Beautifully presented & in exc cond. Retails at $280+
2001 "Wild Babies" pairs of M/S's ovptd "The ANDA Coin, Note & Stamp Show 19-21 October 2001
Melbourne Exhibition Centre" in gold x 4 sets. MUH (8 M/s's)
2001 Federation & "Wild Babies" pairs of M/S's ovptd "2001 Centennial Stampshow 26 27 28 October" in
silver with small flag logo. Each numbered "201". MUH (4)
2001 $1.80 "Lord Howe Island Courier Post" cancelled label on cover addressed to NSW with 45c Aust
Greetings stamp cancelled with pictorial Lord Howe Island beside. Interesting.
2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs
struck from the original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms. Incls AAT 1961 5d
Mawson. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375
2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320+
2002 $1 Bilby imperforate block of 4 with left hand selvedge showing 2 koala reprint logos. A scarce modern
error. MUH SG 2201
2003 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Royalty". It contains 32 proofs
struck from the original dies in rose-red. Incls the 5/- & 10/- Robes & the 1939 2d Duke of Kent as Governor
General proposed design. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375
2004 Railways Prestige Booklet ovptd "2004 S.A.P.C. Salisbury Congress" in gold. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum
PB38(1) Cat. $220
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2004 (16th-30th August) Olympic Gold Medallists complete set of 15 FDC sets of 17 pmkd at Sydney,
Newcastle, Chatswood, Hobart, Adelaide, Canberra, National Philatelic Centre, Maroochydore, Parramatta,
Melbourne, Perth, Pacific Fair, Geelong, Glen Waverley & Brisbane. Exc unaddressed cond. A scarce set
retailing at $1200+ if you can find one! (255)
2005 Parrots, 2006 Queen's 80th Birthday & 2007 Botanic Gardens sheetlets from the respective AP
Yearbook x 10 of each. MUH with a retail at $50 each, totalling $1500. Ideal for re-sale. (30)
2006 50c Commonwealth Games Stamp Ingots set of three in gold plate, 17.9 g silver & bronze in
presentation wallet. No. 0464 of limited edition of 2500. Cost $99.95 & retails at $150+
2006 50c Dale Begg-Smith Winter Olympics Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 x 2 ovptd " Celebrating the 3rd
Campbelltown Fishers Ghost Stamp Fair 12th November 2006" in black with Philatelic Society logo. Nos 142
& 143 of 250. MUH (2)
2006 Pacific Explorer Snapshot Generic Prestige Booklet issued by AP with the rarer first pane being the
$1.80 Int Post. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum PB78Ca Cat.$100
2007 Architecture/Landmarks Imperforate Miniature Sheets both MUH x 5, two with printers imprints. Retail
$50 ea. (5)
2008 Beijing Olympic Games AP collection with the Gold Medallists sheets of 10 plus the digitally printed pairs
with Chinese characters. Also has the commem issues all in brand new unopened album. Cost $94.95 &
retails $160.
2008 "Golden Heros" Olympic black folder with gold stamp medallions for the set of 3 plus the 50c London
Bus design. Also the "Medallists" sheetlet from the yearbook. Beautiful presentation with hard back book in
slipcase. No. 496 of 500. Cost $149
2008 Behind The Stamp Prestige Booklets Issues 1, 2 & 3. Contain pre-decimal & decimal reprints in perf &
imperf formats. Increasingly scarce. Retail $230 (3)
2009 "Birds of a Feather" with "Celebrating Stamp Bulletin" ovpt in gold (No. 2528 of 3000) & 2010 "Australian
Legends of the Written Word Prestige booklets. Both increasingly elusive. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum PB186(1)
& PB189 Retail $80+ (2)
2010 Mary Mackillop Canonisation boxed stamp & ½oz silver proof coin set. Produced by Perth Mint. Cost
$89.95 & retails at $125
2011 $4 Colonial Heritage M/S ovptd "Philatelic Society of Australia Centenary 1911-2011" in metallic red.
"No. /100" ovpt at base has not been completed with an individual number? MUH.
2011 Air Force Aviation M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS3556 Retail $8 each. (100)
2011 WWF M/S ovptd "Nelson Mandela Goes to Trial 20th Oct 1963" in silver numbered "002".
MUH & unlisted.
2011 WWF M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS3640 Retail $7.50 each. (100)
2011 Golf President's Cup M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS3646 Retail $12 each. (100)
2011 Mythical Creatures M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS3658 Retail $7.50 each. (100)
2012 Underwater World M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS3787 Retail $12 each.
2012 Road Trip Australia M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS3842 Retail $12 each.
2012 60c Remembrance M/S from the PNC which was the only way to source this miniature sheet x 8. All
CTO with 1.11.12 gold pmk. Sydney Philatelics retail at $36ea (8)
2013 "Headline News" M/S ovptd "Malcolm X Assassinated 21st Feb 1965" in silver with "002" at base. MUH
& not seen before.
2013 Holey Dollar & Dump embellished limited edition M/S in pres folder (only way to source this M/S) with
replica coins to match the stamps reproduced from National Museum examples. No. 35 of only 250. Exc cond.
2013 Kangaroo & Map stamp & Perth Mint coin set from the Colonial Heritage series. Cost $90 from AP. Exc
cond.
2015 "Long May She Reign" QEII M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4430 Retail $15
each. (100)
2015 "The Hall of Valour" Victoria Cross AP Pres Book with 7 sheetlets of 70c Medal tabbed stamps showing
b&w photos of recipients. Most attractive. Cost $49.95 with FV $45+
2015 "Ties to Home - Gallipoli" prestige booklet ovptd "16-19 April Sydney Stamp Expo 2015 ANZAC
Centenary" in gold with Exhib logo & numbered 323 of 500. Additional "ANDA/APTA Sydney Show 9th-10th
October 2015" in gold applied top right. Panes are also imperforate in this one. Exc cond.
2015 $5.70 First Victoria Cross M/S's x 20 all CTO. Difficult to find so fine & ideal for Ebay etc. (20)
2015 Hong Kong 20-23 Nov Exhib M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4484 Retail
$9.50 each. (100)
2016 $1 50th Anniv of Decimal Currency stamp with the actual $1.00 banknote featured on the stamp
numbered "AAU792806" plus the QEII £1 banknote & $1 coin that also appeared on this issue. These 3
exactly as returned by the Australia Post Graphic Dept following the approved design of the stamp. A
unique modern exhibition item matching the $1 note to the stamp.
2017 "Rare Beauties" Gemstone embellished set of 4 M/S's each postmarked Melbourne International Stamp
Exhibition. Limited to 250 sets & each individually numbered, these being 062, 142, 090 & 049 respectively.
Still in original AP wrapping. Retail at $375/set
2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) Holden 160 Years 50c coloured coin & tabbed stamp set of 4 pmkd each day of the
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to 1000 sets, these numbered 0033, 0585, 0374 & 0840 respectively. Exc
cond. Retail at $300+
2017 "War in the Air - Rise of the Australian Flying Corps" limited edition sheetlet pres pack showing b&w
photos of AFC aircraft tabbed to 24 x $1 "War in the Air". Exc cond.
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2017 (8th-11th Sept) $2 Koala set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International
Collection Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered 027, 358, 515 & 753 of only 1000 for
each day. Again few sets reported as they were only available at the show & limited to one per person per
day. Exc cond. (4)
2017 (8th-11th Sept) Dragonflies set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China
International Collection Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered low with 018, 021, 046
& 052 of only 250 for each day. Less than 50 complete sets reported with them reaching $1500 on Ebay. Exc
cond. (4)
2017 (11th & 12th Nov) "Women in War" & "Diwali" $1 PNC's with Brisbane 2017 Mansfield silver & gold
postmarks & Exhibition ovpts for "Remembrance Day" & "Collectors Day" for the Brisbane Stamp & Coin
Show with matching M/S's for both days all numbered 97 of 250. Exc cond. (4)
2017 Women in War M/S overprinted "PARTICIPANT 2017 Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show 11 & 12 November
2017" in gold & numbered 04 of only 35. Also pmkd in gold with the exhib cancel for 11th November,
Remembrance Day. One of the scarcest miniature sheets from 2017 as only given to dealers who had a stand
at the event.
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1937 (10th May) 2d KGVI on Mitchell cover with neat bold upright Mullewa cds & hand addressed locally.
Very good cond.
1946 (18th Feb) Peace - Victory set of 3 on Adelaide Reg "Wide World Stamp Production" red & blue
illustrated FDC. Neat typed address in exc cond & rarely seen.
1947 (8th Sep) Newcastle Sesqui set of 3 on Challis cover with "Newcastle's 150th Anniversary Philatelic
Exhibition, N.S.W." provisional regd label with matching exhib cancels plus another (not Challis) illustrated &
addressed to NZ. Both in good cond. (2). Exc cond. South Perth Registered Mitchell cover with crisp South
Perth cds's & neat typed address.
1949 (11th April) 5/- Arms on plain cover hand addressed with Rockhampton cds. Good cond.
1949 (10th Oct) 3½d UPU & (28th Nov) 2½d Forrest all on Challis covers with Challis typed addresses x 4 of
each. Exc cond. (8)
1950 (14th Aug) 8½ Aboriginal pair, 1950 Stamp Anniv block of 4, 1951 Federation set of 4 & 2d QEII block of
4 & 4½d & 6½d KGVI pairs all on Challis covers with 3 Reg's Perth. Also a 1951 2d QM plain FDC with 2d PD
& "T2D." h/s. All good to fine (6)
1950's J.B. Murray (cover producer) unused covers with one of each of the "Mullewa" coat of arms, the
"Geraldton" coat of arms (smaller) & the "Geraldton Wax" types. Fine cond. (3)
1953 (17th June) 3d QEII block of 4 on Boans "Christmas Tree" illust cover with typed address & neighbouring
GPO Perth cds to the set. Most attractive & in good cond.
1954 (2nd Feb) Royal Visit set of 3 on Boans illust cover with typed "Boans Ltd, Perth" address &
neighbouring GPO Perth cds to the set. Also "West Australian Royal Visit March 26th 1954" circular cachet in
mauve. Exc cond. Most attractive & in excellent cond.
1954 (7th Apr) 3½d Telegraph in blocks of 4 x 5, pairs x 2 & a single, 1955 (30th Nov.) 2/- green Olympics
with a block of 4, pair & single on each plus 1958 (10th Sept) 4d Broken Hill block of 4 & pair all on Guthrie
covers with first 2 issues unaddressed & latter hand addressed. Also 4 more hand addressed Guthrie for 2/5
Banksia, 3d QEII, 5d C/wealth games & 5d AAT Mawson all in pairs. All in vg to exc cond. (17)
1954 (5th Aug) WAPEX 1954 commem pmk in green on 3½d swan on Challis illustrated cover. Neat typed
address. Exc cond.
1955 (4th May) 3½d USA Memorial on Royal FDC hand addressed to "Miss V Bullwinkle, Ward 2, R.G.
Hospital, Heidelberg West N22". Neat "REPAT G.H. HEIDELBERG VIC" cds. Vivian Bullwinkle was a WWII
Australian nurse & the only survivor from the Japanese massacre when 22 other nurses were bayonetted &
machine gunned on Radji Beach on Banka Island in Sumatra in 1942.
1955 (30th Nov) 2/- Olympic Games green "First Day Card" reg'd Georgetown & addressed to George Town
Sports Store x 2. Issue details on reverse with additional Georgetown cds's. Unusual. Both in exc cond. (2)
1955/57 4d, 7½d, 10d, 1'0½d & 1/7d QEII defins in blocks of 4 all on Challis covers. 10d is "Certified mail"
with others bar 4d all Reg'd Perth. Neat typed addresses & in vg cond. A most attractive group. (5)
1956 (31st Oct) Olympics set of 4 on Boans "Kangaroo Paw" cover & another set on the "Christmas Tree"
design before the full set of 4 in blocks of 4 on each of the designs for the 2 mentioned & the "Banksia
Prionotes" & "Sturt Pea". All neatly hand addressed & scarce. (6)
1970 (20th April) 30¢ Cook on small official FDC. GPO Perth FDI cds. Neat typed address. Retails $250+
1980 (31st Mar) 22c, 28c & 60c Aust Birds on Brisbane Rotary Club commem illust FDC signed by the stamp
designer Kay Breeden Williams. No. 466. Exc cond & unusual.
1988 (16th Mar) 68c "The Media" Living Together pairs on 2 long official AP covers both signed by the stamp
designer, Allan Langoulant. Exc cond.
AUSTRALIA - PNC COVERS
1997 (11th April) QEII Golden Wedding Anniv 50c coin & 45c QEII b'day issue pmkd Queens Park, WA.
Issued by Mercury Covers in Watford, UK & rarely seen as part of a larger PNC omnibus collection. Exc cond.
2000 (17th August) Olympics - Aquatics & Athletics PNC Coin FDC’s. Contains two $5 coins. Retail $185 (2)
2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 PNC First Day Cover. Numbered 2864 of
8000. Exc cond. These retail at $175 each but this is conservative considering their scarcity.
2011 (9th Feb) Burke & Wills set of 5 $1 coin & 60c pmkd Parkville" Downies PNC's showing the scenes
"Leaving Royal Park", "Camp at Cooper's Creek", "Crossing Stoney Desert", "Return to Cooper's Creek" &
"Death of Burke". Exc cond. (5)
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2012 (10th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Dragon $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Mawson 100 Years
Canberra Stamp Show 2012" in metallic red. No. 188 of 250.
2012 (10th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Dragon $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Overprint Booklets
Collectors Club Stamp Fair 2012 Punchbowl Stamp & Coin Fair" with OPBCC logo. No. 28 of only 100.
2013 (21st Oct) Sydney Opera House 40th Anniv with 3c & 7c QEII plus 7c Opera House & 80c Steamer
cancelled by Sydney pictorial cancel showing the Harbour Bridge with 50c Coat of Arms coin dated 2013.
Reproduced as a Regd cover with reproduction SOH Reg label. No. 2 of 20 by Leng's Commemoratives, WA.
2016 (11th Oct) Vietnam War 50c coloured coin PNC ovptd "Mandurah 2016 Fair 3-5 November" in blue with
exhib logo. No. 88 of 100. Exc cond.
2016 (15th Oct) QEII 90th B'day set of 3 Machin Portrait 20c x 2 & 50c covers pmkd Sydney. All three
overprinted "The Sydney Money Expo October 15-16 2016" in gold with ANDA logo. No. 385 of 750.
Exc cond & most attractive. (3)
2016 Perth Stamp & Coin Show steel printing plates used for the official PNC overprint. Each has different
dates due to the last minute change from 13th & 14th August to 12th & 13th. Something a little different for the
PNC collector! (2 plates)
2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 478. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc
cond. Similar cover sold in last Ace Auction at $80 + BP.
2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones Medallion & M/S set of 4 pmkd each day of the
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to just 250 sets, these numbered 135, 138, 144 & 121 respectively.
Exc cond. Retail at $450
2017 (4th July) Trans-Australian Railway" $1 PNC First Day Cover pmkd Kalgoorlie & ovptd "St George
Philatelic Society Eightieth Anniversary 2017" in gold with Society Coat of Arms. No. 12. Exc cond.
2017 (1st Nov) "Season's Greetings" PNC with Perth Mint produced $1 coloured coin & pmkd Merrylands,
NSW. 127 of 300. Exc cond.
2017 (11th Nov) "Lest We Forget" $2 coloured coin PNC with $1 stamp tied by red Canberra 11am pictorial
cancel. Limited No. 1056 of 1111. Exc cond. Sold by ballot only.
2017 (11th & 12th Nov) "Women in War" & "Diwali" $1 PNC's with Brisbane 2017 Mansfield silver & gold
postmarks & Exhibition ovpts for "Remembrance Day" & "Collectors Day" for the Brisbane Stamp & Coin
Show. Both numbered 98 of 250. Exc cond. (2)

$35
$40

$40
$40

$80

$30

$50

$180
$40
$50
$70

$70

AUSTRALIAN STATES
New South Wales
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

1851/55 2d Laureate in 3 shades. All fine used with 4 margins. Cat. £100+ (3)
1853 8d orange-yellow Laureate. Good used with 4 margins. Tiny thin spot & heavyish cancel otherwise fine
with conservative reserve. SG 80Cat. £600
1854/59 6d fawn diadem with wmk "8". Clear 4 margins & fine used with neat oval "N.S.W." cancel. SG 93a,
Cat. £110
1854/59 6d greyish brown diadem with wmk "8". Fine used with 4 clear, even margins. SG 96a, Cat. £110
1854/59 1/- rose vermilion diadem with wmk "8". Fine used with 4 close to large margins. SG 99a, Cat. £180
1860/63 6d rose-red & pale blue with wmk "6". Mint without gum with odd blunt perf. A good buy at this
reserve. SG 127, Cat. £300 for MLH
1878/99 1d "North Shore Steam Ferry Co. Limited" perforated cinderella/ticket in red showing paddle steamer
with "N.S.S.F. Co. Limd. 1d" on reverse. Good cond & scarce.
1879/85 9d on 10d "OS" official ovpt. Couple of blunt perfs & heavy cancel otherwise fine. A scarce stamp.
SG 011, Cat. £900

$30
$100
$40
$40
$50
$50
$75
$140

Queensland
1070

Queen Victoria "Impressed Duty" selection of 55 different to £500 (no 9d, 2/6d, 6/- or £12-£15 range). All MLH
with large part original gum with no fiscal impression or cancels. The 11/-, 17/6d & 18/- vals are mint without
gum. Odd stain or minor imperfection but a scarce group. (55)

$1,500

South Australia
1071

1072
1073

1856/58 1d deep yellow-green imperforate pair. Left stamp has 3 full margins but left margin cut into with right
stamp 3½ margins (top margin cut into at left). Light horiz ironed out crease but remains a clean fine used pair
with good colour. SG 5, Cat. £1100
1856/58 2d red strip of 3 imperf cancelled with neat Adelaide grid killer pmk. Two of the 3 stamps with full
margins, centre stamp with 3 full margins. A lovely fresh strip. SG 9, Cat. £120+
1895/1903 1d green QV perf. 13. Two used examples with gross over-inking leaving white spot on QV cheek
the only part of portrait un-inked. Identical suggesting a constant flaw? (2)

$200
$80
$20

Tasmania
1074

1871/78 3d pale red brown (SG 146), 1899/1900 4d, 5d & 6d pictorials all M/M. 6d with small thin otherwise
free of stains or other faults. Total cat. £140+ (4)

$25

Victoria
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079

1860/63 2d grey violet with emblem wmk, single lined "2" MLH. Nibbled perfs at right reflected in reserve.
SG 101b, Cat. £275
1863/73 1d bright yellow-green with wmk "6". Unused with odd gum traces. Perforation faults at top.
SG 126, Cat. £300
1863/73 2d grey with wmk "4". MLH but small thin. SG 127, Cat. £225
1885 "Stamp Duty" ovpts incl 3d shade MUH/MLH. Variable centring & 2/- has couple of small thins otherwise
largely fine. SG 306/09 & 308a, Cat. £500+ (5)
1895/96 5/- Postage Due. Centered high right otherwise fresh MLH. A difficult stamp. SG D20, Cat. $325

$40
$40
$40
$100
$50

1080
1081

1897 1d & 2d Charity pair. MLH. SG 353/54, Retail $275
1917 Railways Wings die proof colour trial in dull blue-green on gummed paper. Fresh MUH. Only two each of
colour produced hence extremely rare & highly collectable.

$120
$400

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086

1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092

1996 Definitive set 12 to $1 Mock Sun in Japanese pres pack plus standard Australian pack. Excellent
unopened condition. Retails $150+ (2)
1966 Definitives set of 12 to $1 Mock Sun x 14 MUH sets & 3 pres packs. SG 8/18 Retail $1200+ (17 sets)
1966 (28th Sept) Definitives set to $1 on plain Arnold Wheeler & Co. Stamp Dealers "Russell Street, C.1 (A)
Melbourne" reg'd FDC. Neat typed address. Good cond. Retails $120+
1973 Definitives to $1 on 8 FDC's postmarked at the bases Macquarie, Davis, Mawson & Casey. Exc
unaddressed cond. Retail at $300 (8)
2010 Macquarie Island M/S's overprinted in black "Mandurah 2010 19-21 November" with dolphin & bird
emblems x 2. Numbered 43 & 44 plus 2014 Husky Era M/S's with "Ace Stamp Auctions" ovpt also x 2 &
limited to 100. All MUH (4)
2010 Macquarie Island M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS197 Retail $9 each. (100)
2011 AAT Landscapes - Icebergs M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS202 Retail $7 each. (100)
2011 Antarctic Expedition - Departure & Journey M/S's x 100 Melbourne CTO examples. SG MS212 Retail
$10 each. (100)
2011 WWF M/S ovptd "Congratulations Queensland Cricket Sheffield Shield Winners 2011-2012" in gold but
with a massive double print error & hence the "No. /100" is not numbered due to this error. Unusual.
2013 Antarctic Expedition "Disaster & Isolation" imperforate corner block of 4 M/S's with Sprintpak printers
imprint colour bars. MUH SG MS234var.
2017 East Antarctic Deep Sea Creatures folder with a normal & a special self-adhesive substrate with a
clear backing minisheet with kiss cut feature for stamp removal & four metallic finished medallions. No. 98
of 120. Will undoubtedly become one of the scarcest AAT issues. Exc cond.

$30
$200
$30
$40

$30
$120
$80
$100
$40
$60

$150

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
1093
1094
1095
1096

1097

1977/78 Famous Visitors set of 16 to $2 in complete MUH sheets of 50 x 8, this 400 sets. SG 67/82 Cost
$2160 in 1977!! Retail $2800 (400 sets)
1988 Wildlife sheetlets of 16 in pres packs x 2. MUH & fine. Increasingly scarce. SG 229a Retail at $130 each
1990 Abbots Booby M/S's ovpts Birdpex '90 & NZ90 Stamp Exhib x 3 of each. Fine MUH. Retail $240 (6)
1994 Year of the Dog M/S's ovptd "Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show" (4), "Hong Kong '94 Stamp Exhibition"
(4), "Queensland Stamp & Coin Show" (4) & "Canberra Stamp Show '94" (2) all in gold. Also the 1995 Year of
the Pig M/S ovptd "Melbourne Stamp & Coin" x 3 & 1996 Rat also ovptd Melbourne plus a 1993 Seabirds M/S
ovptd "Indopex '93". All fine MUH. Retail $200+ (19)
1996 $4.50 Stamp Booklet with block of 10 x 45c fish with 28 OCT 1996 cds on front cover. Produced by the
Postmaster on Christmas island as a "local" booklet from his sheet stamp stock with the cds applied for
authenticity. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum CI1 Cat. $400

$400
$50
$50

$40

$150

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS
1098

1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107

1952 (1st Jan) RAAF official cover addressed to King Island, "Bass Straight" with 4d koala tied by RAAF
Cocos Island cds with "R.A.A.F. SERVICE" cachet in mauve & inscribed "By Airmail". "Air Power is Peace
Power Join the Royal Australian Air Force" perforated cinderella on reverse. Roughly opened by none of the
listed features affected.
1963 Definitives set of 6 in MUH blocks of 4. 3d is an imprint corner block. SG 1/6 Retail at $200+
1987 $7.20 Sailing Craft sheetlets ovptd "1987 America's Cup Perth Australia CUP-PEX '87 National Stamp
Exhibition" with logos on selvedge x 4. MUH Retail at $40ea (4)
1989 $2 Map imperf M/S's ovptd "Stampshow '89 Melbourne 18-22 October 1989" in red & black x 4. MUH
Retail $90 each (4)
1989 $2 Map imperf M/S's ovptd "Washington Stamp Expo '89" in green x 4. MUH Retail $115 each (4)
1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation CTO. SG 230. Retails $75
1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation MUH corner block of 4. SG 230. Retails $340+
1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd set of 6 in MUH corner blocks of 4 plus the "OFFICIAL PAID
MAINLAND" CTO also in block of 4. Rarely seen in multiples. Retail $1000+ (7 blocks)
1993 Air-Sea Rescue M/S's ovptd "Taipei '93 Asian International Invitation Stamp Exhibition" in black with
show logo x 4. MUH Retail at $85 each & rarely seen in quantity. (4)
1990's $7.20 Marine Environment & $8 Palms of Lord Howe Island booklets. Exc cond. Pfeffer LH3 & LH6 (2)

$25
$50
$30
$60
$80
$30
$100
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$80
$20

NEW GUINEA & NWPI
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116

1925/27 ½d to 2/- Native Huts. MLH & mainly well centred. SG 125/33, cat. £100+ (10)
1931 "AIR MAIL" ovpts on Native Huts set to 10/-. MLH & mostly very well centred. SG 137/148. SG £110+
1931 10/- bright pink with "AIR MAIL" ovpt. MLH. SG 148, Cat. £85
1931 "Dated Birds" to 10/-. 10/- fresh MLH, 5/- no gum & faults with others mixed MLH or F/U. 1½d has small
tear. SG 163/75, Cat. £150+
1931 "Dated Birds" to 5/- ovptd "OS". Fresh MLH with odd minor bend on 1d & 1½d. SG O31/41, Cat. £225
1932/34 "Undated Birds" to 5/- ovptd "OS". 2½d toned with varying hingeing but otherwise fine & fresh MLH.
SG O42/54, Cat. £275
1935 £2 violet Airmail fine used with light Salmaua cds. Well centred. SG 204, Cat. £150
1939 Air set of 14 to £1 complete. MUH & scarce thus. SG 212/25 Cat. £1100
NWPI 1918 £1 chocolate & milky blue kangaroo, 3rd wmk with "N.W.P.I." type C ovpt. "Break in right frame
10mm from top" variety. Fine used with light central cds. A scarce shade & majority recorded with the NWPI
ovpt. ACSC 52(D)j, Cat. $4000 without flaw.

$40
$50
$30
$50
$80
$100
$75
$500

$1,000

NAURU
1117

1118
1119

1916/23 5/- bright carmine Seahorse MVLH verging on MUH & well centered (SG 22, Cat. £100) plus Samoa
1877/80 5/- green unused but trimmed at top (Cat. £425 if fine). Also Tonga "Two Pence" surcharge on 5/(SG 70a) & 2/6d script wmk MUH (SG 81). Cat. (excl Samoa) £140+ (4)
1966 2c Net Fishing positional block of 10 from top of sheet showing the full Plate Nº. 1. Fresh MUH. Rarely
seen. SG 66var.
1968 2c Net Fishing with "REPUBLIC OF NAURU" ovpt positional block of 10 from base of sheet with imprint
showing full Plate Nº 1. Fine MUH. A scarce survivor. SG 81var.

$70
$200
$200

NORFOLK ISLAND
1120
1121
1122

1963 Definitives sets of 13 to 10/- Tropic Bird x 3 incl one on original SG London stockcard priced at £75!
Plus 1962 Fish 1964 Views in pairs. All fresh MUH. SG 24/36, 43/48 & 51/54. Total retail $300+ (7 sets)
1966 ( 14th Feb) 1c to $1 Decimal Currency set with surcharges on Official FDC neatly pmkd with typed
address. A most attractive example. SG 60/71a
1989 (28th April) "Bounty" Descendants set of 4 on FDC signed by direct descendants Karlene Christian
(Fletcher Christian) & John McCrory. A lovely addition to a Norfolk collection.

$75
$20
$20

PAPUA & PAPUA NEW GUINEA
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129

1130

1131

1132

1901/05 ½d black & green Lakatoi on thick paper, wmk vertical. Fresh MUH block of 4. SG 9
Pre-war range comprising BNG 2d (SG 11) F/U & 2d large "Papua" ovpt wmk upright (SG 23) F/U plus 5 other
Papua Lakatois good to F/U incl 1/- yellow. Also New Guinea undated birds 2½d & 3½d. Total cat. £95 (9)
1931 Pictorials to 10/-. All MLH & well centred. SG 130/44, Cat. £275 (15)
1932 Pictorials to £1 used with some CTO in the mid vals. Perfs faults on ½d, 4d, 9d & 2/-.
SG 130/45 Cat. £450
1960 Postal Charges set with 6d on 7½d blue well centred. All fresh MLH. Also second 1960 set to 3/- MUH.
Retail $500+ SG D1/14 (25)
1969 South Pacific Games "Souvenir Booklet" complete with the set of 3 inside cancelled with a pictorial cds
for 13 AUG 1969. First of it's type that we have seen. Most attractive.
1970 50c Shell booklet, hinged back cover (PNG 2, cat. $30) & 1971 70c shells booklets x 5 (PNG 3, cat.
$150) plus 1973 70c Telecom x 3 with TAA ad (PNG 5 Aa, cat. $105), 2 with Olivetti ad with pane B (PNG
5Bc, cat. $70) & one with Burney ad also with pane B (PNG 5Cc, cat. $35). All in fine cond. Total Pfeffer &
Crum cat. is $490 (12)
1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued
stamps are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued
stamps were printed by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial
stamp was for 10t & none had the "t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+
1990 (11th Feb) Airline ticket with $10 Departure tax attached tied by "Immigration & Ethnic Affairs Departed
Australia" cancel with neighbouring Qantas Port Moresby Baggage ticket. "The New Islander Hotel" PNG
advertised on the back cover. A nice collectable.
1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 MUH. SG 730/40 Retails $425. (11)
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GREAT BRITAIN
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137

1138
1139
1140

1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146

1840 1d intense black with indistinct cancel. Margins removed completely. Lettered "OB". "Spacefiller"
example. SG 1 Cat. £525
1840 1d intense black. Good used with heavy, black bold Maltese Cross cancel. 3 huge margins but cut into
at right. Lettered "JB". SG 1 Cat. £525
1840 1d intense black, plate 6, F/U by black Maltese Cross. Large even margins. Lettered "DB". A lovely
example. SG 1 Cat. £525+
1840 1d intense black, plate 8 with neat corner red Maltese Cross cancel. Noted "state II "O" flaw. Large to
close margins & lettered "DB". SG 2 Cat. £525+
1840 (10th Dec) 1d intense black tied to entire with smudged red Maltese Cross cancel. 3½ margins touching
bottom right. Lettered "NH"/ Addressed to Edinburgh with Hastings b/s & paid in red with DEC 11 1840 arrival.
Letter refers to financial matter of an estate in Calcutta. Good cond with stamp fine. SG 1, Cat. £750
1840 1d black with black Maltese Cross cancel.Close margins touching top right. Lettered ‘LJ’. SG 2 Cat £375
1840 1d black with indistinct red Maltese Cross cancel. Clear even margins but large thin on reverse.
Lettered "EH". SG 2 Cat. £375
1840 1d black, MLH with large part original gum. Cut down left side, hence just touching otherwise 3 huge
margins. Lettered "LA". A reasonably fresh stamp & one of the finest seen in terms of the gum & margins
for a mint example. SG 2 Cat. £12,500 (see front cover)
1840 1d black plate 1a with 4 large even margins. Very light red Maltese Cross cancel & lettered "CK". Fresh
looking stamp. SG 2 Cat. £375+
1840 1d black plate 1b. 4 large to huge margins with light red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered "SJ". Fresh
looking stamp. SG 2 Cat. £375+
1840 1d black, plate 1b, fine used by complete centrally struck Maltese Cross in black. 3 good to large
margins with right hand side just touching. Lettered "GL". SG 2 Cat. £375
1840 1d black, plate 2 with red Maltese Cross cancel. 4 large even margins & lettered "GD". SG 2 Cat. £375
1840 1d black, plate 4, fine used with crisp, central clear Maltese Cross in red. Clear 4 margins just touching
top right only. An attractive stamp lettered "DB". A light "wash" would assist. SG 2 Cat. £400
1840 1d black, plate 5 with "E partly doubled in lower arm" variety. Almost complete clear red Maltese Cross
cancel resulting in a superb looking stamp. Large to clear even margins. Lettered "EB". SG 2 Cat. £375+

$50
$80
$220
$200

$250
$50
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1147
1148
1149
1150

1151
1152
1153

1154
1155
1156
1157
1158

1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167

1168
1169
1170

1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178

1840 1d black, plate 5 with "sides stronger & letters faint" characteristics of the 2nd state. Partial indistinct red
Maltese Cross cancel. Even close margins. Lettered "CC". SG 2 Cat. £375++
1840 1d black, plate 8 cancelled by red Maltese Cross cancel. Margins are large to touching at right. Lettered
"MD". SG 2 Cat. £525
1840 1d black, plate 9 with neat partial red corner Maltese Cross cancel. Clear large to good even margins.
Lettered "CE". SG 2 Cat. £625
1840 1d black, plate 10 with characteristic "state 3 "O" flaw & vertical line upper rh corner". Used with a bold,
slightly smudged black Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered "DE" with 4 close to touching margins. A difficult plate.
SG 2 Cat. £950
1840 1d black, plate 10. Used with heavy red Maltese Cross cancel. Large to close margins. Lettered "DE".
Light ironed out crease at top but the second hardest plate to locate. SG 2 Cat. £950
1840 1d blacks x 3 all with good to close to touching margins & red Maltese Cross cancels. SG 2 Cat. £375ea
1840 (25th Sept) 1d black, plate 4 tied to entire by red Maltese Cross with huge to touching margins. Neat
boxed "BRECHIN SEP 25 1840" cancel on front. Contents refers to financial matters & "misconduct" of a party
in a recent transaction! SG 2 Cat. £800
1840 1d grey black, plate 1a with the characteristic "10/5 o'clock ray" flaws. Fine used by neat 90% strike of
light red Maltese Cross cancel. 4 clear even margins. Lettered "EH". SG 3 Cat. £750 with variety
1840 1d grey black, plate 1b showing the true "worn plate" characteristics. 3 clear margins just touching at left.
Neat red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered "FJ". Small tear at base but invisible from front. SG 3 Cat. £500
1840 1d grey black, plate 2 just into the "worn plate" phase. Neat crisp full Maltese Cross in red. 4 good to
large even margins & lettered "KD". SG 3 Cat. £500
1840 1d grey black, plate 9. Fine used by neat 90% strike of black Maltese Cross cancel. 3 clear even
margins but close at top right. Lettered "MG". SG 3 Cat. £625 as plate 9
1841 (6th Aug) 1d grey black used on cover addressed to "Norfolk Street, Strand, London". The later date
explaining the state of the plate. Neat black Maltese Cross pmk with close to touching margins. Lettered "MB".
Complete Stroud AU 6 1841 cds beneath stamp. Usual filing folds but not affecting stamp or cancel. Receival
in red on reverse for same date. Most attractive. SG 3 Cat. £750
1840 2d deep full blue with indistinct black boxed line cancel. Large to just touching margins. Lettered GI.
Strong true colour. SG 4 Cat. £1150
1840 2d blue good to fine used with part numeral cancel leaving clear profile. 4 margins, just touching at lower
right. Small thin to right. Lettered "OE". A rich shade verging on deep full blue. SG 5 Cat. £900
1840 2d pale blue with 4 margins (close at right). Slightly smudged intense red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered
AI. SG 6 Cat. £1000
1841 2d blue with the scarce Dublin Maltese Cross postmark. 3 margin example cut into at top but lovely
strike. SG Spec. E1uh Cat. £700
1841 2d deep full blue horiz strip of 3 lettered LE-LG good used with "17" barred numeral cancels. Close to
touching margins. SG 15 Cat. £330+
1841 2d deep full blue horizontal pair letter OI-OJ with two clear black Maltese Cross strikes. Close to large
margins. Lovely piece. SG 15 Cat. £110 x 2 plus £275 for MC in black plus premium for multiple
1857 2d blue, plate 6 horiz pair fine used with crisp 1858 duplex. Lettered QB-QC. SG 35 Cat. £140+
1864/79 1d rose-red massively mis-perforated resulting in "POSTAGE" appearing at base under "ONE
PENNY" Good to fine used. An extreme example of "centering"!!
1860 1½d rosy mauve which was prepared for use on blued paper but not issued. MLH, centred low.
Good perforations & an ideal example of the shade & paper. A very scarce & sought after stamp.
SG 53a Cat. £8500 (see front cover)
1847/54 6d mauve embossed touching top & bottom with margins left & right clear. Sound used example.
SG 58 Cat. £1000
1847/54 6d purple embossed good used with BN "308" doubly struck. Wide margin at top, clear at left,
touching at right & slightly cut into at base. SG 60 Cat. £1000
1854 (20th Dec) 6d purple QV embossed (cut to shape) tied by barred numeral cancel on mourning env
addressed to Gisborne, Victoria with crowned receival mark dated MAY 27 1855. B/s's incl Ship Letter GPO
Victoria Free in red, red Paid dated 22 DE 1854 & Ballycastle 20 DEC 1854. An attractive example of early
incoming mail from Ireland to Victoria with embossed usage. SG cat. £1900
1847/54 10d brown embossed, plate number not visible (Die I), with BN "8…" (second digit not clear). Cut to
shape but a neat "budget example". Cat. £1500 if cut square.
1847/54 1/- pale green embossed good to fine used with BN "498" clearly struck. Cut square with 4 margins,
just touching at base. A lovely stamp. SG 54 Cat. £1000
1855/57 4d carmine on blued glazed paper with small garter wmk. Fine used with "466" BN of Liverpool.
A lovely stamp. SG 62 Cat. £450
1860 1d dull lilac on blue Postal Fiscal with "Inland Revenue" ovpt in red. Centred to top, slightly soiled &
hinge remnant. MLH SG F8 Cat. £900
1867 3d rose, plate 8 fine used with crisp neat part steel "Worksop" cds. Rich colour. SG 103 Cat. £100+
1867 9d straw, plate 4 QV. Superb used with crisp steel cds. Lovely fresh colour, hard to find better.
SG 110 Cat. £570
1867 9d pale straw, plate 4 tied to piece by bold BN 923 duplex of Worthing. Striking appearance.
SG 111 Cat. £300
1871 1/- green, plate 6 wing margin example. Superb used with complete "Warrington SP 17 72" cds.
Stunning. SG 117 Cat. £80
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1190

1191
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1196
1197
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1199
1200
1201

1202
1203

1204
1205

1206

1207

1867 1/- green, plate 6 marginal example with "PRICE" imprint. Superb used with crisp "Doncaster" cds. Most
attractive. SG 117 Cat. £65+
1867 2/- deep blue. A stunning used wing margin example with light steel 1872 cds. SG 118 Cat. £400+ with
premium
1872 6d pale buff, plate 11 with left wing margin. Superb used with crisp Banff cds. SG 123 Cat. £220
1867/83 5/- rose (plate 1), 10/- greenish grey & £1 brown-lilac QV all used & with "HSB" private perfins.
The 5/- is poorly centred with a BN "68" cancel, the 10/- with duplex heavily inked & the £1 with two crisp
overlapping squared circle cancels. Both 10/- & £1 are well centred. SG 126, 128 & 129 Cat. £8375 (3)
1876 Telegraphs ½d, 1d (2 each), 3d & 3/- unused without gum (one ½d is MLH) plus Army Telegraphs ovpt
on QV ½d vermilion & 1d Bechuanaland type with key plate inscribed used in South Africa during the second
Anglo-Boer war. SG AT1 & AT3 listed after "British Army Field Offices During South African War 1899-1902".
Total MLH cat. value £280 (8)
1876 5/- rose Telegraphs, perf. 15 x 15½ (SG T13) superb used with central Newport Docks cds of 1877 plus
two pale rose 1878 used with perfs removed. (3)
1876 Telegraphs group of 10 incl 1d, 3d (plates 2 & 3), 4d, 6d, 1/- (plates 4, 5 & 9) green, brown orange (plate
11) & 3/-. All nicely cancelled with cds. 1/- brown orange has wmk sideways inverted. Seldom offered in such
fine used cond. SG T1/11 range Cat. £500+ (10)
1883 5/- rose on white paper. Superb used with "socked on the nose" Newmarket" cds dated OC 24 90. Most
attractive with exc centering & colour. SG 180 Cat. £375
1883 5/- rose on white paper. Superb used with "socked on the nose" Witham cds of 1900. Stunning.
SG 180 Cat. £375
1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge. Fine used with part Lombard Street DE 21 83boxed octangular cancel.
Gorgeous colour & well centred. SG 162 Cat. £150+
1884 £1 brown lilac, three Imperial Crowns wmk, with 1885 Paddington cds overstruck with heavy
"T.M.B./G.P.O." in rectangular frame. Thinned at lower right & part of cancel smudged but a useful &
respectable "spacefiller" at this reserve. SG 185 Cat. £2800
1884 £1 brown lilac, three Imperial Crowns wmk good to fine used with indistinct Registered oval cancel. A
couple of slightly short perfs but not detracting from good colour with only a single cancel leaving a reasonably
clear profile. SG 185, Cat. £2800
1884 £1 brown lilac, three Imperial Crowns wmk with bold London duplex cancel. One pulled perf at base
otherwise a sound example, well centered with strong original colour. SG 185, Cat. £2800
1891 £1 green QV with partially removed crayon across value at right. Good to fine used by 1892 North West
London Dist Office cds overstruck with light boxed "T.M.B./G.P.O.". Fresh colour. SG 212 Cat. £800
1891 £1 green QV fine used with 2 part cds strikes. Very light ironed out vert crease. SG 212, Cat. £800
1891 £1 green QV fine used with neat central "DUBLIN SORTING OFFICE MR 30 93" cds. Lettered DB. Well
centred with good perfs & superb colour. A lovely example. SG 212 Cat. £800+
1896 (22nd Feb) Indenture on vellum. Beautifully hand written with 2 wax seals & five lead frankings for £3 x2,
£1 & 10/- plus the "Commissioners of Inland Revenue" with Coat of Arms each with VR crown seals on
reverse. Refers to the will of Elizabeth Needham Sheffield of Anerley, Surrey. Exc cond.
1897 Cinderellas for the QV Diamond Jubilee (set of 7) mixed mint/MLH with 1½d soiled but others fresh.
Also 1/- & 2/6d Prince of Wales Hospital Fund both MLH. (9)
1902/10 £1 dull blue-green KEVII good to fine used by two strikes of "London 5PM NO 21 02" cds's. A couple
of split perfs at top otherwise fine with strong colour & well centered. SG 266 Cat. £825
1912 5/- carmine KEVII lower right marginal example. MUH, lightly hinged in selvedge only. Fresh colour with
excellent perfs. SG 312, Cat. £850 as MUH
1912/14 1d scarlet pair with top selvedge showing "Q" for "O" variety. MUH & MVLH in selvedge only.
SG 357a, Cat. £240
1912/14 1½d red-brown pair with right unit showing "PENCF" variety. MLH. SG 362b, Cat. £125
1913/19 Seahorses fine used cds mixed printing set of 4 with the 10/- indigo & £1 green each with a couple of
short perfs. Nevertheless an attractive group with rich colours & good centering. The £1 (SG 403) becoming
increasingly difficult to find. SG Cat. min £2000+
1913 £1 dull blue-green Seahorse, Waterlow printing. Fine used with part indistinct cds. Centered left but
good perfs & fine colour. Knopke Cert. (2003). An increasingly difficult stamp. SG 404, Cat. £1400
1924 1d & 1½d British Empire Exhibition Wembley pair in complete MUH sheets of 50. Small bit of selvedge
removed from adhesion top right of 1d sheet otherwise fault free & fresh. 1d sheet No. 657 & 1½d No. 825.
Never seen in all my 15 years at SG in London, superb!! SG 430/31, Cat. £1250 plus premium for MUH &
the full sheets
1933 Airmail env addressed to Argentina with 10/- Seahorse (BW) pair tied by London Air Mail cds's. Some
cover wear but nice genuine usage with Buenos Aires b/s. SG 417 Cat.£350 on cover.
1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee FDC with ½d, 1½d, 2½d x 4 of each & a single 1d on Registered cover from
Broughty Ferry, Scotland & airmailed to Australia. TPO 1 South & TPO 2 South b/s's plus receival of
Mereweather (NSW) on 24th Oct. SG Cat. £650 for FDC
1935 (11th May) cover addressed to Adelaide bearing 2/6d & 5/- re-engraved Seahorses plus 3d & 1/- KGV
all tied by worn London Air Mail strikes. Cover cut down at left & perfs toned on Seahorses but genuine usage.
Adelaide 25th May b/s.
1935 (17th May) regd (London) airmail long cover to NZ, bearing full Silver Jubilee set x3 ea. & extra
(defective) 1½d on reverse correctly prepaying 1/3d air & 3d registration. Cover is vertically folded clear of
stamps. Minor creasing at right top & bottom corners, "TPO 2 South" & "Sydney" transit marks of 30 & 31
May.
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1935 (25th May) Mourning airmail cover to Brisbane with 1/- KGV & ½d & 2½d Silver Jubilee correctly
prepaying 1/3d airmail fee. Brisbane machine receival of 6th June with slogan "Convey Congratulations
By Telegraph On Specially Designed Forms". Roughly opened at right but stamps fine.
1935 (5th June) Large cover bearing Silver Jubilee ½d x, 1d x 2, 1½d x 6 & 2½d x 8 plus 5/- re-engraved
Seahorse. Registered Ipswich, Suffolk & addressed to Brisbane. Creasing top right with some stamp wear at
top with other minor fault but 5/- is fine with cds. An attractive & unusual cover.
1935 (1st Oct) Airmail cover from Kirkwall, Scotland to New Zealand with Sydney machine transit mark of 18th
Oct on reverse. Correct rate of 1/3d prepaid with 6 diff adhesives incl 2½d Silver Jubilee. Handwritten 24 Oct
receival on front. Minor creases & tear at top but still presentable.
1937 (24th Dec) long "Bank of New South Wales" pre-printed env hand addressed to Perth with 5/- reengraved Seahorse used in combination with 3d & 1/- KGV defins for Airmail rate to Australia. All tied by
London Air Mail cds's with Perth arrival cds. Still with Bank of NSW London flap seals. Attractive genuine
usage. SG 451 Cat. £85++
1948 £1 Royal Silver Wedding bottom left marginal block of 4 showing "1." plate number with dot. Slight gum
crease on margin & one unit otherwise fresh MUH. SG 494
1952/54 QEII defin set of 17 with Tudor Crown wmk. MLH (SG 515/31, Cat. £100 as MUH). Also Ceylon KGVI
2¢ to R5 vals simplified (no 5¢ or R1) MLH & Hong Kong 1973 vals x 6 incl $5 & $10 used. (34)
1966 4d Birds se-tenant block of 4 with “emerald-green omitted”. Fresh MUH. A popular thematic error. SG
696af, Cat. £600
1966 4d Birds se-tenant block of 4 with "(Robin & Blackbird) with reddish-brown (legs) omitted" error with
normal for comparison. Fine MUH. SG 698j & 699j, Cat £250
1966 4d Birds se-tenant block of 4 as above. Also fine MUH. SG 698j & 699j, Cat £250
1968 4d British Paintings with "gold (value & Queen's head) omitted" error. Fresh MUH. PFSA cert. (1979).
SG 771a, Cat. £350
1968 4d British Paintings with "vermillion (face & costume more yellow & olive) omitted" variety. Fine MUH.
A scarce stamp. SG 775b Cat. £650
1968 9d Christmas with "yellow (dress & bonnet) omitted" error. Incls normal for comparison. MUH.
SG 776a, Cat. £175
1969 5d RMS Queen Elizabeth 2 from the ships set with "grey (decks, etc) omitted" error. An attractive corner
example fresh MUH. SG 778b, Cat. £280
1969 1/6d Christmas with "gold (Queen's head etc) omitted" variety. MUH & striking. SG 814a, Cat. £180
1969 1/6d Christmas with "new blue (robe) omitted" error. Fresh marginal MUH example. SG 814e, Cat. £140
1970 1/- Rural Architecture with "new blue omitted". MUH. Incls normal for comparison. SG 817a, Cat. £150
1970 5d Arbroath from Anniversaries set with "emerald (robes) omitted" error. MUH with normal for
comparison. SG 819b, Cat. £550
1970's Post Office training stamps with a range of 15 Machins from 7p to £1.60 all with the horizontal black
lines. MUH (15)
1980 (Mar-May) British Army API Nepal Expedition set of 5 covers with 4 signed by expedition climbers.
Various Nepalese stamps tied by Kathmandu cds's on climb dates with matching cachets. A most unusual
group. (5)
1983 15½p Salmon vertical imperforate pair with bottom selvedge. MUH with some light wear/creasing from
the usual "pocket" transportation from the printers! This appears as a footnote in the SG cat but only for the
26p which is catalogued at the same amount. A scarce item. SG 1207a Cat. £4600
1990's "West Glamorgan Scouts Christmas Post" cinderellas all used on addressed envs & cancelled by a
variety of scout groups cachets incl one with 2 fingerprints! This is a local tradition where 2 weeks before
Christmas, cards are delivered by the local scouts. There are more than 120 collection points, with delivery
guaranteed at half the price of the normal postal service. The area covered is from Risca to Undy. Users are
asked to put their postcode on envelopes and to make sure they are in by December 6. These are highly
collectable & rarely seen in quantity with such a range of cancels. (37)
1998 Princess Diana Presentation Pack in Welsh. Exc cond & increasingly scarce. Cat. £70
2015 (15th Sept) Battle of Britain 75th Anniv Royal Mint & Royal Mail 50p commem coin & M/S FDC. No.
4312. Exc cond.
2016 "The Making of Star Wars" Prestige Booklet ovptd "World Stamp Show NY 2016 May 28-June 4, 2016
Javits Center" in black. Exc cond. Retails £65
Officials Army Official ovpts for 1896-1903 complete. QV 6d is MLH with others used. KEVII 6d x 2
(both heavily cancelled) incl ½d blue green & colour changeling. SG O41/52 Cat. £1855 for both KEVII 6d
(SG O50 & SG O52) (10)
Govt Parcels ovpts with QV & KEVII complete used in typically mixed cond. The 1883/86 1½d with perfs
trimmed off left side & 6d pale (washed) but others are true colours & free of perf faults or stains. 1/- QV
orange brown is plate 13. Cat. (excl 1½d & 6d) is £3520 (17)
Govt Parcels QV 1/- orange brown plate 14 with "no dot under T" variety. A repaired cut in left side not
apparent from front. SG O64ca Cat. £775
O.W. Official ovpts on 1902/03 KEVII ½d, 1d, 2d & 2½d. All good to fine used. SG O36/09 Cat. £1485 (4)
Guernsey 2003 £5 Alphabet proof issue with silver omitted resulting in missing value & QEII head. Incls a 2
line inscription unlike the issued example with one line. MUH with "25th March 2003" marginal imprint. Scarce.
Isle of Man 2004 Operation Overlord - Imperial War Museum M/S's x 100 CTO with Douglas 6 AP 04 cds's.
Useful for re-sale at this reserve. SG MS1139 Cat. £650 (100)
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Aden 1937 5R deep purple Dhow. MVLH with excellent perfs. SG 11 Cat. £300
1939/51 KGVI defins to 10R MVLH (no 2½a) & 1948 RSW pair fine used. SG 16/27 & 30/31, Cat. £120 as
MUH & £55. (14)
1953/63 QEII defins excl 10/- sepia & olive but incls 5¢, 50¢ & 70¢ perf. 12x13½ values all fine MLH. Some
vals incl 20¢ black & lilac MUH. SG 48/77a, Cat. £160+ (27)
Antigua 1908/17 2½d blue (SG 46a), 1/- (SG 49) & 2/- (SG 50) all MLH, latter with toned gum. Total cat. £170
Ascension 1922 ½d to 3/- KGV ovptd set of 9. MVLH verging on MUH. SG 1-9, Cat. £325
1938/53 ½d to 10/- KGVI pictorials perf. 13½ (13 vals) & again in perf. 13 (13 vals, no 1½d black & carmine)
plus 1d to 2d (5 vals) in perf. 14 incl 1½d shade. All fresh MLH. SG 38/47b, Cat. £620+ as MUH. (31)
1963 10/6d booklet. Fine cond. SG SB1, Cat. £70
Austria 1858-1963 Fine used group comprising 1858 (1k05) lilac newspaper stamp plus 1863 dull lilac
shade both with broad margins, c1860 Franz Joseph 2kr-15kr (Mi Cat. €90), 1863 Arms perf. 14 set 2kr-15kr
(Mi Cat. €300) & 1863/64 Arms perf. 9½ set 2kr-15kr, 10kr toned perf. (Mi. Cat. €45). Total cat. €850+
($1350+) (17)
1896 1g lilac & 2g green. Both fine MLH. SG 105/06, Cat. £140 (2)
1908/13 10k Accession Anniv. Fine MVLH. SG 206 Cat. £300
1925/27 New Currency defins to 2s. MLH with 80g to 2s MUH. 1s has perf faults otherwise fine.
SG 568/88, Cat. £90 (21)
1925-30 Airs set of 20. Fresh MLH with 20g & 30g bistre MUH. 30g & 80g have minor perf faults.
SG 616/35, Cat. £225 (20)
1929/31 Views set of 14 to 2s. Odd minor fault but largely fine MUH/MLH. SG 646-59, Cat. £175 (14)
1931 Austrian Writers set of 6. Fresh & fine MLH. SG 677/77, Cat. £140 (6)
1932 Views (excl 40g blue) to 64g. Fresh MLH. SG 678/85 & 687/91, Cat. £240 (13)
1933 50g ultramarine WIPA on ordinary paper. Fresh MUH SG 703 Cat. £200
1933 Relief of Vienna set of 6. Fine MUH. SG 706/11 Cat. £250
1934/36 2s Costume defin in both colours. MLH. SG 734/35, Cat. £80 (2)
1935 Airs set of 15 to 10s. Fine MLH. SG 763/77, Cat. £120
1956 Schubert imperf die proof essay in grey on card signed by artist G. Wimmer showing profile of Franz
Schubert. A rare item & an exhibition item for a thematic Music collection.
1956 as above but showing the profile of Mozart & in olive, blue, black & claret die proofs also on cards each
signed by G. Wimmer. Minor stain at base of black & blue cards but not detracting. Prepared for the
Bicentenary of Mozart's birth but design not adopted. A scarce group & another ideal thematic lot.
Barbados 1905 ¼d, ½d, 2½d & 6d Badge MCA vals. MLH/MH. SG 135, 136, 139 & 141, Cat. £100 (4)
1909/10 Seal of Colony set to 1/-. 6d has slight gum ageing otherwise fine MLH. SG 163/69, Cat. £90
Basutoland 1961 25¢ on 2/6d with types I, II & III MUH. SG 66/66b, Cat. £80
1961/63 1r QEII Mohair with bottom selvedge. Fine MUH. SG 79, Cat. £55
Bechuanaland 1938 KGVI set to 10/- in marginal MUH blocks of 4. Cat. £440 as basic shades (11 blocks)
Belgium 1849/50 40¢ Medallions with wmk "LL" in frame. Good used with 3 clear margins, just touching on
fourth. SG 5, Cat. £750
1865 1f Leopold I, perf. 14. Fine used example with strong colour. SG 25, Cat. £160
1866 Small Lion's with 1¢ perf. 15, 2¢ perf. 14½x14 & 5¢ tied to small piece all fine used. SG 41, 43 & 45,
Cat. £280 (3)
1911 " CHARLEROI 1911" Exhib ovpts with tabs. All fine used & attractive. SG 125/32, Cat. £95
1915/22 5f Franken. Centered slightly left, MLH. SG 193, Cat. £600
1918 Red Cross Fund surcharges to 2f + 2f. MUH/MLH with 2¢ + 2¢ to 25¢ + 25¢ unused.
SG 222/33, Cat. £320 (12)
1919/20 Albert I set of 14 to 10f. 2f & 10f have hinge thins & 5f has pinhole. MLH with reasonable centering.
SG 237/50, Cat. £1000
1921/25 50¢ indigo King Albert sheetlet of 25. This was a trial printing sold at the 1921 Brussels Philatelic
Exhib. CTO with Exhib cds in margin. Some paper bends in margin. Rarely seen. Cat. £180
1921/25 5f red-brown sheetlet of 4. This was a special printing sold only at the 1924 Brussels Philatelic
Exhibition CTO with Exhib cds in margin. Minor faults in margin reflected in conservative reserve. Cat. £375
1922/27 5f & 10f King Albert defin. Fine MUH. SG 372/73, Cat. £175 for MLH
1949 Social & Cultural Funds M/S's. SG MS1260 has few light finger marks on gum & SG MS1261 has minor
crease otherwise fine MUH. Cat. £500 (2)
1954 Political Prisoners Monument Fund. Fresh MLH. SG 1531/33, Cat. £140 as MUH
2012 Titanic 3D issue in special presentation pack complete with 3D glasses design around port-holes. 3D
Image has lifeboat leaving sinking ship with icebergs nearby. A very clever design & a popular thematic.
Bermuda1874 "THREE PENCE" on 1/- green QV with type 6a ovpt. Used with minor blemishes & a couple of
shortish perfs. Both Friedl (1977) & BPA (1992) Certs. SG 13b, Cat. £800
1938/53 12/6d grey & yellow KGVI on ordinary paper. Superb used with crisp cds & rich colour. BPA Cert
(1963) for the then listed SG 120b. SG 120d, Cat. £500 (see front cover)
1942 5/-bronze green & carmine red/pale yellow KGVI on ordinary paper & perf. 14. Fresh MLH. SG 118c,
Cat. £325 as MUH
1970 Flowers set of 17 original vals from 1c to $2.40 in corner Plate Nº blocks of 4. Fine MUH. SG Nos
between 249-265. Cat. £70++ (68)
Biafra 1968 "SOVEREIGN BIAFRA" ovptd set of 13 to £1 on Nigeria defins. Fine MUH. A scarce set. SG 4/16
Cat. £210 (13)
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British Guiana 1888/89 $4 green with "Inland Revenue 4 Dollars" in black. Fine used with good colour. A rare
stamp. SG 188a (larger figure "4"), Cat. £2750 (see front cover)
1954/63 $2 Dredging Gold in both Waterlow & DLR printings. Both fine MUH. SG 344 & 344a, Cat. £110
1954/63 $5 QEII DLR printing. Fresh MUH. SG 345a, Cat. £55
British Solomon Islands 1914/23 KGV defins with MCA wmk set to £1 (excl SG 31). MH with moderate to
heavy hinge remnants, the ½d, 2d & 5d with stained perfs & £1 with pulled perfs at top. Frontally most
presentable. SG 22/38 (excl 31), Cat. £425 (see front cover)
1956/63 QEII defin set to £1 excl ½d, 2½d & 5d low vals but extra 9d, 1/-, 1/3d, 2/- & 2/6d. All fresh MUH.
SG 83/96 Cat. £130+
British Virgin Islands 1879/80 1d green QV. Fresh MLH. SG 24, Cat. £75
Canada 1908-1948 MUH/MLH group incl 1908 1¢ MUH (Cat. £32+), 1927 12¢ & 20¢, 1935 50¢, 1937/38 13¢
(small tear), 20¢ & 6¢ Air & 1942 14¢ to $1 plus 1951 $1 fisherman & couple of others. Total cat. £450 (17)
1926 "2 CENTS" on 3c carmine in MUH/MLH block of 4. Fresh colour with good centering. SG 264. Cat.
£200+
2000 Millennium Collection with 68 specially minted stamp sheets incorporated in actual book. Only available
in this format. Limited to 200,000. Retails at C$130+ (A$130)
Canada-Newfoundland 1919 1c to 36c Caribou set with shades of 2c, 3c & 4c. Fine MLH. SG 130/41 &
131a-33a, Cat £230 (15)
1920 Surcharges set comprising "TWO CENTS" on 30c, "THREE CENTS" on 15c in both types A & B settings
& "THREE CENTS" on 35c. All MLH SG 144/47, Cat £310+
1923/24 1c to 24c Pictorials set of 14 by De La Rue. Usual mixed centering, MLH. SG 149/62, Cat. £180
1928/29 1c to 30c Publicity set of 15 in De La Rue printing. Fine MLH. SG 164/78, Cat. £140
1931 15c to $1 Air sets with & without watermarks. Fresh MLH. SG 192/97, Cat. £195
1932 1c to 30c Definitives set of 12. Fine MLH with 25c & 30c MVLH. SG 209/20, Cat. £80
Ceylon 1857/59 1d blue (thinned), 2d yellow green (2 margins), 6d purple brown x 2 but one faded with
close margins & 1/- pale violet (thinned) plus 1863/66 9d cut to shape (perfs on 2 sides) & 10d orange all
used. Also 1899/1900 2R25c blue M/H. High cat. group but nothing above "fair" cond. (8)
China 1950 Foundation of PRC set of 4. Original printing unused without gum as issued. Exc cond.
SG 1432/35, Cat. £425
1978 Galloping Horses set of 10 plus M/S. All fine MUH. SG 2771/80 & MS 2781, Cat. £765
1978 3y "Flying Fairies" M/S. Fine MUH. SG 2815, Cat. £500
China - North East 1950 Foundation of PRC set of 4. Original printing unused without gum as issued.
Couple of perf pin faults at right of $20,000 value otherwise fine cond. SG NE286/89, Cat. £1400
Cook Islands1893 Queen Makea/Torea selection with perf. 11 ½d deep blue MLH, 1d brown, 2d deep
brown, 2½d pale rose, 5d olive black, 6d toned, 10d CTO & 1/- deep carmine all used. 1899 ½d on 1d MNG
& off centre, 1902 1d dull rose used, 2½d dull blue mint & used plus 1913/19 ½d deep green, perf 14, used.
Mostly fine. Cat. £290 (13)
1898/1900 ½d blue to 1/- Queen Makea/Torea bird group. 10d is without gum & thinned but others mostly
MLH (5d HH). 2d brown & 1/- carmine are MLH, perf. 15x14, from later 1913/19 issue Cat (ex 10d) £230+ (10)
Curacao 1923 5g Queen's Silver Jubilee. Fine used. SG 104, Cat. £375
1929 Air Surcharges. Fine MLH. SG 123/25, Cat. £115
1942/43 Pictorial Airs set of 15. Fresh MLH. SG 201/15, Cat. £200
1946/47 1½g to 10g Queen Wilhelmina high vals. Fine & fresh MUH. SG 258/61, Cat. £500
1946/47 5g & 10g Queen Wilhelmina high vals fine used. SG 260/61, Cat. £650
Cyprus 1921/23 10pi KGV used (SG 85, Cat. £18), 2½pi & 18pi KGVI & QEII 250mils & 500mils MLH
(SG 185/86, Cat. £54 as MUH) plus 1985 £5 used. Total cat. £120 (6)
1960 QEII ovpts complete set of 15 to £1. Fresh MLH. SG 188/202, Cat. £130 as MUH
Egypt 1949 Agricultural & Ind Expo M/S pairs x 3. MUH. Also CiTEX illust PSE with additional 2m & 30m
uncancelled with4 Exhib cinderellas on reverse. SG MS357a/b Cat. £39 (7 items)
Falkland Is 1878/79 6d green QV. MLH, centred high but fine with wing margin showing plate dot at base.
SG 3, Cat. £120
1891/1902 9d orange QV. MLH & well centered. SG 35, Cat. £60
1898 5/- QV MLH but slightly stained/patchy gum. SG 42, Cat. £250
1938/50 ½d to 2/6d KGVI. MLH with a couple of low vals with even gum toning. SG 146/160, Cat. £160 as
MUH (15)
Falkland Island Deps 1944/45 KGVI Pictorials with Graham Land, South Orkneys, South Georgia & South
Shetlands ovpts complete for each of the Dependencies with both 6d shades. All fine MUH. Cat. £160+ (36)
Falklands Deps-South Georgia 1963 QEII defins set of 15 to £1 blue. Fine MUH. SG 1/15, Cat. £190
Fiji 1938/55 KGVI Pictorials to £1 incl all perforations, dies & shades. 10/- & £1 corner marginal with 10/having Plate 1 imprint. Fresh MUH. Total SG cat. £390+ (34)
1962 6d to 5/- QEII Pictorials in MUH marginal blocks but stained. Folder also incls GB 1940 Stamp Cent set
MLH & used, Ras Al Khaima Churchill set of 3 in sheetlets of 6 (3R, 4R CTO, 1R MUH) & plus Sierra Leone
1963 3d with ovpt (SG 273) part sheet of 30.
France 1853 1f carmine Napoleon imperf with four even margins. Lightly used but a couple of small thins.
An opportunity to pick up a presentable example of a rare issue. Mi 17a, Cat. €4200 (see front cover)
1869 5f Napoleon. Used with "2240" numeral cancel. A couple of short perfs at left but well centered with
good colour. Mi. 32 type III, Cat. €1000
1922 "1f" on 5f + 5f War Orphans surcharge. Fine used. Mi. 151, Cat. €120, SG 395, Cat. £200
1926 5f + 1f War Orphans Fund blue fine used. Mi. 214, Cat. €100, SG 453, Cat. £130
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1936 50f green Airmail. Fine used & well centred. SG 540, Cat. £500
1936 50f "banknote" Airmail. Superb fine used & well centred example. Mi. 321, Cat. €300, SG 541, Cat. £475
French Oceanic Settlements 1900/07 Tablet issue in new colours & vals set of 7. MUH/MLH with 5¢, 35¢ &
45¢ MUH. 50¢ has tiny thin otherwise fine. SG 14/20, Cat. £300
French Southern & Antarctic 1975 40¢ Antarctic Tern, 50¢ Antarctic Petrel & 1f20 Kerguelen cormorant
imperforate colour trial strips with three strips of each value in two diff colour combinations plus 1981 3f50
Saint Marcout, 3f85 Arcad III satellite strips & 55¢ helicopter in 3 strips. Rarely seen & excellent for thematic
exhibits. (14 strips)
Gambia 1953/59 QEII pictorials set of 15 to £1. MLH SG 171/85, Cat. £110 as MUH
Germany 1926/27 Famous Germans set of 13 MUH. Mi 385/97, Cat. €1100
1928/32 Ebert/Hindenburg complete set of 19 MUH. Mi 410/22, 435/7, 454, 465/6,Cat. €1280 (see front cover)
1932/33 Hindenburg set of 21 with 1st "network" wmk, MUH. Mi 467/95, 482/95, Cat. €1270 (21)
1933 2m "Chicago Flight" Zeppelin. Good to fine used. Mi. 497, Cat. €250, SG 511, Cat. £300
1938 (10th April) "Ein Volk-Ein Reich-Ein Fuhrer" b&w postcard with 6pf matching stamp issue & cds for
Breslau. Vg cond.
1938 (10th April) "Volkfreht zu Volk Wir Alle gehören dem Führer dein dank dein ja am 10 April" b&w on red
postcard with 6pf tied by Wein swastika cds. Good cond.
1938 (7th Sept) "Reichsparteitag Nurnberg 1938" colour postcard with Nazi symbol on pedestal over map
with6+19pf Hitler head tied by crisp matching Nurnberg pictorial pmk. Good cond.
1939 (14th July) "Festsommer 1939 Munchen" colour postcard with scenes of horse racing, yachting, theatre
etc around eagle/swastika emblem. Matching stamp & pictorial cancel on reverse addressed to berlin with
short message. Good cond & nice genuine usage.
1939 (23rd July) Reichstagung b&w card showing swastika emblazoned uniformed men leading a large float
in Hamburg Reich Party day street parade. 6pf tied by Hamburg matching event pictorial cancel. Good cond &
a rarely seen card.
1939 Ovpts on Danzig complete set of 14 plus diff papers of 1RM & 2RM. MUH. Mi. 716/29y, Cat. €520 (16)
1941 (20th April) "Zwei Volker Und Ein Kampf" coloured postcard with eagle above Nazi swastika with
12+30pf Hitler tied by crisp Wein Geburtstag Des Fuhrers pictorial cancel. Vg cond.
1944 (23rd Aug) Führer Adolf Hitler & Ministerpräsident Francisco Franco "Kristall" b&w postcard with 54+96pf
Hitler "6" in selvedge issue tied by neat Weisbaden pictorial cds. Vg cond.
Germany-Berlin 1951 20pf Lortzing (Berlin B74, Cat £75 MLH) & DDR 8pf (1952) with same composer. Also
Austria 1969 Centenary of State Opera sheet of 8 + label.
Germany-West 1949 UPU (SG 1038, cat. £55), 1950 Bach (faults), 1952 Otto (toned), 1953 Liebig, Rontgen,
1952 Schurz & 1955 Relief Fund set of 4 plus 4 others all good to F/U. Cat. £130 with only fine counted. (15)
1949 & 1953 Refugee Relief Fund sets of 4 fine used. Blunt corner on 1953 4pf+2pf otherwise fine. SG
1099/1102 Cat. £120 & SG 1039/42 Cat. £200 (8)
1954/60 50pf Heuss Fresh MUH & the key value. SG 1115, Cat. £250
German Cameroun 1890-1900 Germany in Cameroun fine used selection incl 10pf (SG 710), 70pf dull blue
(SG 211a), 20pf ultramarine (SG 211) & 50pf (SG 213a). The last two items tied to small piece & both
expertised on back. Total cat. £370 (4)
1897/98 "Kamerun" ovpts set of 6. Fine MLH with 3pf & 5pf MUH. 3pf is the grey brown shade plus additional
shade of 25p. SG K1/6, Cat. £120 (7)
Gibraltar 1886/87 4d orange brown, 1889/96 20¢ (SG 24), 1898 1d carmine & 6d all MLH plus 1938/51 6d
perf. 13½ mint without gum. Total cat. £230 (5)
1903 2/- green & blue KEVII with single crown wmk. Fine used. SG 52, Cat. £275
1912/24 2/-, 4/-, 8/- KGV with MCA wmk. All fine used. The 2/- with slightly rounded lower right corner.
SG 82/84, Cat. £190 (3)
1925/32 £1 red-orange & black fine used. Tiny black speck on head. SG 107 Cat. £300
1938/51 KGVI defins simplified set of 15. Fine MUH with the £1 marginal. Mixed perfs. SG min cat. £180 (15)
Gilbert & Ellice Is 1949 (10th Oct) UPU set of 4 on plain FDC pmkd "POST OFFICE TARAW" & addressed
to Canton Island with typed "Air Mail via Ocean Island" at top. Good cond. SG 59/62
Hong Kong 1904/06 30¢, 50¢ & $1 KEVII, 1912/21 25¢ KGV type A, 1921/37 8¢ (unused), 12¢ & $1 & Silver
Jubilee set plus 25¢ KGVI MLH, $1 dull lilac & blue, $2 red orange & green & both $5 colours & $10 green &
violet. Some colour "washing" but all good to F/U . Total cat. £400+ (17)
1941 Centenary set of 6. MLH. SG 163/68, Cat. £90 as MUH
1949 UPU set of 4 with 20¢ & 30¢ MLH & others MUH. SG 173/76, Cat. £65
1954/67 40¢ dull blue shade MUH block of 4. SG 184a, Cat. £60
1962/73 $5 QEII on glazed paper with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. SG 208cw, Cat. £70
1966/72 QEII defins to $2 plus 20¢, 25¢ & 30¢ on glazed paper, 65¢ shade & 50¢, $1.30 & $2 with wmk
sideways inverted. All fresh MUH. SG 222/233w, Cat. £170+ (20)
2008-2013 Chinese New Year M/S's in pres packs all ovptd "SPECIMEN". Incls Year of the Ox, Rat, Tiger,
Rabbit, Dragon x 2 for diff years, Horse & Snake plus 2014 $10 China Danxia imperf M/S also ovptd. Fine (9)
India 1854-55 1a red. Fine used with 4 good to huge margins. SG 12, Cat. £80+
1866/77 8a "Service." ovpt. MUH with somewhat uneven gum distribution. SG 05, Cat. £55
1941 (Sept) Cover from India to Sydney bearing 5R7as in franking & with 2 wax seals imprinted MICINSP
(Mica Inspection) can be read. "Passed by The Government Mica Inspection (Bihar) for export to..." completed
in m/s with "New South Wales, Australia". Signed beneath by "Mica Inspector Bihar". Evidently the envelope
contained samples of mica in addition to correspondence. Mica was probably a controlled export item at this
time. Unusual wartime mail.
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1947 Independence set of 3 in large irregular blocks of 54. Odd light tone spot with most on selvedges
otherwise at least 50 fresh MUH sets. SG 301/03 Total cat. £540 (162)
1969 (2nd Oct) Gandhi Centenary commem illust stamp booklet issued by Indian Posts & Telegraphs with
4 issues pmkd Bombay GPO in centre pages. Most unusual & first we have seen. Good cond.
Israel 1963 Hebrew Press-Halbanon sheetlet of 16 MUH. SG 260a Cat. £140
Japan 1952 National Parks M/S's in PO folders with both sets plus 1953 Shikotsu & Unzen sets & 1954
Jo-Shin-Etsu Kogan National Park (latter with surface soiling). Sakura Cat. 400,000y ($A450+) (5 M/S's)
Madagascar 1896 15¢ on 2¢ Peace & Commerce. Fine used with March 1896 cds. Centered low right
otherwise fine. SG 30, Cat. £1100 (1)
1896/97 40¢ & 1f Postage Due ovpts. MLH with 1f having minor hinge thin. SG D21 & D23, Cat. £195
1943 1f25 Air with "FRANCE LIBRE" ovpt. Fine MLH. SG 246, Cat. £140
Malaya-Kelantan 1961/63 Pictorials to 20c incl 8¢ shade. Fresh MUH. SG 96/102, Cat. £65 (8)
Malaya-Penang 1935 (18th Oct) commercial cover with single 5¢ Silver Jubilee for internal use with
enclosures pertaining to Hong Huart & Co business correspondence in Chinese. Good cond.
Malaya-Straits Settlements 1935 (30th May) OHMS cover bearing 5¢ Silver Jubilee tied by Singapore cds &
addressed to "Officer Commanding Royal Air Force Depot Aboukir Egypt" with 5 diff transit & receival
Egyptian marks for 16th & 17th June on reverse. Good cond.
1935 (11th Nov) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on 15¢ pre-paid registration envelope with Singapore Registration
label. Addressed to Hong Kong with Kowloon 20 Nov 35 b/s. Good cond.
Malaysia - Sungei Ujong 1883/84 2¢ pale rose with ovpt setting 16 + 21 & 2¢ brown with ovpt setting 12 +
20. Both without gum. SG 30 & 31, Cat. £200+ as MLH
Malta 1882 ½d orange yellow (horizontal bend & toned gum), 1899/1901 5d (MH) & 1926 5/- "Postage" ovpt
MLH. Total cat. £100 (3)
1938/43 KGVI to 10/- fine used (excl 1/6d) & 1948/53 "Self Government" ovpts also to 10/- & F/U. SG 217/31
& 234/48, Cat. £75 (41)
Mauritius 1965 1r to 10r bird high val defins. MUH. SG 328/31, Cat. £70
Montserrat 1970/74 bird defins to $5 plus glazed paper vals. Fine & fresh MUH. SG 242/54a, Cat. £65 (23)
Netherlands 1867/69 5¢ King William type II (no gum, rough perfs, SG £170 as MLH), 15¢ type I perf.
12½x12 mint (SG 13, Cat. £900), 20¢ ditto (SG 14, Cat. £900) & 50¢ ditto (SG 16, Cat. £3750). The gum is
fresh, possibly regummed. Centring varies but all (except 5¢) with sound perfs on all sides. A useful group at
a "budget" reserve sold "as is". Total SG cat. is £5720 (NVPH 2015/16 Cat. €5525)
1877/1903 Telegram hexagonal issue in pale lilac & black set to 60¢ (excl 5¢ & 25¢) but with extra 15¢ mint
(one 15¢ gum fault) to 20¢, 30¢ & 60¢ with punched holes & 50¢ unused no gum. Mi €972 to 20¢ with higher
vals €55 as used. A useful group. (9)
1896 5g red brown & bronze green Wilhelmina fine used by thick cds. Mi. 48c, Cat. €480, SG 165, Cat. £650
1913 10g Centenary with neat central Rotterdam cds. Mi. 92b, Cat. €950, SG 225, Cat. £1100
1923 2½g black Accession fine used. Mi. 132, Cat. €350, SG 268,Cat. £350
1923 2½g black Accession. Fresh MLH. SG 268, Cat. £325
1923 5g blue Accession fine used. Mi. 133, Cat. €280, SG 269, Cat. £300
1942 1942 Legion M/S's pair. Two minor tone spots on 7½¢ & small thin in margin otherwise MUH & scarce
thus. SG MS569a/b Cat. £340+
1946/47 1g to 10g Queen Wilhelmina. Fine used. SG 616/19 Cat £120+
1946/47 1g to 10g Queen Wilhelmina. Fresh MUH. SG 616/19 Cat £675
1949/51 5g Queen Juliana. plate I. MVLH. SG 700, Cat. £800 as MUH
1951 15g & 25g Gull Airs. MVLH with 25g verging on MUH. SG 742/43 Cat £900 as MUH
1951 25g seagull fine used. SG 743, Cat. £170
New Hebrides-French 1925 5c to 5Fr Weapons & Idols set ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG F42/52s,
Cat. £250 (11)
1977 new currency surcharges set of 12 in MUH blocks of 4 with mixed Paris & Port Vila (low vals)
surcharges. SG F234/45, min cat. £200
New Zealand 1880/1926 1/- to 10/-, £1, £3, £6, £30 QV "Long Tom" fiscals mostly with circular fiscal cancels
& 12/6d x 2 perfined & punched holes range from 2/- to £15 incl £2. Also £2/10d with 1881 Stamp Office cds x
2. Barefoot Cat. £160+ (30)
1894 (11th Sept) GB 2½d QV Jubilee on mourning env addressed to Auckland, NZ tied by bold Bradford
squared circle date stamp with "Saved from wreck of the "WAIRARAPA." 2 line h/s in violet. Auckland 3 NO
94 arrival cds. SS Wairarapa was a New Zealand ship of the late 19th century. It came to tragic fame when it
hit a reef at the northern edge of Great Barrier Island, about 100 km out from Auckland & sank. The death toll
of around 140 people remains one of the largest such losses in the country's history. The ship was named for
the Wairarapa region. A scarce wreck mail cover in remarkably good cond.
1900 (15th Oct) 2½d & 3d QV on Registered cover addressed to Germany tied by NZ Greymouth cds's with
an oval "REGISTERED No._______ GREYMOUTH NZ" cachet in violet with number added in m/s. Additional
"R" in circle also added probably in Christchurch along with octagonal strike in red on reverse for
Christchurch. This Regd cachet recorded by Voyce as 8th May 1901-26th Sept 1904 hence earlier usage than
previously recorded. A fine clear strike.
1915 (9th Nov) cover bearing 1d Dominion tied by 3 ring Chatham Islands cds. Addressed to USA with 3 line
"Passed by the Military Censor N.Z." in red & with violet Montgomery & Ward DEC 22 P.M. Chicago" receival
cachet. A rare censor cover in good cond. Vendor paid £500.
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1916 (1st June) "Town Hall, Albany, W.A." b&w postcard addressed to Wellington marked "On Active Service"
in m/s with "N.Z. EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 1 JUN 1916 TROOPSHIP No. 53" boxed cachet in green pl.us
"PASSED BY MILITARY CENSOR" one line h/s also in green. Several words deleted by censor. Troopships
51 to 53 departed Albany between 1st & 6th May 1916 & arrived Egypt between 9th & 21st June 1916. A
lovely example in very good cond.
1925 (14th Aug) "New Zealand & South Seas Exhibition Dunedin: illustrated env with 1d Universal tied by
Timaru roller cancel. Most attractive & a rare survivor.
1925 (17th Nov) ½d, 1d & 4d Dunedin Exhibition FDC tied on plain cover by neat & clear "NIGHT LETTER
TELEGRAMS 9D FOR 27 WORDSS DUNEDIN EXHIBITION" slogan cancel. Most attractive & scarce.
Very good cond.
1931 Airs incl 5d surcharge (centred left) & 1934 7d Trans Tasman top selvedge example. Superb MUH
group. SG 548/551 & 554 Cat. £105 as MLH
1934 (16th Oct) 1d KGV x 6 on Registered cover to Canada tied by "MARINE POST OFFICE NEW ZEALAND
R.M.S. NIAGARA" cds's x 4. A blank Registration label has complete & full impression of "NEW ZEALAND
MARINE POST OFFICE. R.M.S. NIAGARA" double ring oval cachet in mauve. New Westminster BC cds
arrival on back flap. A scarce registered cover from the Sea Post Office. A lovely exhibition item in good cond.
1935 2½d chocolate & blue experimental (wet) printing, perf. 13½x14 . Top left marginal block of 23 (3x7 rows
& pair) showing distinctive brown gum. MUH with 5 light tone spots near selvedge. CP L5b, Cat. NZ$20 ea.
(1998), SG Cat. £9 ea.
1935 3/- Mt Egmont single wmk, plate 1 corner block. 2 small thins in selvedge but stamps fresh MUH. CP
L14b, Cat. NZ$775 (1998)
1936 1d Kiwi, Die I block perf. 13½x14 ovptd "Official". One unit with light tone spot. MUH/MLH & well
centred. CP L02b, Cat. $NZ800 (1998)
1936 1½d Maori Cooking, multiple wmk, in MUH/MLH block of 20 in 5x4 with lower selvedge format.
SG 579, Cat. £360
1936/42 4d black & sepia perf. 12½ line plate 3 corner block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. SG 583b, CP L7d,
Cat. NZ$225 (1998)
1936/42 2/- olive Cook perf. 13½x14 with "CAPTAIN COQK" variety -state III with comma below "W" & line
through jacket of middle figure. Fresh MLH. SG 589ca, Cat £350
1940/58 £4 light blue postal fiscal Arms with inverted wmk & part Wellington postal cds. Tiny surface thin on
right margin. SG F210, Cat. £200
1940/58 Postal fiscals with bold surcharges on 3/6d (SG F213), £6, £10, £45 & £50 all with Stamp Duties Dept
cds's (Barefoot Cat. £36) plus similar cancels on unsurcharged £2/10d & £3/10d (2). Cat. £85. Attractive
examples. (8)
1941 3/- Mt Egmont, perf. 12½, wartime issue plate 1 corner block of 4. Fine MUH/MLH. CP L14e, Cat.
NZ$750 (1998)
1988 $1 RPSNZ Cent M/S's ovptd "Sydpex 88 Bicentennial National Stamp Exhibition" with the additional ovpt
in red "Auckland Crippled Children Society SURCHARGE $1". Both MUH. Retail $100+ (2)
Postal Stationery unused range comprising KGVI "Eighteen Pence" POW post airletters (2), ½d brown & 1d
green newspaper wrappers with 2 of each plus 2 each of the following QEII pre-decimal items; 3d PSE (cream
or white stock), 1½d "Printed Matter" card, 2d green "Inland Post Card", 3d letter card on light blue/green
stock (stuck & stained) plus 3x 9d brown registered letter & PNG 5d green long PSE. Tinge of toning on edges
of some. (22 items)
New Zealand-Niue 1918/29 2/- to £1 NZ postal fiscals ovptd "NIUE". All MLH. The 5/- fluffy perfs with 10/- &
£1 on thick paper. SG 33/35, 37b & c, Cat. £320 (5)
1941/67 NZ postal fiscals with thin "NIUE" ovpt x 2 sets MLH (toning on one set) mult wmk (one 5/- thick
single wmk, SG 52) plus 2/6d x 2 used, 10/- faded (s/l cancel) & fake corner cancels on 10/- & £1 (2). Cat. of
MLH only is £240 (8 MLH, 7 used)
Nigeria 1948 RSW pair in blocks of 4 with 1d MUH & the 5/- in fine used block with neat Lagos Reg'd cancels.
SG 62/63, Cat. £105
North Borneo 1904/05 4¢ on 12¢ & 4¢ on $2 MLH, 1945 BMA ovpts to $5 F/U & Labuan ovpts on 1¢ & 3¢
F/U (SG 62 & 64). All fine. Total cat. £200+ (19)
1954/59 QEII defins to $5 & 1961 to $2 all MLH with a hinge remnant. Cat. £135 as MUH (28)
Northern Rhodesia 1925/29 10/- & 20/- KGV defins F/U with the later on small piece. SG 16/17 Cat. £475
1937 Coronation (3) & KGVI defins used to 5/- in all colours. Majority F/U. SG 22/24 & 25/35 Cat. £85 (22)
1963 Postage Dues set of 6 F/U. SG D5/10 Cat. £75
Pakistan 1935 Quetta Earthquake stampless Airmail cover addressed to London with single line "QUETTA
EARTH QUAKE POSTAGE FREE" handstamp. Quetta b/s dated 14 JUN 35, the last day of free postage
concession. Worn cond roughly opened but highly collectable.
1935 Quetta Earthquake with "Earthquake Stamps not available" in m/s & same indelible pencil as address to
London. 4 JUN 35 light Quetta RMS Screwhead cancel above address. This is rare as only used from 4th to
7th June. Light wear & odd stain at right. A useful addition a disaster mail exhibit.
Poland 1938 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition perfd M/S. MUH & rarely seen as thus. SG 335a Cat. £110 as MLH
Qatar 1961 1r to 10r defins. Fresh MUH. SG 34/37, Cat. £110
Romania1924 opened-out registered cover addressed to the famous Australian singer Gladys Moncrieff c/J.C. Williamson Ltd in Sydney with latter's re-address label covering original & redirecting item to London.
Franked with 1 leu defin x 12 & tied by Bucharest 5 July 24 cds, Port Said Transit of 14 July & Sydney receival
12 Aug 34, then London registered receival 21 Sept 24. Sent by Nell Roman of Bucharest. Nice item to
enhance a thematic Music collection.
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Russia 1858 20k orange & blue, perf. 12½, with "white fleck in "0" of "20" in top left corner" variety together
with closed loop of "2". Fine used. Michel 6 III & IV varieties on same stamp. Cat. €900 ($1400)
1934 20k carmine Airmail with vertical wmk. MLH. Mi 464x Cat. €320
1937 10k Pushkin, perf. 12½ x 14. CTO. A scarce stamp. Mi 549 9x Cat. €280, SG £325
1951 Scientists 3rd print in 1956 with vertical screening and horizontal mesh, CTO. Mi. specialist cat.
1575n/90n (9) cat. €300 (SG 1709 variety)
Sarawak 1895 2c to 8c Brooke set of 4. 4c with fluffy perfs to right. MLH. SG 28/31 Cat £90
Seychelles 1938/49 part set of 20 to R3.35 (no 1R green). MLH incl both papers of 2¢, 3¢ & 6¢. Cat £250+
for MUH
1954/61 QEII defins set of 10. Fresh MUH. SG 174/88, Cat. £80
1972 Rare Birds set of 6 in MUH corner blocks of 4. SG Cat. £70
Somaliland 1953/58 2/-, 5/- & 10/- QEII Pictorials. Fresh MUH. SG 146/48, Cat. £95
South Africa 1926/27 6d green & orange bilingual pair with watermark inverted. Fresh MUH.
SG 32w, Cat. £70.
1933/48 6d green & vermilion bilingual pair with "Molehill" variety. Fine MUH. SG 61b, Cat. £250
1967/71 4¢ Postage Dues in both types. Fine MUH. SG D63/64, Cat. £65
South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1855/63 6d slate lilac with light lozenge cancel & clear margins all round,
small nick near "G" of "Postage" for accuracy (SG 7c, Cat. £500) plus 1863/64 1/- bright emerald green with
light lozenge cancel. 2 close margins with other side touching & repaired at base. SG 21, Cat. £650 if fine. (2)
1900 Mafeking Siege ovpts selection fine used & all appearing to be used during the siege period from 23rd
March to 17th May. SG 1, 2 (on piece), 3, 9, 12 & 13, Cat. £900+ (6)
South West Africa 1927/30 2d, 3d, 4d & 1/- "S.W.A." ovptd Pictorials in bilingual pairs, perf. 14x13½. MLH.
SG 60c, 61b, 62b & 64b, Cat £155
1927/30 6d bilingual pair with "No stop after "A" of "S.W.A." ovpt" variety. Fresh MLH. SG 63a, Cat. £120
1954 1d "Two Bucks" with wmk sideways & inverted MUH. SG 154w Cat. £70
Southern Rhodesia 1924/29 1d red KGV Admiral imperforate at base between stamp & gutter margin. MLH.
SG 2b var., Cat. £1700 for imperf between pair.
1924/29 1½d bistre-brown KGV Admiral imperforate at top between stamp & gutter margin. MLH SG 3b var.,
Cat. £8000 for vertical pair imperf between.
1931/37 ½d to 5/- KGV including all perfs. 5/- mint no gum otherwise mostly fine to very mint MLH. Seldom
offered complete. SG 15/27 Cat. £850+ (31) (see front cover)
1937 KGVI to 5/- MVLH (evenly toned), 1954 QEII to £1 also MVLH & Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1954/56 QEII
to £1 MVLH. All complete simplified. SG Cat. £295 as MUH. (42)
Saint Helena 1934 2/6d & 5/- Centenary MUH (SG 121/22) plus 1953 QEII Pictorials to 1/- MLH. Total cat.
£150+
Saint Lucia 1883/86 ½d to 1/- QV set, 1886/87 3d & 6d Die I, 1897/98 1d (2), 2d, 3s, 1/-, 5/- & 10/- Die II,
1891/92 ½d on 3d, ½d on half 6d, 1d on 4d Die II Surcharges. All fine used except for the latter. A useful
group. SG between 31-56, Cat. £750+ (18)
1935 General Gordon set of 9. MLH but stuck against stockcard (Cat. £130 as MLH) plus Self Govt set of 3
inscribed "1953" & released in error with 5000 sold at Sudan agency in London. Cat. £18 per set. Also the
"1954" set MLH. SG 140/42 (15)
Switzerland 1850/52 Rayon I, II & III good to fine used each with 3 or 4 margins. All presentable with rich
original colours. SG 10,13 &24, Cat. £500+ (3)
1862 1f gold Seated Helvetia on granite paper fine used with neat corner Ambulant cds. Mi. 44, Cat. €1200,
SG 60a Cat. £600+
1908/40 3f yellow & bistre. Fresh MLH. Expertised on back. SG 246, Cat. £425
1915 5¢ & 10¢ Pro Juventute with latter MUH, other MLH. SG J1a/J2, Cat. £160 as MLH
1916 3c, 5c & 10c Pro Juventute. All fine MLH. SG J3/5, Cat. £100
1934 NABA M/S. MLH. SG MS357, Cat. £550
1937 Pro Juventute M/S. Fine used. SG MSJ83a, Cat. £85
1938/54 Federal Assembly set with bluish surface MLH plus set on white paper MUH.
SG 388A/90A & 388C/90C, Cat. £140 (6)
1943 Cantonal Stamp Centenary M/Sheet MUH, SG MS430a Cat. £75
Tanganyika 1922/24 £1 black & orange giraffe with wmk sideways. Fine used with neat corner cds.
A couple of shortish perfs. SG 88, Cat. £750
Thailand 1999 Sixth Cycle (72nd birthday) of King Bhumipol (4th issue) in sheetlets of 10 MUH plus in
combined M/S's x 10 in 2 lots of 5 sequential numbers. SG 2161/63 x 10 sets & MS 2164 x 10. Total cat. £740
2007 King Adulyadej 80th Birthday uncut banknote sheet with 1, 5 & 10 Baht denominations in pres folder.
Exc cond.
Tonga 1923/24 2d surcharges (excl 2d on 2/-). All MLH with 2d on 5d slightly oxidised & 2d on 2/6d is centred
left otherwise fine. SG 64/67, 69/70a, Cat. £150 (6)
1984 Leaders of the World 1c, 15c, 50c & $1 cars imperforate progressive colour proofs in Format
International Security Printers presentation folders. Set no. 10 of 250 with Cert of Authenticity. Most attractive
& a lovely addition for thematic car collector. (4 separate proof folders)
USA 1870/71 Stanton 7c vermilion 'H' grill pair fine used with nearly complete strike of "H" within circle cancel
(Weiss no.RE-L3). The only recorded strike of this rare cancel on a pair & possibly unique as such. Scott 138,
Cat $1050+, SG 140 Cat £1000+
1924 Walloon Tercentenary set with 1¢ & 2¢ MUH & 5¢ MLH & a good used set plus 1926/27 Airs set of 4 all
MUH. SG Cat. £80+ (10)
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1927 10¢ Lindbergh Airmail in Plate No. F 19008 block of 6. Fine MUH. Scott C10, Cat. US$120
1927 10¢ Lindbergh Airmail booklet pane of 3. Fresh MUH. Scott Cat. US$115
1928 5¢ carmine & blue Airmail plate block of 6 with plate inscription "TOP F 19694 (in blue) F19699" in
carmine. Fresh MUH. Scott C11, Cat. US$55
1933 50c Graf Zeppelin. MLH & well centered. SG A732 Cat. £100
1934 National Parks set of 10 in plate number blocks of 6. Scott Cat. 740/49, Cat. US$140+
1938 Presidential set in plate blocks of 4 to $1 plus 1954 $1 shade corner block, $2 block & single of $1 & $5
(latter damaged corner). All fine MUH. Scott Cat. 803/34, Cat. US$160 for 30 plate blocks plus US$70 for $2
block & US$24 for Cat. 832c block
1938 $2 Harding & $5 Coolidge. Fresh MUH. SG 830/31 Cat. £115
1940 Famous Americans sets of 35 in blocks of 4 & 2 single sets. All fresh MUH SG 856/90 Cat. £210+
1977 $1 booklet x 10 all with 13¢ x 7 plus 9¢ x1. Scott Cat. 1623a pane (10)
1998/2000 "Celebrate the Century" series of 10 post office sheetlets each with 15 stamps. All MUH in original
packs. Cat. £150
Vatican City1929 Papal Tiara & Pope Pius defins & Express complete set of 15, 1931 PD's & 1949 UPU pair
all fine used. Mi 1/15, P1/6, 161/2, Cat. €245 (23)
1933 Pope Pius defin set of 18 incl Express (Mi. 21/38) all MLH plus 1949 Basilicas, 1951 Pius X, Chacedon
Anniv (60l minor stain) & 1949 Holy Year all MUH On Hagner PTSA $330+. (47)
1935 Juridical Congress set of 6. Fine MUH. Mi. 145/50, Cat. €800, SG 41/46, Cat. £300
Zanzibar 1926/30 3c Postage Due vertical pair with upper unit having the "cent.s" for "cents" variety. Unused
as issued. SG D3/3a Cat. £165
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